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Abstract
High-lipid algae are potential sources of biofuels. Lipids in this biomass provide a straightforward
chemical route to hydrocarbon-based high energy-density fuels needed for diesel and jet engines.
However, current schemes for producing these biofuels require large amounts of energy and solvents
to recover the oil. The feedstocks have dilute concentrations (1 wt% or less) in aqueous media, and
must be dewatered significantly to form biofuels. A hydrothermal environment, utilizing a high-
pressure, high-temperature, water-based medium, is well-suited for processing these dilute biomass
feedstocks.
Conversion of high-lipid model feedstocks to bio-crude oils was investigated over temperatures
from 250 to 350◦C and a wide range of reaction times (from minutes to several hours). Tempera-
ture and pressure controlled batch reactions were performed on Isochrysis sp., and T. Weissflogii.
Chemical analysis was performed to give a detailed characterization of the products, including fatty
acid conversion and oil yields. Product analysis was thorough enough to be used for simulation of
the hydrothermal process. These results were used to fit a model for lipid reactions in hydrother-
mal systems. Life cycle assessment (LCA) of the algal hydrothermal process was performed for
comparison to conventional algal biofuel production techniques. Extraction and conversion to fuels
had similar energy inputs for either hydrothermal or extracted oil.
Thesis Supervisor: Jefferson Tester
Title: Professor of Chemical Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Energy stands to be a defining challenge of the next fifty years. Renewable sources such as wind,
solar, and geothermal energy are stationary sources of power, only generating electricity. In order
to renewably fuel the transportation sector, more mobile sources are needed. These can only be
obtained renewably from biomass or from renewably-generated power that is converted to energy
carriers like hydrogen. Biomass in effect does this transition with the sun. ’The solar energy
absorbed by photosynthesis is converted into the chemical bonds of the biomass structural compo-
nents. If biomass is processed efficiently, it can provide high energy output to replace conventional
fossil fuels.’ [Tsukahara and Sawayama, 2005] In this way, the energy of the sun becomes chem-
ical energy that comprises the biomass components- carbohydrates, proteins, and fats, and that
chemical energy is partly retained by converting them to fuels. However, biofuels can only be used
successfully at significant scale for the long term when they are produced in a sustainable way.
Sustainability can be defined a number of ways. Here, it will be used simply to imply a route
or method which allows for continual use without damaging the environment in a way that could
inhibit future uses. For biofuels, this means methods for producing biomass which have a large net
generation of energy, and which do not damage soils, destroy the local environment, use local water
supplies inefficiently, deplete nutrient supplies. All while decreasing global greenhouse emissions in
a marked way.
Within these environmental limits, the goal is to maximize output and quality of fuels. To this
end, the biomass should have a high yield per growth area to minimize the land impacts. The
quality of fuel produced should have a high energy density, both volumetrically and massively. Fuel
production processes should be as efficient as possible, to maximize the output of fuel per inputs of
energy and materials. Recent use of corn grain ethanol has generated a great deal of controversy
because the biofuel energy is roughly equal to the energy needed to grow and process the corn into
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ethanol [Johnson, 2006]. Efficient processing is one of the keys to getting to large-scale, sustainable
biofuels.
One of the aspects that makes transportation fuels difficult to replace is the suitability of the
current fuels. Petroleum-based fuels, like gasoline, diesel, and jet fuel, have a very high energy
density which allows for maximal range of travel per added weight to the vehicle. The liquid state
allows for dispensing on demand for fast acceleration, which relates to the power density. The
combination of high energy density and power density per unit mass has not been matched in
batteries, hydrogen, or other energy carriers. Petroleum-based fuels can also be stored for long
periods as liquids without changing the fuel quality.
Ethanol has roughly 70% the energy density of gasoline, so mileage per gallon suffers. This
may only seem loosely relevant, so long as enough ethanol is available to make up the difference.
However, personal transportation, i.e. cars and motorcycles, is only a portion of the fuel market.
Ethanol cannot make a dent in the diesel and jet fuel segments including semi-trucks, commercial
planes, water transport, or military uses. Higher energy densities are needed for those applications,
such as those provided by hydrocarbons from fats.
”Biomass tends to be wet, often [odorous], and sometimes hazardous. All approaches that rely
on diverting food crops to biofuels will fail to meet the [sustainability] criteria because they compete
with food production for high grade arable land and because their bioenergy output is limited”
[Rittman, 2008]. Arable land is a valuable resource in the world. With growing world population,
feeding people is becoming more difficult, and the agricultural revolution and factory farming have
increased food production at significant environmental cost to those very resources. Producing
fuels by using these agricultural lands is not acceptible as biofuels mature. Next generation biofuels
should seek to use lower grade lands, especially using those that will not remove food producing
capacities or have greenhouse impacts from land use change.
Water use is also important. When biofuels come from traditional crops, they not only occupy
arable lands, but also consume freshwater which may be an even more valuable future commodity
than land. Corn is one of the worst offenders in water use. Not only does the farming consume
freshwater supplies for irrigation, but fertilizer runoff actually harms the water resources that
borders corn fields. Fertilizers cause eutrophication and contamination of the water, which damages
the ecology downstream. As an alternative, a biomass source that can grow in less optimal water,
such as saline, brackish, or wastewater, is a much better option for sustainable biofuels.
With all of these restrictions, the likelihood of a biofuel source meeting all of these conditions
is extremely challenging and has not been achieved in commercial practice. A great deal of recent
attention has focused on the use of microalgae for the production of biofuels. Microalgae have the
potential to meet most if not all of these sustainability criteria, so long as care is taken to use
efficient processing methods to produce fuels. To that end, this research has focused on analyzing a
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method of converting algal biomass feedstocks to fuels using hydrothermal conversion that is more
sustainable than the conventional route being considered.
Microalgae will be introduced in Section 1.2 with the advantages of microalgae as a biomass
feedstock along with the current status of algal biofuels. Later sections include the aspects that
make microalgae a compelling fuel source and the steps needed to grow (1.7), harvest (1.8), and
process algae to a fuel (1.10). The chapter will end with a review of life cycle assessment studies of
microalgae for fuels. In Chapter 2, the background on hydrothermal processing will be introduced,
including previous work in the area of microalgae processing.
1.2 Microalgae introduction
’It has long been postulated that algae could be employed as a cell factories to produce oils and other
lipids for biofuels and other biomaterials ’[Hu et al., 2008]. ’Microalgae are unique because they
combine the renewable energy capturing ability of photosynthesis with the high yields of controlled
microbial cultivation, making them potentially valuable organisms for economical, industrial-scale
production processes in the 21st century’ [Rosenberg et al., 2008]. ’Photosynthetic microbes are
a major contributor to geological formations that are now the source of fossil fuels’ [Huntley and
Redalje, 2007]. These quotes reflect the possibilities that exist for microalgae as a source of fuels.
They are believed to be one origin of fossil fuels, producing crude oil from years of pressure and
time below the earth’s surface. By capturing this inherent quality and culturing microalgae, fossil
fuel needs could be offset by a more carbon neutral source of transportation energy.
Algae are a group of organisms which are separated into micro- and macro- classes. Macroalgae
consists of seaweeds and similar species. Microalgae are a class of mostly single-celled organisms.
For the purposes of this document, algae will be used to refer solely to microalgae. Microalgae
are primarily grown photoautotrophically; yet, some species are able to survive heterotrophically
by degrading organic substances like sugar [Chen and Chen, 2006]. Both heterotrophs and pho-
toautotrophs have been proposed as sources of biofuels. The photosynthetic mechanisms allow for
accumulation of biomass with mainly sunlight and CO2 inputs, whereas heterotrophs need a source
of sugar. Although microalgae processing is the focus of this thesis, the context of the entire system
is needed for all of the advantages of hydrothermal processing to become apparent.
1.3 Algae versus plants
Algae are considered superior biomass on a number of factors when compared to other crops for
biofuel production. Whether looking at photosynthetic efficiency, or daily or yearly productivities,
or lipid yield per area, algae have shown better on all of these factors than trees, biofuel crops, or
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other sources of biomass. The surface of the Earth receives an estimated 170 W/m2 on average.
Assume 29.2% of the Earth is land, 13% of which is arable, a conversion efficiency of 1% to biomass,
and 20% oil of dry weight. The resulting energy would only cover half of the fossil fuel energy
demand [Schenk et al., 2008]. If biofuels are going to compete for a portion of the fuel market,
they need to be more efficient in the use of land, and produce a larger volume of fuels per area.
Microalgae can accomplish this by utilizing non-arable land, raising photosynthetic efficiency, and
increasing the biomass percentage of oil compared to other crops.
1.3.1 Photosynthesis
Theoretical maximum photosynthesis efficiency, defined as the fraction of light energy fixed as
chemical energy during autotrophic growth, has been estimated to be 9% for microalgae, contrasted
to 6% for higher plants [Wijffels, 2008]. The method for these estimates vary. The predominate
methods involve theoretical calculations based on knowledge of the photosynthesis and physics
of a system, or measuring light inputs and biomass growth outputs. The latter method involves
making an estimate of the heating value of algae, such as data by Grobbelaar [2004] which gives
approx. microalgal biomass as CO0.48H1.38N0.11P0.01. Raw energy content of 700-1550 GJ/(ha ·yr)
is estimated for algae, compared to 120 for corn grain, and 60-255 for grasses [Dismukes et al.,
2008]. Regardless of the method used, algae typically have a higher photosynthetic efficiency than
terrestrial plants.
Shay reports plainly that ’Algae have higher efficiency than trees’ [Shay, 1993]. In more quan-
titative terms, Dismukes offers ’Overall solar energy conversion to biofuel is about 0.05% for corn
grain ethanol, 0.5% for switchgrass ethanol, and 0.5-1% for aquatic microbial oxygenic photoau-
totrophs (AMOPs) to ethanol or biodiesel,’ [Dismukes et al., 2008]. These percentages are reflective
of the energy content of the fuel versus the energy of irradiance that falls on the land where the
crops are grown.
Estimate values for the energy content of the fuels are given here. Sugarcane ethanol has a net
161-175 GJ/(ha · yr). Oil palm biodiesel has a net 142-180 GJ/(ha · yr) [Reijnders, 2008] and an
oil yield of 6000 L/(ha · yr) [Chisti, 2008]. Rodolfi et al. [2009] predicts yields of 32600 L/(ha · yr)
for algae located in tropical climates, which would be approximately 1240 GJ/(ha · yr). This falls
on the low end of the practical range in the work from Weyer et al. [2009].
1.3.2 Areal productivity
Photosynthetic efficiency is comparable to areal productivity, but differ by the units. The areal
productivity is generally a mass per area yield, which is directly measured, versus estimates of
sunlight energy and biomass energy content used to make a photosynthetic efficiency calculation.
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Although this is normally a good comparison for real world scenarios, the assumptions used must
be stated for a meaningful statistic, and put into common terms. Compared with conventional crop
plants, which are usually harvested once or twice a year, microalgae have a very short harvesting
cycle ( 1-10 days depending on the process) [Schenk et al., 2008]. Also, algae growth is sometimes
measured on a daily basis for ideal conditions in a laboratory. This cannot be scaled to year-round
conditions because of seasonal and diurnal variations in field settings, among other variables which
reduce field productivities.
Crops are estimated on a bone dry weight (BDW), and algae are commonly on a dry cell weight
(DCW) basis, which are essentially the same. In addition, ash-free (AF) bases are used to refer to
solely the organic portion. A recent report from the Colorado Center for Biorefining and Biofuels
(C2B2) tried to estimate the theoretical maximum productivity for microalgae which resulted as
196 g/(m2 · d) [Weyer et al., 2009]. The same paper contrasted this with previous calculations
by Raven of 173 g/(m2 · d). The practical case examples from the C2B2 paper were 33-42, and
compared this to Goldman, who gave 58 g/(m2 · d) for practical cases. Other estimates have been
done based on extrapolating from lab work, but were not theoretically based.
A recent life cycle assessment gave annual production reaching 26 t/(ha · yr) for algae, 0.47
for soybeans, 1.3 for rapeseed, and 4.7 for palm trees [Lardon et al., 2009]. Huesemann and
Benemann [2009] gave much higher values, with achievable microalgae productivities projecting to
70 t/(ha · yr) ash free. This compares to 3 for soybeans, 9 for corn, and 10-13 for switchgrass
or hybrid poplar. This type of discrepency is common in the algae literature, especially between
skeptics and proponenets of algae. In this case, Lardon is using the basis of current achieved
production, whereas Huesemann is projecting to future targets, which is almost triple the current
level. This type of analysis also depends greatly on the location of the algae growth. Goldman
[1979] gave algae production as 15-25 t/(ha · yr).
Crop growth rate was calculated through survey of USDA crop reports from 2008 for a full
growing season averaged over one year in time. A comparison of these crops is shown in Figure 1.1
on a g/(m2 · d) basis. Algae are included in this graph with an assumed growth of 15 g/(m2 · d),
a reasonable, currently achievable estimate. Depending on conditions, algae can grow much more
than this, as C2B2 practical estimates are two to threefold higher.
1.3.3 Lipid productivity
Algae biofuel research is thriving not solely because of high algae growth rates, but also the ex-
citement for high content of lipids accumulated. Oil levels of 20-50% are quite common in algae.
Depending on species, microalgae produce many different kinds of lipids, hydrocarbons and complex
oils [Chisti, 2007]. Oil content in microalgae can exceed 80 %wt [Spolaore et al., 2006], although
lipid content this high is an extreme case. For comparison, soybean and oil palm have around 20
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Figure 1.1: Comparison of crop growth
%wt oil. The oil yield on a yearly basis is shown in Figure 1.1 for the given productivities.
Triacylglycerols (TAGs) have an upper limit of 80% of total lipids [Hu et al., 2008]. Non-polar
TAG are the best substrate to produce biodiesel, as opposed to the polar components like glyco-
and phospho-lipids [Spolaore et al., 2006]. Polar lipids will saponify with the alkaline catalyst
used for traditional biodiesel processing, producing soap [Canakci and Van Gerpen, 2003]. More
of the lipids can be utilized by first pretreating the polar lipids to methyl esters with an acid
catalyst, before sending the remaining oil to be transesterified. High irradiances stimulate TAG
accumulation, while under low irradiance mainly polar lipids associated with cell membranes are
synthesized. [Goldman, 1979] TAGs mainly containing saturated and monounsaturated fatty acids
form the bulk of the lipid fraction of starved cells, but with large variability.[Roessler, 1990] Most
TAGs were C14:0, C16:0, C16:1, C18:1 in the work of Rodolfi et al. [2009], where Cn:m refers to
an acyl chain with n carbon atoms and m double bonds.
Carbohydrates can reach 70 %DCW without affecting productivity, while lipid accumulation
results in decreased productivity [Rodolfi et al., 2009]. For this reason, some are questioning if
lipids are in fact the best product from algae. Lipids contain twice the energy stored per carbon
atom than carbohydrates [Dismukes et al., 2008]. The downstream quality of the produced fuel
seems to indicate that lipids are much better despite the lowered biomass yield. Lipids can produce
a more energy-dense fuel such as biodiesel, which has a higher value than most carbohydrate-based
fuels like ethanol.
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Recent research has looked at ways to keep high growth rates and high lipid productivities.
Chisti [2007] points to the need to identify possible biochemical triggers and environmental factors
that might favor oil accumulation Microalgae are already reported to produce 15-300 times more
oil for biodiesel production than traditional crops on an area basis.
1.3.4 Water use
Water resources may be more valuable in the future than even land or energy. Freshwater sup-
plies are used for a wide variety of applications, including human and animal consumption, crop
irrigation, and industrial cooling among others. While water is available in vast supplies, the quan-
tities that are needed for all of these uses puts a constriction on potential future uses. Like the
competition between crops for food vs. fuel, a similar competition could occur between water for
consumption and energy applications. Crop based fuels such as corn ethanol are huge draws on
water resources for irrigation and fermentation culture.
Microalgae culture can use a variety of water sources, depending on the strain. Algae are found
in environments across the globe, including extreme salt water such as the Great Salt Lake and the
Dead Sea. This wide array of natural environments means that some strain of microalgae can grow
in almost any water source, eliminating the competition for fresh water supplies. Vast supplies of
brackish water, saline aquifers, and co-produced water from oil wells are available in the United
States. Also, wastewater from industry and municipalities offer other sources of water that are
non-competitive with fresh water supplies. These options give algae a huge advantage in resource
use over most agricultural energy crops.
1.3.5 Summary
Rodolfi et al. [2009] summarized many of the comparisons between algae and terrestrial plants,
which are reprised here. Advantages of microalgae over higher plants as a source of transportation
biofuels include:
1. The algal oil yield per area of culture could greatly exceed the yield of the best oilseed crops
2. Microalgae grow in an aquatic medium, but need less water than terrestrial crops
3. Microalgae can be cultivated in seawater or brackish water on non-arable land and do not
compete for resources with conventional agriculture
4. Algal biomass production may be combined with direct fixation of waste CO2
5. Fertilizers and nutrients for algal culture can be obtained from wastewater
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6. Algal cultivation does not need herbicides or pesticides
7. Residual algae can be used as animal feed or fertilizers, or fermented to ethanol or methane
8. Biochemical composition of algae can be modulated by varying growth conditions and the oil
content can be highly enhanced
These claims are mostly true, but some need explanations. For example, fertilizers are necessary
for the production of both agricultural crops and algae, making a competition for some resources.
As with any claims, the truth is in the numbers, so many of these facts need to be verified by field
test situations. Life cycle assessment aids in this endeavor. The claim about microalgae needing
lower amounts of water needs to be verified, as evaporation losses or evaporative cooling could
consume water just as much as crops.
1.4 Current status
For any of the approaches to algal biodiesel, several important challenges must be met successfully if
the benefits are to be obtained without introducing environmental or economic costs. One challenge
is locating the production facilities in areas with suitably high sunlight and warm temperatures to
spur maximum productivity. Arid and semi-arid regions seem to be the most favorable in terms of
sunlight, with the added benefit of not taking out of service high grade arable land. A second issue
is water management, such as if fresh water is needed. Water is a limited resource, particularly in
arid regions where water is scarce.
A third concern is the source of carbon dioxide. While it is possible to obtain CO2 from the
atmosphere, growth rates will be higher if a concentrated stream of CO2 is available. Therefore,
co-location of the photobioreactors near a power plant is desirable. The algae do not need a pure
CO2 stream, so they do not have the limitations that a carbon capture unit would have. Finally,
the cost of the biodiesel product must be competitive. While the meaning of ’competitive’ is going
to change with time, research and development work must focus on keeping the unit costs down,
since liquid fuels are a commodity market [Rittman, 2008].
As of 2004, about 5000 tons worldwide of algae is produced commercially, mainly for high-
value, low-volume food supplements and nutraceuticals [Pulz and Gross, 2004]. The use of algae
for fuels is a much lower margin business, which makes it difficult to penetrate until costs come
down significantly. That is where research funding and venture capital come into play. More
than $1B estimated commitment has been made recently to algal-based fuels including $850M for
ethanol from cyanobacteria [Pienkos and Darzins, 2009]. The first major efforts in algae in the U.S.
was made by in the Aquatic Species Program (ASP), run from the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL). The ASP invested more than $25M over 20 years [Sheehan et al., 1998].
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Numerous studies have tried to estimate the current cost to produce algal-based fuels. However,
these do not usually come with a great deal of detail, as companies try to protect their business
models and any proprietary information they can. The economics of microalgal oil were studied
in the ASP. They concluded at the end of the project that economical production of biofuels from
photosynthetic microbes was not feasible in the 1990s. The projected costs in the different scenarios
were $39-127 per barrel. This assumes a 40% oil content and an average daily production rate of
18.5-60 g/(m2 · d) [Sheehan et al., 1998].
Economic estimations have also been done previously by Molina-Grima et al. [2003] A more
recent analysis estimated algae oil production costs to be $84/bbl. [Huntley and Redalje, 2007]
Seambiotic Ltd. estimates production costs of its dried algae to be 0.34 $/kg. Seambiotic pro-
ductivity was 20 g/(m2 · d) and lipid content of 8-40%. [Schenk et al., 2008] NREL has been
leading efforts to get more public technoeconomic analyses in algal fuels. Pienkos and Darzins
[2009] includes an updated technoeconomic assessment for algal biofuels.
In order to formulate a path forward for the development of algal biofuels, the Department of
Energy Biomass Program hosted a roadmapping workshop in December 2008, of which this thesis’s
author was an attendee. From this workshop came a published report called the National Algal
Biofuels Technology Roadmap which contains a summary of the information from stakeholders and
the future areas of support needed for advancement of this field.
1.5 Strains
One of the principal tasks of the Aquatic Species Program was the collection of algae strains.
Phycology, the study of algae, had not yet scouted algae species for the properties that would most
benefit fuel production. Specifically sought were species from areas with harsh conditions that would
inhibit competitors, or species that were known to accumulate oils. The majority of photosynthetic
micro-organisms routinely used in the laboratory (e.g.Chlamydomonas) were selected because of
ease of cultivation, or as genetic model systems for studying photosynthesis [Hu et al., 2008].
Strain properties are critical factors in the success of algal fuels. A combination of good oil
properties, high growth rates, robustness, lipid accumulation, and ease of harvesting are all sought.
Genetic engineering may be able to aid in these pursuits, but it is difficult to find a single strain with
even the majority of these traits. The leading filter for strain selection is generally oil accumulation.
The intrinsic ability to produce large quantities of lipid and oil is species/strain specific, rather
than genus specific. [Hu et al., 2008]. B. braunii are colony forming algae with 30-70 %DCW as
hydrocarbons. The hydrocarbons are mostly polyunsaturated tri-terpenes CnH2n−10 where n=30-
37 [Dote et al., 1994]. However, the doubling time for this species is very long, which inhibits its
use. Heterotrophically cultivated Chlorella protothecoides has been shown to accumulate as much
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as 55 %DCW as oil, compared to 14% in photoautotrophically grown [Miao and Wu, 2006]. Using
a heterotrophic strain requires sugars, losing out on the benefits of solar energy conversion.
High lipid areal yield is one of the main goals, as it influences production cost. High lipid
content improves the efficiency of biomass processing [Rodolfi et al., 2009]. Lipid accumulation
in photosynthetic algae is generally acheived through nitrogen limitation. When the nitrogen is
limited, protein cannot be formed. So instead of growing and replicating cells, the uptake in carbon
is sequestered into lipids. Thus, lipid accumulation is usually a trade-off with growth [Huesemann
and Benemann, 2009].
Because of these limitations, some researchers focus their attention on other photosynthetic
microbes. Cyanobacteria accumulate lipids in thylakoid membranes, which are associated with high
levels of photosynthesis and a rapid growth rate. Photosynthetic bacteria have a natural advantage
for producing lipids at a high rate over algae which accumulate lipids as storage materials when
under stress and slow growth [Rittman, 2008].
Another option is to use a mixed culture, containing several strains of algae. The diversity of
the culture would allow competing strains to dominate under different conditions. Previous pilot
scale operations have demonstrated that mono-culture systems can be prone to contamination,
indicating that cultivation of native mixed native communities may result in more robust operation
despite the potential decrease in lipid content [Miao and Wu, 2006]. As mentioned above, one
method for maintaining a pure monoculture is to use an extreme environment such as high salinity
that would inhibit any other organism. Algae in harsh climates exert energy to sustain themselves
in the severe environment, rather than to growth. This results in a trade off between productivity
and species competition [Dismukes et al., 2008].
With the diversity possible in microalgae strains, it would be useful to have a model organism
with uniform or average properties. Thus researchers could compare results without the impact of
strain specific artifacts. This has not been achieved, with the exceptions noted before where most
algal genomics research focuses on a single strain because it was the first (and still one of few)
to have its genome sequenced. Other algal research areas are left to choose a strain by what is
available or has been used in past works. Griffiths and Harrison [2009] has a very good survey of
literature information on growth and lipid accumulation of algal species.
1.6 Bioreactors
The cultivation of an aquatic species is more difficult than a crop grown on arable land. Some sort
of aquatic cultivation system is used, which normally fall into one of two categories. The first is an
open pond system, typically designed to be as cheap as possible to keep costs down. The second
is a closed system engineered to meet more of the challenges presented to algae culture, but at a
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higher cost. No one has successfully bridged the gap between designing a high end reactor which
meets challenges of the algal culture with a cheap reactor which enhances the economic viability of
the process [Weissman et al., 1988].
As neither system has been proven as the most effective or economic, the debate on which is
better will continue for some time. Although the purpose of this background is not to cover the
research in the field of photobioreactors, some detail is necessary to convey the challenges and
economics of each as they pertain to the entire algae process. Conventional tropical agriculture
(like oil palm) and open ponds have similar biomass yields (25-30 t/(ha · yr)), while engineered
systems have higher productivities (50-150 t/(ha · yr)), although studies were generally small scale
and short duration [Haiduc et al., 2009].
Photosynthesis requires light penetration, so photoautotrophs become self-inhibitory if they
grow too densely. Designed systems can be adjusted to allow for better circulation and light
penetration, thus the large difference in volumetric densities between open ponds and engineered
systems.
The normal open structure is called a raceway pond. The general orientation is two side-by-
side lengths of shallow ditches, with rounded ends to form an oval. This pond is mixed with a
paddle wheel to keep the water moving and the algae suspended in the growth broth as shown in
Figure 1.2. Several demonstrations of large scale outdoor microalgal cultivation were conducted
under the ASP. Of particular note was the outdoor test facility in Roswell, NM. Engineering studies
suggest that maximum feasible dimensions of raceway ponds are about 300 m in length and 60 m
in width. [Huntley and Redalje, 2007] Open ponds usually operate at water depths of 15-20 cm,
with concentrations of 1 g/L and productivities of 10-25 g/(m2 · d) [Schenk et al., 2008].
Closed cultivation can take several forms, the most common being a series of tubes, forming a
long fence. The closed structures are generally refered to as photobioreactors (PBR), although this
term is technically true for an open system as well since they are cultivation reactors using the sun.
Bioreactors support up to fivefold higher productivity with respect to reactor volume and have a
smaller footprint on a yield basis [Barbosa et al., 2003]. For large scale operation, fresh culture is
fed at a constant rate and the same quantity of microalgal broth is withdrawn continuously.
A diagram of a PBR set up is shown in Figure 1.3. The fences are oriented in a north-south
direction to prevent direct bright light hitting the surface. In this way sunlight is diluted in a
horizontal and vertical direction. Using such systems up to 47 g/(m2 · d) have been obtained
[Carlozzi, 2003]. More economic materials such as plastic bags mounted on annular reactors or
vertical plate reactors are commercially available [Richmond, 2004].
Production can be a multi-phased process with each stage having optimal conditions [Schenk
et al., 2008]. One potential route has been to connect the two types of bioreactors in a way that
takes advantages of both. A publication from Huntley and Redalje [2007] does just that, excerpts
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Figure 1.2: Picture of raceway pond
Figure 1.3: Diagram of PBR from Chisti [2007]
of which are cited here.
From a bioengineering perspective the conceptual solution to maximizing the production
of both oil and astaxanthin from H. pluvialis is to adopt a two stage process. The first
stage requires maintaining constant conditions that favor continuous cell division, and
prevent contamination of the culture by other organisms. Clearly, such conditions are
best maintained in a photobioreactor. The goal of the second stage is to expose the cells
to nutrient deprivation and other environmental stresses that lead, as rapidly as possible,
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to synthesis of the product of interest, which can be accomplished by transferring rapidly
to an open pond.
From the work by Huntley, some of the most specific data has been given to date. Average areal
production was 10.2 g/(m2 · d) over about one year. Over 80% of the area is open ponds, the rest
being PBR. In this work, they did not measure the oil content of H. pluvialis. They assumed that
it is 25% DCW based on Zhekisheva et al. [2002]. An estimated PBR capital cost was $100/m2
which agreed with their experience. Economic analysis based on prior experience yields a cost of
$84/bbl of biodiesel.
1.7 Cultivation
Microalgae thrive in aerated, liquid cultures where the cells have sufficient access to light, carbon
dioxide, and other nutrients [Harris, 2001]. Optimization variables for strain specific cultivation
conditions include temperature, mixing, fluid dynamics, hydrodynamic stresses, gas bubble size,
gas exchange, mass transfer, light cycle, light intensity, water quality, pH, salinity, mineral and
carbon regulation, fragility, cell density, and growth inhibition [Schenk et al., 2008]. A better
understanding of physical principles and bioreactor design has increased the achievable cell density
and therefore the productivity [Gordon and Polle, 2007].
Carbon dioxide is a main cultivation ingredient. Algae uptake the carbon dioxide and use
photosynthesis to fix carbon as biomass. Carbon dioxide capture can be as high as 99% under
optimal conditions. Theoretically, 1.57 g of CO2 is needed for 1 g of glucose [Schenk et al., 2008],
which is close to the 4 g CO2 to make 2.5 g algae cited by Kurano et al. [1995]. The consumption
of CO2 could be as high as 2:1. For a simple example, a 50 g/(m
2 · d) growth rate algae could
sequester a tonne of CO2 in a one hectare pond in one day [Schenk et al., 2008].
The source of CO2 is important as well. The planned approach is to co-locate algae growth
facilities near power plants or similar carbon dioxide emission sources. This concentrated source
of carbon is readily available, as opposed to capturing air and trying to concentrate the carbon
dioxide. When photosynthesis is used to fix carbon, oxygen is emitted. Oxygen accumulation is
toxic to cells, so it has to be purged as part of a PBR set up.
Besides CO2, nitrogen and phosphorus are important major constituents. For diatoms, silicon
is also very important, as it makes up a portion of the cell membrane. Rodolfi defines nutrient
deficiency when exogenous supplies are exhausted and endogenous reserves are used. Nutrient
limitation results in adjusted intake of a constant insufficient level of nutrients. Experiments found
response of several strains to both conditions, deficiency and limitation. For Takagi, lipid content
was much higher when nitrogen was intermittently fed cultures than in ones receiving the same
nitrogen in a single dose [Huesemann and Benemann, 2009].
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A two step process is envisioned for algae culture by Rodolfi, according 22% of the plant to
biomass production under N sufficiency, and the rest is N-deprived. The reader will notice that
this is almost exactly the same as Huntley. Achievable lipid productivity is 90 kg/(ha · d). In a 10
month growing operation, yearly lipid yields of 20 t/(ha · yr) are projected.
1.8 Harvesting
Once the algal feedstocks are grown, they need to be retrieved from the culture medium. Traditional
methods to dewater, extract, and recover bio-oil from oil seeds possess little utility for algae.
Terrestrial biomass can be harvested at total solids greater than 40%, whereas algae cultures are
typically 99.9% water. Cost effective harvesting has been and still is a major limiting factor [Schenk
et al., 2008]. Hindrances for microalgae utilization include cell harvesting and advanced bio-refining
techniques to isolate biofuel precursors in a cost effective manner [Dismukes et al., 2008]. Gudin
and Thepenier [1986] estimated that the harvesting can account for 20-30% of the total production
cost. Chisti [2007] claims that raceways are actually more expensive because of the harvesting cost
due to concentration difference. If settling is used for the first stage of dewatering, the recovered
biomass concentration should be approximately the same between PBR and raceway.
Biomass can be recovered from broth by filtration, centrifugation, and other mechanical means,
but cost (both monetary and energy) can be significant. Typically two steps are used for harvesting.
Centrifugation is considered too cost and energy intensive for primary harvesting of microalgae
[Schenk et al., 2008]. Micro-strainers require harvestability conditions which are not ideal for
productivity [Sheehan et al., 1998]. Benemann and Oswald [1996] estimates an energy of 3000
kWh/t for complete harvesting with centrifugation. Stage 1 dewatering, such as settling, removes
as much as 60% of the non-cell-bound water, but the suspended solids are still about 1 %wt [Cooney
et al., 2009]. Centrifugation is useful for secondary harvesting to concentrate from 10-20 g/L to
a paste of 100-200 g/L, and could possibly used in combination with oil extraction [Schenk et al.,
2008].
Much of the initial work in harvesting was done in the ASP. Settling is determined by the
dilution rate, with faster settling at low dilution rates. Higher mixing speeds (15-30 cm/s) induce
bioflocculation. Bioflocculation used with settling ponds take about 24 hr to settle >85% of the
culture without affecting productivity [Sheehan et al., 1998]. A 1984 California project compared
organic polymers to iron chloride flocculants. Flocculant concentration of 2-6 g/kg DCW were
needed for polymers, but 15-200 g/kg DCW were needed for iron. Also higher salinity broths
require more flocculents. Cross flow filtration was effective for harvesting but expensive. In Israel,
auto-flocculation, chemical flocculants, sand bed filters, micro-strainers, and dissolved air flotation
were all tried for harvesting [Sheehan et al., 1998]. The end results typically pointed to settling
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and flocculation as the most energy efficient strategy.
Nominal cell size also plays a role in harvesting. Gravitational based methods are applicable for
yeast and algae with diameters >5 µm and thick cell walls [Schenk et al., 2008]. These methods are
not as effective for smaller cell diameters. Another associated issue is the culture time and when to
harvest. Harvest interval variation results showed an inverse correlation between harvesting interval
and productivity. Longer harvesting intervals make higher concentrations and thus an easier har-
vest, but the growth rate slows because the growth rate is concentration limited [De Schamphelaire
and Verstraete, 2009].
1.9 Extraction
After harvesting cells and concentrating them to the desired solids content, the oils are usually
extracted. For extraction of oils and other products, chemical solvents can be chosen in one or two
step extractions. This can be in situ or combined with transesterification. [Schenk et al., 2008]
The normal methods of extraction in a lab setting seem unsuitable for large scale use. Sheehan
et al. [1998] specifically mentions that little work has been done on extraction of oils for large scale
processing. A summary of several typical experiments from the literature are given here.
Belarbi et al. [2000] combined a method for lab esterification and produced methyl esters directly
from algae, both in freeze-dried and 18 %wt solution. Goldman used three different methods for
recovering oil from D. parva:
1. Biomass was extracted in boiling benzene for 24 hr, then the benzene extract was evaporated.
2. The cells were dried before refluxing for 12 hr in 10% acid or 10% base, filtered, then extracted
with benzene and rotovapped.
3. Heated in an autoclave and shaken with solvents. The extract was evaporated and analyzed.
The best results were from method 1. or 3., where Option 3. had a temperature of 350◦C and used
benzene as the solvent.
Nagle and Lemke [1990] have integrated many separate experiments performed under the ASP
into one paper. Extraction was done in 90 minute batch runs with 3:1 solvent to algae and heated
to the boiling point. After heating, the mixture was vacuum filtered, the solvent distilled, and
lipid purified by chloroform-water-methanol. A second distillation was run, then the extract was
weighed and quantified with TLC-FID. 1-Butanol was the best performing, with 90% lipid efficiency
extraction on C. muelleri. Ethanol achieved 73%, while a 40/60 mix of hexane/isopropanol made
78%.
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Aresta et al. [2005] performed supercritical CO2 extraction and hydrothermal conversion of C.
linum, a green alga. Hydrothermal converstion was done at 250, 300, 350, or 395◦C for an hour.
This was compared to a SC-CO2 extraction at 50
◦C and 2.6 MPa for 7 hr. The SC-CO2 has
a higher yield of the long chained free fatty acids, but the thermochemical conversion has more
oil product. The higher thermochemical yield is probably a result of other components becoming
liquefied as the yield increases up to 350◦C.
Cooney et al. [2009] wrote a review of extraction technologies that could be used for algae
oil. The most common approaches, hexane solvent extraction or in situ biodiesel production,
can be complicated by the presence of water and significant cell wall barriers. Identifying the
most appropriate path for extraction technology depends heavily on the microalgal species and
its cultivation properties. Extraction systems that are effective over a broad range of species
and cell wall structures provide a relatively robust solution. Unfortunately, these processes are
generally energy intensive which works to minimize their effectiveness. Otherwise, the choice of
the extraction methodology can affect the design of the production process, or the production
process can conversely affect the choice of extraction technology. Cooney et al. [2009] provides some
encouragement by stating that ”cyanobacteria are produced in large scale production facilities that
have minimal extraction needs.”
Another contribution of Cooney et al. [2009] was the identification of additional misunderstand-
ings in processing algal lipids. For example, the lipid content of C. prototheocoides was determined
by outside analysis to be 51% using acid hydrolysis method certified by AOAC 922.06. With Bligh-
Dyer (methanol and chloroform) extraction on the same strain, the final lipid yield was 15%, well
below the value reported by the analysis. This shows that not only does extraction efficiency mat-
ter, but the method to measure the extraction efficiency is also important. Cooney hypothesized
that the effect of water in wet biomass is to form a solvent shell around the lipids, making it more
difficult to contact, solubilize, and extract lipids.
At the Roadmapping Workshop, a maximum of 10% of total energy load was suggested for
extraction, which is approximately 0.51 MJ/kg dry biomass. Considering all of the concerns
addressed above, this goal cannot currently be met. The future extraction processes should aim for
working on as much as 80% water to counter the water handling energy. Long term goals include:
1. Develop a 1st generation extraction process that recovers >75% of algal bioproduct
(a) Efficient in water (>85% moisture)
(b) Consume no more than 10% of energy in final product
(c) Recycle water back to the cultivation with impacting
2. Develop nth generation extraction technology using ”green” technologies that recover >90%
of algal lipids, proteins, and carbohydrates
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(a) Allows for 95% conversion of extracted materials into fuels or by-products
(b) Uses 10% of total energy in the harvested biomass
(c) Meets water recycle requirements
(d) Integrates with other unit operations
3. Minimal environmental impact
(a) Complete algal utilization
(b) Limit discharges to air, water, and soil
1.10 Fuels
The conversion of biomass to fuels utilizes mechanical, thermochemical, and/or biological means.
[Skjnes et al., 2007] Combustion is currently used for 97% of the worlds bioenergy, mostly for
cooking and providing thermal energy for steam or electric power production [Demirbas, 2006].
Combustion of algae requires dried biomass and can oxidize the nitrogen, resulting in NOx. This
also destroys the nitrogen fertilizer value, a high energy component of the algae. Algal feedstocks
used for combustion process would compete with wood and coal, the least valuable feedstocks
possible [Huesemann and Benemann, 2009], producing steam or stationary electricity, which is not
as valuable economically as liquid transportation fuels. All of these reasons discourage the use of
algae as a combustion source for co-firing. Potential fuels from algae include methane from carbon,
ethanol from starch, and biodiesel from TAGs [Sheehan et al., 1998].
Methanogenesis constitutes a mature technology that can be adapted to most forms of residual
biomass [Rittman, 2008]. Algae are not as good a carbon source for anaerobic digestion to methane
as wastewater [Sheehan et al., 1998]. This can probably be attributed to the high nitrogen content
in algae [Collet et al., 2011]. For anaerobic digestion of algae by Golueke et al. [1957], 1.5 g/L of
ammonium and 1.5-2.1 g/L of fatty acids were residual after more than seven days retention time.
More recent studies on algae digestion have had similar results. The closed loop process envisioned
by De Schamphelaire and Verstraete [2009] involves breaking down algae to its constituents for
energy production, mainly biogas. The constituents, including ammonia and carbon dioxide, are
recycled to the bioreactor for new growth.
Algal biodiesel is essentially made the same as any other biodiesel feedstock oil after extraction.
Thermal efficiency of biodiesel is about 97% that of fossil diesel. However, the added oxygen allows
biodiesel to burn more cleanly than regular diesel. Numerous ways to transform lipids into fuels have
been researched. Alkali catalyzed transesterification are 4000x faster than acid catalyzed [Formo,
1954], so all current biodiesel operations are done with bases. Transesterification kinetics have been
studied [Freedman et al., 1986], and the transesterification of TAGs [Srivastava and Prasad, 2000]
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as well as the efficiency [Klopfenstein and Walker, 1983]. Supercritical methanol transesterification
has also been studied [Saka and Kusdiana, 2001]. If free fatty acids (FFA) are present, the alkali
will saponify fats, making soap. To prevent this, pretreatment with acid-catalyzed esterification is
planned to make FAME. Following FFA removal, the TAG can be transesterified. A molar ratio of
6:1 alcohol:FFA is normal.
Microalgal oils differ from vegetable oils in being rich in polyunsaturation. Fatty acids with
four or more double bonds are more susceptible to oxidation during storage [Chisti, 2007]. Transes-
terification was tested with catalyst (acid or base), catalyst concentration, reaction time, reaction
temperature, and either of the two algae strains as variables. Catalyst choice was the most im-
portant variable, with the best results from HCl-methanol catalyst for 0.1 hr at 70◦C [Nagle and
Lemke, 1990]. This acid-metal catalyst is an interesting approach to make algal biodiesel. Algal
oils can have high levels of polar lipids which saponify with the alkali catalysts normally used for
biodiesel. The acid-metal catalyst would potentially be more sustainable than the inorganic acids
or bases which must be produced for esterification and then are neutralized after reaction.
1.11 Life cycle assessment
Life cycle assessment or analysis (LCA) is an excellent tool for looking at the entire production
cycle of a product. The idea is to find the inputs and emissions from the product and the steps
taken to make it useable. System boundaries are critical, as they define the scope of how far into
the production the analysis goes. Using algal biofuels as an example, the target is first described
for the product. For comparison, a functional unit is chosen such as one hundred miles driven in a
car. Miles driven allows for comparison of not only the inputs and emissions for fuel production,
but also its use, so energy density is also accounted for. Next, the process for production is defined.
All of the factors that make up the process affect the LCA, so they must then be accounted for
individually. Each of the subprocesses are then evaluated for inputs and emissions, as a proportion
of the final target. In this way, the system boundaries are expanded until data is limiting, or the
additional contributions are negligible. For algal fuels, performance information for most steps
from growth to processing to conversion are hard to find, as the field is new, with no established
commerical processes, and a lack of published data.
Until recently, the only LCA study on algae cultivation was one dealing with coal cofiring
[Kadam, 2001]. Since 2009, an explosion of LCA studies in the algae area has occurred. The
majority of authors approach the life cycle of algae by using conventional methods to produce
biodiesel [Lardon et al., 2009, Baliga and Powers, 2010, Batan et al., 2010, Ehimen, 2010, Stephenson
et al., 2010, Sander and Murthy, 2010, Campbell et al., 2011, Yang et al., 2011]. Other authors
have looked only at the cultivation steps to grow and harvest algal biomass [Clarens et al., 2010,
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Jorquera et al., 2009, Sturm and Lamer, 2011]. Since liquid transportation fuels are so valuable,
and algae are a high-lipid feedstock, it only follows that hydrocarbons should be the target fuel for
algae.
The results of most LCA papers are that the algae cultivation and harvest are huge draws on
the energy demands. Nutrients are produced from fossil fuels, and therefore fresh nutrient use
results in a net energy negative biofuel. Utilizing waste nutrients from municipal wastewater is the
most common approach to mitigating the nutrient demands, but nutrient recycle from the process
may also reduce impacts. An additional credit is to use the waste biomass for energy production
through digestion. This approach can generate renewable methane for nutrients or electricity,
reducing the energy demands in another respect. Harvesting is the other main energy draw on the
process. Centrifuges and filters can use a great deal of energy, and any approach that necessitates
the drying of biomass with fossil fuels consumes more energy than is produced.
Processes that can recycle nutrients and water for cultivation would have a superior life cycle
benefit. For this reason, Collet et al. [2011] studied the LCA fo a coupled biogas-microalgae pro-
cess. Sawayama demonstrated a similar benefit from liquefaction of microalgae, enabling nitrogen
recycling that would have on lowering net energy demands. Sawayama et al. [1999] found fossil
inputs to growing (fertilizer, harvest, and cultivation) D. tertiolecta exceeded energy output by
56% when growing 15 t/(ha · yr). Minowa and Sawayama [1999] found hydrothermal gasification
in wet conditions has an energy output ratio (EOR, or energy output per energy input, also called
net energy ratio) of 3. The resulting ammonia byproduct can be recycled as fertilizer, reducing
energy intensive inputs. Sawayama et al. [1999] found an EOR of 7 for Botryococcus, and EOR of
3 for Dunaliella when used in liquefaction.
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Chapter 2
Hydrothermal Processes
Hydrothermal processes involve physical and chemical transformations carried out in water at
elevated pressure and temperature. In the past, these systems have used many names such as
hot compressed water, sub- and supercritical water, or superheated water. The precise definition
varies, but hydrothermal systems are generally above 100◦C and under sufficient pressure to remain
a liquid. Above the critical point (374◦C and 221 bar) pure water enters the supercritical state.
Hydrothermal systems are unique in a number of dimensions. The environment can be tuned to
affect numerous properties, such as density or dielectric constant. By changes in these properties,
different reaction pathways are possible that are not accessible in a liquid water or steam vapor phase
at atmospheric conditions. Numerous reviews have been written about reactions in hydrothermal
systems. The areas that are most important to this thesis are included here. For more information,
see works by Savage [1999] and Siskin and Katritzky [2001]. An excellent review focusing on biomass
reactions in hydrothermal media was written by our group as well [Peterson et al., 2008].
2.1 Water properties
Hydrothermal conditions have two distinct regions: subcritical and supercritical. Water which
remains in a liquid state from 100 to 374◦C above the vapor pressure is termed subcritical water.
Above the critical pressure and temperature, water is again a single phase but in a supercritical
state. Property changes in water that occur with temperature at 300 bar are shown for the ion
product, density, and dielectric constant in Figure 2.1. These properties best represent the changes
that occur in water when it is heated in the liquid state. Compared to ambient water which
has a Kw of 10
−14, the ions produced in the subcritical state are on the order of 10−11, three
orders of magnitude higher. This produces a more ionic environment, enabling many base and
acid catalyzed reactions without adding catalyst. The Kw drops as it approaches the critical point.
Coupled with the density drop, the near-critical region has more gas phase-like reaction behavior,
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Figure 2.1: Water properties as a function of temperature at 300 bar
including radical reactions. This gas-like behavior is evidenced by the dielectric constant as well,
which drops monotonically with increased temperature, turning what is a polar solvent at ambient
conditions to an organic-like solvent at near-critical conditions.
These changes in water properties allow for interesting reactions to occur. Non-polar chemicals
are soluble in subcritical water at much higher concentrations than ambient. The solvent is a dense
medium with considerable thermal energy and solvation capacity, allowing high energy configura-
tions of reactants. By utilizing water, not only are these interesting physical properties available,
but they happen in a solvent that is readily available, and without added chemicals necessary.
2.2 Biomass treatment for fuel applications
Hydrothermal processing has become an important process in the chemical conversion of biomass as
water is a unique and environmentally benign solvent.[Karagoz et al., 2004] Biomass has been a cen-
tral part of hydrothermal research over the past decade. Biomass tends to be wet and most biofuels
processes require drying to make products, reducing the energy efficiency of these processes. The
hydrothermal environment uses this water as an advantage. Interphase mass-transfer resistances
are substantially reduced or eliminated by operating at hydrothermal or supercritical conditions.
Furthermore, energy savings may result from carrying out reactions in a dense supercritical vapor
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or near-critical liquid phase system with improved selectivity to more desirable energy products
such as methane, hydrogen, and a range of liquid biofuel products.
The hydrothermal temperature space is generally split into three reaction regimes. Reactions at
subcritical conditions are termed liquefaction. The near-critical regime, up to about 500◦C is used
for catalytic gasification, usually with Raney-Ni or other metal catalysts. Above this range, the
gasification is fast with no catalyst needed, and is called high-temperature gasification. Gasification
has many advantages for production of biofuels such as synthetic natural gas (SNG). For this work,
the focus is strictly in the subcritical liquefaction regime.
Feedstocks contain inorganics such as sulfates, nitrates, and phosphates, where hydrothermal
methods can facilitate recovery and recycling of these chemicals in their ionic form, for eventual
use as fertilizers [Peterson et al., 2008]. The Changing Worlds Technology (CWT) process is an
example of these characteristics. Interesting features of the process are that it converts a complex
mixed feed stream, rich in fats and proteins, to hydrocarbon gaseous, liquid, and other products
with no major waste streams from the process. The nonaqueous phase is further processed by heat
treatment in a second stage reactor. Recovered from the first stage are a solid phase (containing
inorganic minerals) and water phase (containing soluble nitrogen), where both possible to use for
fertilizing purposes.
A recent evaluation of biofuels production in Science suggested that supercritical fluids may be
well suited to enhance the chemical transformation of bio-feedstocks to useful liquid and gaseous
fuels [Ragauskas et al., 2006]. However, the chemical pathways of, kinetics of, and interactions
between most other components of biomass at these conditions are largely uncharacterized Demir-
bas [2000] has proposed a mechanism for liquefaction reactions including use of carbon monoxide
or carbonate in these processes, but this mechanism has not been proven. Peterson et al. [2010]
investigated the interaction of protein and carbohydrate fractions with model compounds. Ad-
ditional authors have looked at the influence of certain biomass fractions on processing, such as
Knezevic et al. [2010] who added protein containing biomass to cellulosic materials to model more
protein-rich biomass.
One overall objective of hydrothermal biomass treatment is to remove oxygen. Biomass feed-
stocks often contain 40-60%wt oxygen and conventional fuels and oils typically have only trace
amounts, less than 1%. Oxygen heteroatom removal occurs most readily by dehydration, which
removes oxygen in the form of water, and by decarboxylation, which removes oxygen in the form
of carbon dioxide. Thermodynamically, since both water and CO2 are fully oxidized and have no
residual heating value, they can make ideal compounds in which to remove oxygen without losing
product heating value to the oxygen containing chemicals removed [Peterson et al., 2008]. Degra-
dation of biomass into smaller products mainly proceeds by depolymerization and deoxygenation.
However, some condensation and repolymerization of intermediates occurs [Demirbas, 2000].
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Typically biocrudes contain 10-20% oxygen. The high oxygen content can impart a number
of undesirable qualities to the oil product, such as low energy content, poor thermal stability,
lower volatility, higher corrosivity, and a tendency to polymerize [Peterson et al., 2008]. This
requires more post-processing to refine the products into usable oils. However, the infrastructure
and equipment to do this are already present in refineries. Some modification would be necessary,
but this ability to make drop-in fuels remains attractive.
2.3 Fats
The treatment of fats in a hydrothermal process is not a new area. Many of the older fat splitting
processes from the early-20th century were based on pressurized water environments. Free fatty
acids and glycerol are valuable intermediate raw materials which have a variety of end products
including biodiesel, soap production, synthetic detergents, greases, and cosmetics. The earliest
approaches such as the Twitchell process used an alkaline catalyst to split the fats. Using pressures
above 200 bar and 250◦C eliminates the use of catalysts, which is advantageous over using alkaline
catalysts which can cause saponification of fats [Alenezi et al., 2009]. The Eisenlohr process was
run at elevated pressure to 240 bar [Holliday et al., 1997]. The Colgate-Emery process takes place
under similar conditions to hydrothermal processing, 250◦C and 50 bar, with a TAG:water ratio of
2:1 [Peterson et al., 2008].
A major work in the study of hydrothermal fat processing was performed by Sturzenegger and
Sturm [1951]. They constructed a sophisticated reactor system which allowed for injection of fats
into a preheated system. This gave a sharp initial time for kinetic studies of hydrolysis for coconut
oil, beef tallow, and peanut oil. Although the data were well assembled, the analysis was not as
successful. Lascaray [1952] and others found that the reaction happens mainly in the oil phase,
and the hydrolysis is dependent on the solubility of water in the oil phase. Although this solubility
dependence was seen as critical, it was not accounted for in any kinetic analysis. Not until Patil
et al. [1988] modeled the reaction decades later was the solubility of water in oil used. Although
this modeling was relatively accurate, it has not been utilized in later publications on oil hydrolysis.
The Colgate process gives very good results for most oils, but fish oil was found to have poor
results [Barnebey et al., 1948]. No research was published on this specific effect, but it was men-
tioned in several articles. The stated cause is the iodine value, which is indicative of a high degree
of unsaturation. Fish oil has a high amount of polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA), such as do-
cosohexaenoic acid (DHA) and eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA). A representative PUFA structure is
shown in Figure 2.2, with the carbon and double bond numbering shown. Fish get these fats from
the algae in their diet, which indicates that the PUFA in algae oils could cause problems in the
hydrothermal process. The likely reason is the susceptibility of double bonds to attack in reac-
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Figure 2.2: Eicosapentaenoic acid
tions. The highly energetic hydrothermal process could lead to degradation of these oils to smaller
compounds.
Treatment of biomass derived oils will typically be more focused on oxygen removal and molec-
ular weight reduction. If the carboxyl group could be eliminated, a biobased gasoline or diesel oil
would result. Dehydration reactions are accelerated by the catalytic effect of a small amount of
an Arrhenius acid such as H2SO4. Decarboxylation reactions are attractive because they not only
decrease the oxygen content of the feedstock, but because they also increase the H:C ratio, which
typically leads to more attractive fuels [Peterson et al., 2008].
Holliday et al. [1997] used reaction solutions of 25 mL of water with 4 mL vegetable oil.
Most reactions were run for 20 minutes at 260-280◦C in a batch reactor. Saturated fatty acids
were stable up to 300◦C. Unsaturated fatty acids (oleic and linoleic, C18:1 and C18:2) were
relatively unaffected as well. Linolenic acid (C18:3) was hydrogenated to a more saturated fatty
acid or isomerized from cis to trans during reaction. Soybean oil was processed in subcritical
water at 300◦C for 11 or 25 minutes, as well as 320◦C for 13 minutes and 375◦C for 8 minutes.
These higher temperature reactions yielded dark brown oil with severe decomposition, pyrolysis, or
polymerization. Triglyceride to free fatty acid conversion was 97% in the 260-280◦C temperature
range, and 15-20 minutes residence time for a batch system. Different results occurred when the
reaction was converted to a flow system. The optimal hydrolysis conversion conditions in a flow-
through reactor were 330-340◦C and 10-15 minutes [King et al., 1999].
Moquin and Temelli [2008] conducted biphasic reactions with SC-CO2 at 250
◦C, 100-300 bar,
and using 1:3, 1:17, and 1:70 canola oil to water ratio. A kinetic model was made assuming that the
hydrolysis occurs in the oil phase, the first step was rate limiting, and mass transfer of glycerol is
faster than reaction. The reaction kinetics were modeled, but the data was only included for three
conditions at one temperature, and the rate constants change as a function of water concentration
for each of the experiments which indicates water was not properly incorporated into the model.
Kocsisov et al. [2006] used rapeseed oil or a blend of FAME and FFA as feedstocks to react
in a 200 mL spiral tubular reactor with a residence of 5-20 minutes. Bulk kinetics were measured
by disappearance of acylglycerol over time. Conversions exceeded 95% at 340◦C and 12 minutes
residence time. Both feed stocks obeyed first order kinetics, with some cis-to-trans configurational
changes occuring, and partial dimerization of FFA.
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Pinto and Lanas [2006] investigated hydrolysis of corn oil in 1:355 oil to water ratio for 40
minutes. Based on GC measurements, no conversion was seen at 150 or 200◦C, but 80% conversion
at 250◦C and 100% at 300◦C were found. Fujita hydrolyzed triolein in SC-CO2 and found 100%
efficiency at 80 bar and 250◦C using TLC. Decreasing the temperature and increasing pressure in
these systems lends to extraction without hydrolysis [Moquin and Temelli, 2008].
Solubility of fatty acids in water from 60-230◦C and 50-150 bar was studied by Khuwijitjaru
et al. [2002]. This served as the basis for what concentrations to use for fatty acid esters hydrolyzed
in subcritical water. Methyl esters of C8, C10, C12, C14, C16, as well as C12 with ethyl, propyl, and
butyl esters were used for the hydrolysis study [Khuwijitjaru et al., 2004]. These reactions showed
a trend for reactions to be slightly faster with shorter acyl and ester groups. This would suggest
that different feedstock oils could benefit from slightly different reaction conditions depending on
the fatty acid profile.
Free fatty acids have been shown to degrade in hydrothermal systems, and can produce long-
chained hydrocarbons. Watanabe et al. [2006] studied stearic acid reactions at 400◦C. When
NaOH or KOH was added to the hydrothermal system, decomposition of stearic acid increased sig-
nificantly and an alkane became the dominant product. ZrO2 as a base catalyst caused bimolecular
decarboxylation to occur with high selectivity in SCW. Stearic acid was decomposed in Ar at 50%
while SCW was 2%, thus SCW stabilizes the acid. If the acyl chain could be stabilized in SCW
even at fairly high temperature and also activate the selective decarboxylation in the presence of
catalyst without decomposing the main structure, then fats could be used as diesel fuel feedstocks.
Normally, vegetable oil has unsaturated chains but it is difficult to get commercially available
high purity unsaturated fatty acids. Tavakoli and Yoshida [2006] published the only study on a
highly unsaturated oil feed that focused on the lipid fraction. Marine species tend to have a large
number of polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA). The study analyzed hydrolysis of squid wastes to
recover free fatty acids at 170-380◦C and 1-40 minutes reaction time. Reactions were performed
in a bomb reactor. EPA (C20:5) and DHA (C22:6) are the dominant PUFAs in this feedstock.
Results showed that the PUFA increase at 10 minutes reaction time up to 240◦C, then disappear at
higher temperature, probably due to degradation. Compare this to the saturated fatty acids, which
generally increased in concentration up to 240◦C and then had constant concentrations at higher
temperatures. Time had little effect on the yields at 240◦C, except a slow decomposition began
near 30 minutes for the unsaturated fatty acids. Some saturated fatty acids increased slightly after
30 minutes, so unsaturated fats may be reformed to saturated fats through hydrogen transfer in
this environment.
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2.4 Carbohydrates
Although carbohydrates are not the area of emphasis of this thesis, the majority of the early work in
hydrothermal biomass processing has utilized carbohydrate feeds such as cellulosic feedstocks and
wastes. Initial work in this area came out of Shell with the hydrothermal upgrading (HTU) process
[Goudriaan et al., 2000]. Later work followed at Elliott’s group at Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory (PNNL) [Elliott and Schiefelbein, 1989, Elliott et al., 1990, 1991, Elliott and Sealock,
1996, Elliott et al., 2004].
The product of carbohydrate liquefaction is a viscous phenolic oil with high viscosity, high
boiling point, and limited water solubility. [Elliott and Schiefelbein, 1989] The source is likely
lignin-based phenylpropane. [Karagoz et al., 2004] Lignin is a good candidate for liquefaction after
hemi/cellulose removal. Cellulosic ethanol is produced from the sugars in cellulosic feedstocks.
The lignin fraction is rich in phenyl groups which are harder to depolymerize and ferment than the
hemi/cellulosic fraction. This provides an incentive for cellulosic materials, where the waste lignin
can be liquified to an oil phase.
Liquefaction yields are dependant on biomass type and compositions, as well as operating
conditions. Knezevic et al. [2007] performed HTU-like wood and model compound liquefaction.
He used 9% solids loading to get more accurate scenario of industrial loading reactions in quartz
capillary reactors.
A reported advantage of HTU is significant oxygen removal via decarboxylation, an energeti-
cally favorable deoxygenation. The gas produced is more than 70% CO2. For all feedstocks used
by Knezevic et al. [2010] (pyrolysis oil, beech sawdust, glucose) the CO2 yield increases with tem-
perature and the decarboxylation of pyrolysis oil and its decay products starts at ca. 150◦C. For
350◦C and 60 minutes, the ratio of dehydration/decarboxylation is 1.25 for wood, 1.19 for pyrolysis
oil, and 2.61 for glucose.
About 60-80% of the oxygen can be removed leading to liquid products with reduced oxygen
content [Knezevic et al., 2010]. Pyrolysis (rapid heating in a low oxygen environment) of wood
produces the same CO2 quantity as the HTU liquefaction. This indicates a thermal process for
decarboxylation, without being affected by water. Two types of char have been identified for
hydrothermal conversion of wood: primary char (non liquefied remainder of biomass) and secondary
char (polymerization products). The dissolution of wood in water occurs in the first five minutes,
leading to a low primary char. Secondary char from the dissolved wood increases after this time.
The yields of water and gas do not depend on the feedstock concentration [Knezevic et al., 2010].
Catalytic hydrodeoxygenation of liquefaction oil has been studied, as well as product refinement
by catalytic cracking and hydrocracking [Elliott and Schiefelbein, 1989]. Hydrodeoxygenation is a
refinery process that is used to remove oxygen from oils. This upgrading may be necessary to change
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a bio-oil into a finished clean fuel product. This work documents the products of liquefaction and
upgrading under a range of experimental conditions. The main oil product accounts for 45 %wt of
the feedstock, with a LHV of 30-35 MJ/kg [Goudriaan et al., 2000].
2.5 Proteins
Biomass is composed of three macronutrients: fats, carbohydrates, and proteins. Emissions of
nitrogen, especially oxides of nitrogen, are detrimental to the environment, so proteins could never
be used sustainably as fuel sources unless the nitrogen can be removed. Petroleum fuels are carbon-
based, so the focus on biomass is for carbohydrates and fats, but proteins are an integral part of
almost all life forms, giving structure and strength. Protein is an essential diet nutrient, so it can be
recycled from biofuel waste as an animal feed. In hydrothermal processes, the proteins become an
important part of the advantages available for nitrogen cycling in fertilizers, such as the recycling
of nutrients for fertilizers. Peterson et al. [2008] clearly discussed the merits of fertilizer recovery
from the hydrothermal treatment of biomass, which is restated here.
Biomass consists of a mixture of organic and inorganic species: elementally, biomass
is composed of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, phosphorus, sulfur, potassium,
sodium, and a number of other elements, most of which exist as either heteroatoms
with the carbon or as ions. Only the carbon and hydrogen are of use as fuels. However,
many of the other elements have a high commercial and environmental value if they can
be recovered in biologically available forms for use as fertilizer. The major components
of fertilizer are chemical compounds of nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium (the so-
called N-P-K fertilizers). Nitrogen is biologically available in the form of ammonia
(NH+4 ) and to a lesser extent nitrate (NO
−
3 ). Phosphorus is biologically available in
the form of phosphate (PO3−4 ). Potassium is biologically available in its ionic form, K
+
(associated with an anion such as chloride, sulfate, or nitrate).
The fertilizer industry is very energy and natural resource intensive. Phosphorus itself
is mined, and is a finite resource. Although most nitrogen-based fertilizers are man-
ufactured from nitrogen gas in the air, the overall industry is extremely natural gas
intensive. Most nitrogen fertilizer is derived from, or applied directly as, anhydrous
ammonia (NH3) which is made by the well-known Haber-Bosch process. This process
reacts atmospheric N2 with H2 to form NH3; the H2 in turn is typically produced from
natural gas via steam reforming and the water-gas shift reaction. When running at
stoichiometric efficiency, 3/8 of a mole of CH4 is consumed to produce each mole of am-
monia, and the overall methane-to-ammonia reaction is endothermic, which generally
requires the consumption of more fossil fuels for heating needs...
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Other ions can be formed from hydrothermal reactions of heteroatomic species in the
biomass. If the inorganic species of biomass can be recovered as fertilizers, potential
environmental and economic gains can be realized from these processes. Many of these
species occur as ions (NH+4 , NO
−
3 , K
+, PO3−4 , etc.), which can lose their solubility
in supercritical water (SCW). If these ions can be precipitated out and recovered in
hydrothermal processes, then fertilizers can be recovered in addition to the biofuels.
The Changing Worlds Technology process utilized this approach to recover inorganics from the
process for use as fertilizers. Especially given the high energy load to produce nitrogen fertilizers
and the limited resource for phosphorus, the recovery and use of NPK from biomass processing is
important for the sustainability of biofuels, and may even be necessary for their future use.
Peptide bonds will rapidly hydrolyze in hydrothermal systems [Yoshida et al., 1999]. Moving
from subcritical to supercritical temperatures at pressures above Pc can control both the rate of
hydrolysis as well as phase partitioning and solubility of components so that more chemically and
energetically favorable pathways may be released [Peterson et al., 2008]. This area of research
has not been evaluated as thoroughly in the hydrothermal literature. The most studied reactions
involve fish waste or algae liquefaction.
Minowa and Sawayama [1999] grew a C. vulgaris culture off of recycled ammonia from wet
gasification, called nitrogen cycling. Additional nutrients were needed, including more nitrogen,
for optimal growth [Tsukahara et al., 2001]. Similar algae experiments found that reuse of the
inorganics is possible with >80%N remaining in the aqueous phase [Dote et al., 1996]. Liquefaction
of fish meat occurs rapidly using subcritical water. The optimum conditions for the production of
amino acids were reported at 270◦C and 55 bar [Yoshida et al., 1999].
Shrimp shells were liquefied in a study by Quitain et al. [2001]. Shells contain 80 %wt water,
and 30 %BDW of amino acids (analyzed by HCl hydrolysis)- mainly glutamine, aspartic acid,
and histidine. At low temperatures, low yields resulted while at higher temperatures pyrolysis
resulted. Complete destruction of amino acids to organic acids and ammonia occured at 300◦C for
30 minutes. Complex amino acids may decompose to simpler ones like glycine and alanine.
The only peptide hydrolysis kinetics come from a study done on a model protein, bovine serum
albumin (BSA) [Rogalinski et al., 2005]. Primarily used in microbiology, BSA is a simple, readily
available, and well studied protein, making it suitable as a model reactant. The authors studied
the hydrothermal reaction at short residence times, 5-180 seconds, and temperatures between 250
and 330◦C. A pseudo-first order reaction rate constant was found for the appearance of amino
acids with time.
One issue that the prevalence of nitrogen causes is through the Maillard reaction. This reaction
occurs commonly in food chemistry, where proteins and carbohydrates polymerize, for example the
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brown crust on bread. Due to the Maillard reaction, the presence of proteins and amino acids in
biomass feedstocks can be expected to result in processing difficulties at hydrothermal conditions
[Peterson et al., 2010]. As hydrothermal technologies are further developed to take a wider range
of feedstocks, attention will need to be paid to the effects of the levels of protein in the feeds. This
could include removing the protein or carbohydrates before hydrothermal processes.
2.6 Hydrothermal processing of algal feedstocks
Subcritical water has been applied to selective extraction of essential oils from plants, microalgae,
and oil seeds. Early work used water and CO to produce liquids from wastes [Yang et al., 2004].
A major constraint is the difficulty in designing unit operations that operate at large scale, as
well as the high energy load. Large scale design will require significant cooling to avoid product
degradation as well [Cooney et al., 2009]. Heat integration may be able to diagnose many of these
issues, but only if heat exchange can be done effectively at the process conditions.
Most of the previous experiments with algae were done in a screening manner. These ’cook
and look’ experiments first examined what would happen when a microalgae was subjected to
these conditions, with the knowledge that other lipid-containing feeds have generated oils. Once
oily products were produced, some researchers looked at ultimate analysis- how much carbon,
hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen were in the oil. Unfortunately, none of this previous work was
done to systematically characterize the process. Biomass has three macro components, and the
reactions of those components affects the final oil. If the hydrothermal reaction space can be
mapped, a better model of the hydrothermal processes can be made, for use in Aspen and other
process simulators, as well as LCA studies. This will help to guide the use of hydrothermal processes
in algal fuel applications.
The need for more thorough experiments in this area has been documented numerous times.
’Due to the level of limited information in the hydrothermal liquefaction of algae, more research in
this area is needed’ [Patil et al., 2008]. However, Patil doesn’t seem to understand the technology
as he incorrectly states that subcritical hydrothermal liquefaction can make a liquid fuel without
decreasing the water content, when in fact the algal growth broth is <1 %wt and some level
of dewatering is neeeded for economic operations to produce more concentrated solutions prior
to hydrothermal processing. The fact remains that thermochemical conversion doesn’t require
feedstock drying, which would require more energy input than the inherent energy of the algal
biomass.
The first work in hydrothermal reactions of algae came from Dote et al. [1994] at the National
Institute for Resources and Environment in Japan. To react, 60 %wt B. braunii cells were put into
a 100 mL autoclave that was purged with N2 to 20 bar, and then heated to reaction temperature.
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After one hour, the reactor was cooled and the gases were collected. Extraction was done with
CH2Cl2. The liquefied oil was 84.7%C, 12.7%H, 0.8%N, and 1.8%O. A maximum conversion of
64% (mass of oil per mass of cells) was acheived at 300◦C and 5% Na2CO3. Catalyst did not have
a consistent effect across temperature.
The next work was also done in Japan by Dote’s coauthors with D. tertiolecta. The biomass
was 63.6% protein, 20.5% fat, 1.2% fiber, and the remaining fraction carbohydrates. Elemental
composition was 53.3%C, 5.2%H, 9.8%N, and 31.7%O. The oil yield (oil weight per AF-DCW) was
31-44% [Minowa et al., 1995]. No significant yield effect was seen with time, temperature, or choice
of catalyst. Temperature affected the oil properties thusly. Higher temperature gave lower viscosity
and higher heating value (due to more deoxygenation and degradation). Longer reaction times also
gave lower viscosity. Oil was 7% nitrogen. Oil yield was greater than starting fat percentage of
cell weight. The produced gas phase contained about 10% CO2, so the mass balance requires 50%
organics in the aqueous phase.
A third study was done in Japan with the same strains of algae. B. braunii and D tertiolecta
were liquefied in 100 or 300 mL autoclaves with 0 or 5 wt% Na2CO3 with 30 bar nitrogen head. B.
braunii had 50% hydrocarbons of dry cell weight, D tertiolecta about 20% lipids. The same reaction
protocol from Dote et al. [1994] was used. The liquid was extracted with CH2Cl2 or acetone. B.
braunii at 300◦C and 1 hr with 5 wt% Na2CO3 had a 64% oil yield, with oil heating value of 45.9
MJ/kg. D tertiolecta at 300◦C and 1 hr with 5 wt% catalyst had a 42% oil yield, with 34.9 MJ/kg
heating value [Sawayama et al., 1999].
Yang et al. [2004] reported the most detailed results on algae hydrolysis. Microcystis viridis
was used with an ultimate analysis of 46%C, 7.3%H, and 9.5%N. Oil was run through TLC-FID, as
well as GC-MS. The ultimate composition of the organic layer was determined for HV calculation
where oil content was found to be 62%C, 8%H, 8%N, and 2%S. Solids were dried at 105◦C, and
the aqueous phase was run through TOC [Yang et al., 2004]. Oil yield was a maximum of 33%,
when reaction conditions were 340◦C and 30 minutes. GC-MS showed mainly long chain C16-18
products, and some aromatic components as well. More methane and CO2 were produced at higher
temperatures, with some H2 and CO gases produced as well.
With the recent interest in microalgal fuels, a concurrent increase in microalgae liquefaction
has occurred. Most of these published studies are no more detailed than those mentioned already
[Biller and Ross, 2011, Vardon et al., 2011, Brown et al., 2010]. Shuping et al. [2010] added FTIR
of the bio-oil from D. tertiolecta. A few more recent studies produced interesting results.
Ross et al. [2010] processed Chlorella vulgaris and Spriulina as representative low lipid microal-
gae. Reaction conditions were mainly paired comparisons, at 1 hr and 300 or 350 ◦C. Na2CO3,
KOH, formic acid, and acetic acid were used as catalysts, but no comparison was made to an
uncatalyzed reaction. The chemical analysis was thorough, including GC-MS, CHONS, and ther-
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mogravimetric analysis (TGA) of the biocrude. The aqueous phase was analyzed for cations and
anions with ion-exchange chromatography and the TOC was also measured. The biocrude ultimate
composition was 70-75%C, 10-16%O, and 4-6%O. The interesting part of this work is that up to
50% of the nitrogen was found as aqueous ammonium. Not only has this not been measured before,
but it represents a huge opportunity for nutrient recycle. Similar results were found by Valdez et al.
[2011].
Collaborators at the Paul Scherrer Institute have worked on supercritical gasification of nu-
merous feedstocks. The feasibility of algae gasification in this environment were recently studied
by Haiduc, with some studies on liquefaction [Haiduc et al., 2009]. P. tricornutum liquefaction
experiments with no catalyst had mainly CO2 product. The CO2 is probably from decarboxylation
reactions. Reactions at 360◦C for 12 minutes had a yellow clear liquid product, while 420◦C for 12
minutes had similar product, but with more and larger solid particles [Haiduc et al., 2009].
Liquefaction occurs before the gasification. It breaks up the cell structure and releases het-
eroatoms [Haiduc et al., 2009]. Organic bound heteroatoms may be released from the microalgae
as a result of thermal degradation and hydrolysis. Free heteroatoms can poison the catalyst if
they are not separated from degraded biomolecules before the reactor. Continuous processing was
performed with water fed back to cultures. Due to harsh hydrothermal process, metals may be
released due to catalyst leaching and reactor wall corrosion. As the eﬄuent is recycled back to the
process, the continuous operation could negatively affect the growth of microalgae. Upon continu-
ous operation, the recycled water from the process becomes progressively enriched with a variety
of trace contaminants which could affect the overall process. The presence of nickel in the nutrient
medium was associated with a decrease in algae cell density [Haiduc et al., 2009].
2.7 Process scale
Beyond establishing technical feasibility, the next set of characteristics to address in expanding
the use of hydrothermal reaction in industrial practice is scalability and costs. If the process is
not scalable and economic, then it doesn’t matter what can be acheived scientifically. This means
demonstrating the advantages, such as heat transfer efficiency, that justify the process conditions
and materials at a relevant scale. Heating efficiency is subject to technical limits, but heat exchange
and recuperation is critical for this high temperature technology. The fresh biomass is heated in a
counter flow heat exchanger by the eﬄuent leaving the reactor [Kruse, 2005]. Boukis, and Nakamura
have independently demonstrated and measured high heat-exchanger efficiencies in their pilot plants
[Peterson et al., 2008]. A thermodynamic study on the energy efficiency of the HTU process on the
basis of integrated heat exchangers was performed more recently by Feng et al. [2004]. Goudriaan
et al. [2000] claims the thermal efficiency for HTU is as high as 75%.
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Not many processes that operate above lab scale have been built. Most plants thus far have
been pilot scale facilities, designed for gasification or liquefaction of lignocellulosic materials. Elliott
and Schiefelbein [1989] describes scale up of units for 350◦C, 210 bar system for gasification. One
of the few non-lignocellulose plants was based on a work from Appel on liquefaction. A plant was
operated by CWT out of Carthage, Missouri using turkey offal. Many engineering challenges remain
for hydrothermal processing. These include unknown or largely uncharacterized reaction pathways
and kinetics, inadequate catalysts which do not withstand hydrothermal conditions, inadequate
solid management practices that lead to precipitation of inorganic materials and can result in fouling
and plugging issues, and a need for specialized materials to withstand the high temperature, high
pressure, and often corrosive environments of hydrothermal media [Peterson et al., 2008].
2.8 Summary
Hydrothermal processes have been researched for several decades. Recent studies have focused more
attention to biomass feedstocks. Hydrothermal conditions can be used to process raw biomass and
produce a crude oil phase that contains liquefied carbohydrates, proteins, as well most of the fats.
This environment also depolymerizes carbohydrates and proteins into their monomer units- sugars
and amino acids, respectively. The biomass can be further degraded and pyrolyzed to produce
ammonia and methane, among other molecules. These non-oil products have potential uses as
fertilizers and co-products to make the process more attractive from an economic and sustainability
standpoint.
Microalgae are a potential biomass source for hydrothermal processing. Recent studies with
this feedstock has recovered high yields of oil, but have inadequately characterized the process
chemically. Experimental studies should cover a large range of experimental conditions, from 250-
350◦C and up to several hours of reaction time. The products should be analyzed in sufficient detail
to perform closed mass and energy balances on the process, as well as determining the suitability
of the oil phase as a feedstock for upgrading to transportation fuels.
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Chapter 3
Objectives
Microalgal fuels are the product of a complex series of processes involving photobioreactors, nutri-
ents, sunlight, carbon dioxide, dewatering, oil extraction, fuel upgrading, and use of all residuals.
Only processing methods that efficiently manage all of these stages will be successful to produce
competitive fuels at commercial scale. This thesis addresses fundamental engineering issues sur-
rounding hydrothermal processing for extraction and conversion of algal biomass feedstocks to
usable transportation fuels. This is conducted in two parts, the first with experimental reactions
of microalgae in subcritical water. The second part addresses the life cycle of microalgal fuel
production, including hydrothermal reaction results from the first part.
Objective One: To conduct reactions of microalgae in hydrothermal systems across a range of
conditions
Microalgae processing in hydrothermal systems has been studied intently in recent years.
However, these works mainly consisted of crude analysis that insufficiently covers the
experimental space of interest. In this work, two separate microalgae strains were
subjected to temperatures between 250-350◦C at 200 bar and up to three hours residence
time. See Chapter 4 for details on the equipment and procedures.
Objective Two: To analyze the products of reaction sufficiently to describe the major chemical and
phase transformations for effective process flowsheet simulation modeling
In addition to the general inadequacy of data at relevant experimental conditions, pre-
vious works have not characterized the reaction products. Reaction characterization
included analysis of three distinct phases, such that the products can be accurately
represented for modeling. The oil phase was analyzed for the fatty acid profile, yield of
free fatty acids, and ultimate analysis (carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen percent). The
water phase was measured for total organic and inorganic carbon content, and the solids
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were measured for ultimate analysis. Details on the analytical equipment and protocols
are given in Chapter 4. The results are given in Chapter 5.
Objective Three: To model the changes in algal lipids that occurs in hydrothermal media
Fats have been hydrolyzed for over half a century in hydrothermal-like systems. The
feed for these systems has traditionally been mostly saturated or monounsaturated fats.
Microalgae have a large portion of polyunsaturated fatty acids, similar to fish oil. These
polyunsaturated fats react more readily in hydrothermal systems, but have not been
studied previously. The kinetics for hydrolysis of triacylglycerols (TAGs) are modeled
using data from literature. With these kinetics, the degradation of polyunsaturated
fatty acids was modeled using experimental data. These results are given in Chapter 6.
Objective Four: To analyze the life cycle of microalgae to fuels by hydrothermal processing and
compare to other extraction and conversion methods
All biofuels should be subjected to scrutiny to assure that they meet sustainability
criteria. Life cycle assessment (LCA) is a method that can be used to quantitatively
analyze the impacts that the production of biofuels have across the entire process,
including growth, harvest, processing, distribution, and end use. LCA of hydrothermal
processing was performed, including production of several liquid fuel options. LCA
results are documented and compared to other methods of converting algal biomass to
fuels in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 4
Equipment
High pressure research depends heavily on the equipment used. The equipment must be able to
withstand the temperatures (200-600◦C) and pressures (15-300 bar) that place extreme stress on
the materials, while still performing the task for which it was designed. The reaction equipment
that was used in this research was the evolution of several generations of student experience in the
Tester lab.
The most commonly used piece of equipment for hydrothermal reactions involves a so-called
”bomb” batch reactor. These reactors are relatively small volume (under 100 mL) stainless steel or
nickel alloy steel (Inconel 625, Hastelloy-C276) containers that are comprised of a piece of tubing
that is capped on each end with fittings.
To run a reaction, the loaded reactor is capped then immersed in a preheated sand bath. The
temperature in these reactors is monitored with thermocouples inserted in the sand or the reactor
itself. This approach has clear limitations which leads to errors in temperature profiles, residence
time, and uncertainty regarding the number of phases in the reactor. A reactor system with
measured properties would enable better reaction knowledge, leading to more reliable data. Also,
the kinetic data for bomb systems seldom match data from flow systems. With this knowldge, a
new reactor system was constructed.
4.1 Batch reactor
This reactor system was based on one built by Lachance [2005] for oxidation of gases in hydrothermal
systems and Taylor [2001] for destruction of environmental contaminants MTBE and methylene
chloride. This apparatus was adapted for high solids loading experiments. The central part of this
system was the view cell reactor. This reactor was described in the thesis of Taylor. This reactor
was custom machined at the MIT machine shop.
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Figure 4.1: Image of reactor for batch reactor system
The reactor is composed of a block of Hastelloy that has been drilled with an internal bore.
Four ports are tapped in the top with HiP fittings and 1/16”’ glands. The volume of this reactor
is approximately 30 mL. An image of this reactor is shown in Figure 4.1.
A Type-J thermocouple (Omega) is inserted into one port. The thermocouple signal is sent to
an Omega CN9000A temperature controller as well as an MCC USB-TC (Measurement Computing
Company) for data logging. Temperature data is recorded with MCC software on a PC. Heating
is performed by six 125 W Chromalox stick heaters (NSA-711 Chromalox). These heaters are
connected through an Omega solid state controller to the temperature controller. The solid state
controller is generally set at 35-40% of maximum to step down the voltage. This lengthens the
heating time, but prevents unsafe operating conditions for the reactor system. The heating time is
generally 20-45 minutes to reach temperatures between 250 and 350◦C in the reactor.
The three remaining ports have 1/16” Inconel tubing connected to them. Of the three remaining
ports on the reactor, one piece of tubing goes to a Dynisco µPR690 pressure transducer. The signal
is sent to a Dynisco pressure display used to monitor the reactor pressure. The other two ports are
used as entrance and exit for the reactor contents. Additional thermocouples and Omega pressure
transducers are used upstream and downstream of the reactor to monitor the temperature and
pressure. Pressure signals are converted from voltages to digital output through a USB-1208fs
(Measurement Computing Company). These values are also recorded with the MCC software.
Downstream of the reactor is an HiP needle valve used to maintain the pressure in the reactor.
After the valve is an ice bath used to quench the reactor and a sampling port to collect the eﬄuent.
A simple diagram of the reaction system is included in Figure 4.2.
Upstream from the reactor is an injection loop. To inject cells into the reactor, a bolus of cell
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Figure 4.2: Diagram of batch reactor system
solution was loaded into a Luer-Lok syringe. This syringe is connected to the system through a
metal Luer-Lok tip with a 1/8”’ Swagelok fitting. This fitting is connected to a three-way valve
such that the reactant can be injected into the system, and when the valve is switched, the reactants
can be pushed into the reactor with an Eldex metering pump. The lead from the injection loop
to the reactor was determined as 2.5 mL with a dye test. A maximum of 10 mL volume of cells
could be injected before washout, where reactants were pushed out of the reactor. Given that the
recieved cells were generally the most concentrated solution that could flow through the tubing,
the 10 mL (approx. 1.8 g cells) delivered to a 30 mL reactor yielded a maximum 6 %wt solution
concentration in the reactor.
4.2 Reaction and processing
4.2.1 Reaction procedure
Microalgae cell solution (nominally 18 %wt) were distributed into disposable plastic syringes and
stored in the refrigerator until use. To start an experiment, deionized (DI) water was flowed through
the reactor to ensure the apparatus was clean and primed. Approximately ten grams of cell solution
were delivered into the apparatus through use of the Luer-Lok syringe port. Once the cells were
loaded into reactor system, 2.5 mL of water were pumped behind the plug of cells to load them
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into the view cell reactor.
At this point, the exit valve from the system was closed and the heaters were turned on. The
heating time was determined to be between 20 and 45 minutes, depending on the end temperature.
Numerous attempts to eliminate this time were unsuccessful, as the combination of high solids
loading, high temperatures, and high pressures form a challenging experimental situation. Pumps
are generally not designed to pump any solids at this size and pressure range. The high temperatures
and pressures require very small openings to limit the possibility of mechanical failure, limiting the
size of equipment that can be used. High solids loading is required for cost-effective operations at
scale, so high solids loading is desired. Thus, this set-up was determined to be the best available
for these experiments.
Once the reactor reached temperature, the pressure was adjusted through use of the exit valve to
vent to 200 bar. The residence time was started when the reactor reached its specified temperature.
In the case of zero residence time reactions, the reaction was terminated once it reached this
temperature. This gave an experimental time point to judge how the heating affected results.
When the reaction was terminated, the pump was started and the exit valve was partially opened.
This pushed the reactor contents out, while maintaining a high enough pressure to keep the contents
in a condensed liquid phase. The reactor contents were quenched by flowing through tubing placed
in an ice bath. The pump was run for 20 minutes at 10 mL/min to ensure all the reactor contents
were washed out, with the resulting eﬄuent collected in a 250 mL sample bottle.
4.2.2 Work-up
The sample was refrigerated at 4◦C until it was processed, generally the next day. In order to
recover the oil for analysis, the organics were extracted twice with 25 mL of chloroform (50 mL
total) in a 500 mL separation funnel. In order to get a clean separation, each wash and all of the
remaining water were placed in 50 mL polypropylene centrifuge tubes and spun at 6000G for 10
minutes. The water phase was collected and weighed. The remaining chloroform and solids were
consolidated to two centrifuge tubes and spun down again. The chloroform (oil) phase was collected
and weighed in a 100 mL flask, while the residual solids were kept in a centrifuge tube. All of these
fractions were returned to the fridge until analysis.
The residual solids were transfered to a preweighed tin pan and dried in a 50◦C oven for
approximately two days. The normal temperature for biomass drying is 105◦C, but this could
potentially drive off any volatile organic compounds, such as organic acids and alcohols. The dried
solids were weighed and then tested for CHN content. The water phase was sampled and measured
for total organic carbon (TOC) and protein in solution.
The analysis focused on determining the composition of the oil phase. Chloroform was necessary
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to run many of the tests, so it was not reasonable to evaporate all of the solvent to determine the
mass of oil recovered. To determine the weight of oil, 2.0 mL aliquots of the chloroform solution were
placed in tin dishes until the solvent evaporated. To find the concentration of the oil in chloroform,
the weight of the solventless oil was divided by the change in weight of the flask from the aliquot
removed. This procedure was repeated three times to get statistics on the concentration.
4.3 Gas chromatograph
The majority of the analytical efforts centered on the use of Gas Chromatography (GC) for mea-
surement of compounds.
4.3.1 GC-FAME
In order to view the acyl chain of the lipids, the oil phase was derivatized to a fatty acid methyl ester
(FAME) which can be measured more easily on a GC due to the higher volatility. The derivatization
was done by adding acetyl chloride dropwise to methanol (1:20) to acidfy the methanol. One mL
of chloroform solution was evaporated in a glass test tube. To this solventless oil, 4 mL of hexane
was added and then the hexane solution was poured into a 25 mL Swagelock reactor. Next, 2 mL
followed by 3 mL of the acidified methanol is used to rinse the glass tube and also poured into
the reactor. The reactor was purged with nitrogen for 10 seconds and then capped. The capped
reactor was placed in a 105◦C oven for one hour, then quenched in ice. After cooling, the reactor
contents were emptied into a 15 mL centrifuge tube and the reactor was rinsed with 2 mL of salt
water. The salt water rinse was added to the centrifuge tube as well and the tube was capped and
shaken. The top hexane layer was withdrawn and placed back in a glass test tube to evaporate.
When the sample was between 0.7-1.0 g in weight, it was bottled in a GC vial and run using the
GC-FAME method.
This process was used for measuring the whole oil sample, but this only gives the amounts of
each of the acyl chains, but not the linkage to the glycerol backbone. The expected configuration is
a large proportion of triglycerides in the raw algae, with the reaction hydrolyzing the ester bonds
to free fatty acids and glycerol. In order to determine this hydrolysis, a method was developed with
solid phase extraction (SPE) columns to separate free fatty acids from the other glycerol-bonded
lipids. A GC-MS method was adopted from Brown et al. [2010] for measuring hydrothermally
produced oils. This method was used at Midwest Research Institute to measure the oil samples.
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4.3.2 HP6890
The HP6890 was used with Chemstation Rev B.04.02 from Agilent Technologies. This GC was
equipped with an FID and TCD detector. The fatty acid methyl ester (GC-FAME) measurements
were done with an autosampler 7673, with a 5µL Hamilton syringe. This analysis used a DB-WAX
column (30m x 0.53mm x 1.0 µm) from Agilent J&W. Helium (High Purity, AirGas) was used as
the carrier gas, with hydrogen (Ultra High Purity), air (Ultra Zero), and nitrogen (High Purity)
used for the FID. The method used helium at a 4:1 split, with split flow set to 21.2 mL/min. The
FID was operated with 450 mL/min air, 40 mL/min hydrogen, and 19.7 mL/min nitrogen. The
temperature program started at 130◦C for three minutes, then ramped at 12.5◦C/min to 200◦C
and held for five minutes. The injection and FID temperatures were 250◦C and 350◦C, respectively.
The chromatograms were integrated with aid of the Chemstation software, but peak selection and
baseline were performed by the user. A calibration curve was made for the GC-FAME with a
C20 FAME standard dissolved in hexane. The curve was not linear, so a second-order dependance
was assumed. To correctly estimate the error, the uncertainty equation was derived as given in
Appendix B.
4.4 Analytical measurements
4.4.1 Total organic carbon (TOC) analysis
The carbon dissolved in water was measured with a GE 5310C Laboratory TOC Analyzer. Carbon
can be in organic or inorganic forms, with inorganic compounds being CO and CO2. The range
of detection of this equipment is under 100 ppm. To measure the samples from hydrothermal
reactions, the water phase was diluted 1:100 in DI water to be in the center of the measurement
range. Samples from all experimental runs were measured four times with one run discarded
automatically.
4.4.2 CHN analyzer
An Exeter CE440 was purchased for the measurement of carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen. This
model is also capable of measuring oxygen and sulfur with alternate configurations. For solid
samples, approximately one milligram was weighed in an Exeter standard tin capsule. The high
nitrogen content in algae extinguish the reducing agent in the analyzer more quickly, so a sample
size in the small end of the operating range was used. Each solid sample was measured in triplicate
to get uncertainty statistics. For oil samples, five replicates were measured. Chloroform solution
was applied to the tin capsule then allowed to evaporate, leaving only the oil phase to be measured.
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4.4.3 Solid phase extraction
An aspect of this work which differentiates it from previous hydrothermal conversion research is
the detailing of lipid composition measurements. The most correct name for the dominant form of
long chain fats is triacylglycerol (TAG). Glycerol consists of three alcohol groups connected to a
three carbon backbone. To this glycerol is bonded up to three fatty acids, called acyl groups, in an
ester linkage. Under hydrothermal conditions, the TAG can be hydrolyzed to release a fatty acid
with a diglyceride remaining. Subsequent hydrolysis steps leaves a monoglyceride, then glycerol.
A method has been established previously by Kaluzny et al. [1985] to separate these fractions
of lipids. This method was adapted slightly in this thesis for separation of lipids with solid phase
extraction (SPE) columns. Prepacked columns were purchased from Sigma Aldridge (Discovery
DSC-NH2). These aminopropyl columns have 100 mg of packing and a liquid hold-up volume of
approximately 1 mL.
Normally, an SPE protocol is performed under reduced pressure with a controlled manifold,
as shown in Kaluzny’s work. However, this was not available, so a make-shift structure was con-
structed. This apparatus consisted of a 15 mL centrifuge tube with holes cut in the top and bottom.
The hole in the lid was cut wide enough to fit a single SPE tube, while the hole in the bottom
was cut to allow for vacuum to be drawn through the SPE tube with a length of rubber tubing
connected to a vacuum pump. A test tube was inserted in the centrifuge tube to catch the fractions
coming out of the SPE column. This set up allowed for the desired solution to be drawn through
the SPE under vacuum.
The protocol for separation is as follows. Unless stated otherwise, 0.75 mL of solvent was
used. After adding each solvent, the vacuum was drawn through until the column appeared dry.
The fractions collected were labeled alphabetically. These labels correspond to the step from the
Kaluzny protocol. As some compounds are not of interest here, such as phospholipids, those steps
of Kaluzny’s protocol were ignored and those compounds were lumped into the next fraction.
The column was washed with hexane, then the oil in chloroform was added. The collected
solvent from these two steps was thrown out, but some sample could have washed through at this
point. A 2:1 chloroform to isopropanol mixture was added, with fraction ”A” collected. Next a
2% acetic acid in ethyl ether reagent was used to collect fraction ”B” consisting of free fatty acids.
Solvent from fraction ”A” was evaporated, then chlroform was added to redissolve the components.
A new SPE tube was primed with hexane and the hexane wash was thrown out. The redissolved
sample ”A” was added to the column, with fraction ”E” collected. One mL of a 1% ether, 10%
dichloromethane solution was added and also collected in ”E.” Last, a 2:1 chloroform:methanol
mixture was added, with the fraction ”H” collected.
A standard mixture of equal parts free fatty acids, mono-, and tri-glycerides was made as
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a test for this protocol to establish the yields from each step. Each fraction after separation was
transesterified and run with the GC-FAME as described previously. The yield was determined from
the overall FAME measured from the GC, compared to the starting material in the test mixture.
Yields for the glycerol-containing products (TAG, MAG) were very low, close to 1-2%. As run, this
is not a reliable method for determining the concentration of these products. The overall yield of
free fatty acids was considerably better giving predominately free fatty acids with a nearly 100%
yield.
4.4.4 Acid value
An additional method for measuring the oil phase was titration. The free fatty acids make solutions
acidic, such that they can be titrated and give a color change. A solution of sodium hydroxide
was made with solid sodium hydroxide. Phenolphthalein was used as an indicator. One mL of
chloroform-oil sample was added to 10 mL of isopropanol. To this, a few drops of indicator was
added. This solution was titrated until the color changed to pink. This method is slightly difficult
to judge, as the pigments mask the color change. A less concentrated oil in alcohol could be used to
dilute the pigment color. The measured standard error was about 1.1% for the samples measured.
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Chapter 5
Hydrothermal Processing of
Microalgae
5.1 Materials and methods
5.1.1 Expermental approach
Microalgae were received from Reed Mariculture (Campbell, CA). An idealized algal biofuel pro-
duction process involves culturing high-lipid algae. Looking through the literature, the picturesque
future involves microalgae bursting with fats that account for 50% of their total weight. However,
this limit is rarely shown in a laboratory scale, much less on a full commercial scale. The highest
oil content for a commercially available microalgae is closer to 25 wt% for the strains from Reed
Mariculture.
Hydrothermal reactions of commercially avaiable microalgae were performed. For these ex-
periments, the strains were Isochrysis sp., a small golden-brown microalgae and T. weissflogii, a
diatom used in mariculture of shrimp and some fish. Reed Mariculture sells microalgae that are
concentrated by centrifugation, then diluted down to about 6 %wt cells. A ”raw” form was used for
these experiments, consisting of cells that had been centrifuged and packaged at the concentrated
form.
As received microalgae paste was sent to the New Jersey Feed Laboratory (NJFL) for proximate
analysis. Association of Organic Analytic Chemist (AOAC) methods for protein (990.03), fat
(920.39), fiber (978.10), and ash (942.05) were used to measure proximate composition. The AOAC
protein composition was determined by multiplying the %N by a fixed value, in this case 5.7. The
fat composition was determined by ether extraction. However, ether extraction is unreliable for
marine organisms, so Bligh-Dyer extraction was also used to measure lipid content. Fiber was
measured directly, but carbohydrates were not. The residual weight after ash, protein, and fat
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percentages was assumed to be the percentage of carbohydrates.
Experiments were performed to examine the effect of time and temperature on the microalgae
at hydrothermal conditions. Temperatures of 250, 275, 300, 325, and 350◦C and residence times
of 0, 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 hours were used. The residence time was the time spent at temperature in
the reactor. Reactions were run in the batch reactor described in Section 4.1. The procedure for
reactions is given in Section 4.2 along with the work-up to separate the product phases.
Measurements were performed on all three recovered phases. Residual solids were measured with
the CHN analyzer. Water was measured for TOC and soluble proteins. The oil phase was measured
with CHN, GC-FAME, acid value, and SPE followed by GC-FAME. No discernable quantity of gas
was found from any of the hydrothermal processing experiments. GC-MS was used to measure the
oil phase. Such a wide array distribution of products were formed, all at low concentrations, that
it was not practical or particularly useful to analyze them. Instead, NMR was theorized to find
relevant functional groups, but in practice the number of products in solution necessitates several
days to weeks of NMR scans to get a clean spectra. These techniques are the only approaches to
get more detailed chemical profiles, so opportunities exist for more work in this area for further
detailing of the chemical products in oil.
5.1.2 Model biomass components
A correlation between the proximate components and the elemental analysis is needed to analyze
some of the experimental results. The AOAC protein factor between %N and protein is one instance
of this type of correlation. To make this sort of correlation, the composition of each biomass fraction
was estimated. The fatty acid profile and amino acid profile of the algae were analyzed by NJFL
and Reed Mariculture, respectively. This data is given in Appendix A. By computing a weighted
average of these components, a CHON profile was calculated for fatty acids and proteins. These
values are given in Table 5.1.
The other major components of the microalgae were then carbohydrates and nucleic acids.
Carbohydrates in microalgae are mainly in the form of polymers of sugars, so rather than assuming
a ratio of CH2O, the ratio is more likely to be C6H10O5 for polymerized hexose and C5H8O4
for pentose. An average of these was taken to get a CHO profile for carbohydrates, i.e. the
carbohydrates were assumed to be a 50/50 mixture of bonded pentoses and hexoses.
For other types of biomass, this modeling would fail because lignin is not prevalent in microalgae,
but can be a significant portion of other biomass carbohydrates. Lignin is a polymer of phenyl-
based compounds. The monomer structure is CnH2n−8On−7, with n=9, 10, or 11, depending on
the number of methoxy- groups on the ring. An entry is included in Table 5.1 for comparison to the
other biomass components. The lignin entry assumes an even split between the three monomers.
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Figure 5.1: Structures of typical biomass components
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Molecular representations of the different biomass proximate fractions are shown in Figure 5.1.
Component %C %H %N %O %S %P
Protein 53.4 6.9 16.7 21.3 1.8 0
Carbohydrates 44.9 6.2 0 48.9 0 0
Lipids 77.6 11.1 0 11.3 0 0
Nucleic acids 34.8 4.1 17.3 33.4 0 10.4
Water 0 11.2 0 88.8 0 0
Lignin 67.1 6.7 0 26.1 0 0
Table 5.1: Elemental percentages of proximate compounds
Nucleic acids are a much harder fraction to model. Normally, this fraction is ignored in biomass,
because it forms such a small fraction of the cell components. However for microalgae, the compo-
sition has been estimated as high as 14% of the total nitrogen, with common values of 6-7%. As no
measurements were done in this work to quantify the nucleotides, they are ignored in this analysis.
For comparison, the nucleic acid composition was estimated, with the proportions of nucleobases
(A,T,G, and C) assumed as equal, and the ratio of RNA to DNA is assumed as 3:1. As seen in
Table 5.1, by utilizing a measurement for phosphorus, an estimate of the nucleic acids could be
found as they are the only major phosphorus-containing component. Alternatively, sulfur could be
measured to determine the quantities of proteins, and the nucleic acids could be determined by the
remaining nitrogen content.
A set of linear equations can be developed corresponding to the entries in Table 5.1 which
can be used to estimate the composition based on the ultimate analysis. The coefficients for the
proximate components are the percentages of each element in that component. This method is a
useful shortcut depending on the application. In the case of this work, measurements for sulfur
and phosphorus were not performed, so the proximate method cannot be used to estimate nucleic
acid content for this work. However, it can be used to estimate the composition from a minimal
data set.
CHN is a simple test that takes five minutes to perform, and ash content can be performed by
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) just as quickly. Adding a test such as ICP to determine the
other elements present, and with three tests the proximate biomass fractions can be estimated.
This approach with a combined set of tests for elemental analysis may have application for well-
characterized feeds, i.e. those where the profile in Table 5.1 is known. Instead of doing time
intensive extraction and derivation work-up steps every time the proximate composition is needed,
these three tests could give the fractions of biomass with a simple linear algebra step.
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5.2 Raw microalgae
Proximate analysis was performed by NJFL on the raw algae, with the results in Table 5.2 on a dry
weight basis. The Isochrysis (Iso) paste was determined to be 18 %wt solids. The T. weissflogii
(TW) was 14 %wt solids. The uncertainty in these values is representative of the AOAC methods
used. For instance, AOAC 994.12 is used to measure each amino acids as a percentage of the total
amino acids. This method has an uncertainty of 3% of the value.
Isochrysis T. weissflogii
Ash 12.5 32.7
Lipids 24.3 11.1
Proteins 42.9 46.8
Carbohydrates 20.3 9.4
Fiber 0.1 3.2
Table 5.2: Proximate analysis of Isochrysis and T. weissflogii
Raw microalgae (as received) was dried at 50◦C until the weight did not change further, about
two days. This sample was measured for CHN, as well as verifying the dry weight percent given by
the contract lab. The average and standard error of ten replicates is given in Table 5.3. The Iso
solids percentage was 21 %wt, slightly different from the NJFL values indicating that some water
may remain in this sample. The TW was almost the same, 14.4 %wt solids.
%C 42.8 ± 0.344 33.8 ± .088
%H 7.5 ± 0.094 5.1 ± 0.070
%N 6.3 ± 0.056 6.0 ± 0.046
%R 43.4 ± 0.442 55.1 ± 0.163
Table 5.3: CHN data for raw Isochrysis and T. weissflogii
With measured values for both the proximate and ultimate composition of the microalgae, an
example can show how the ultimate analysis to proximate composition correlation is used. The
Iso %N was measured as 6.3%. Using the estimate for protein N and ignoring nucleic acids, the
protein is 37.6% of the total weight. The ash was determined to be 12.5% of the dry weight.
Carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen percentages were used to determine the carbohydrate, lipid, and
water amounts, with the results compared to the measurements from NJFL in Table 5.4. Although
the values do not match perfectly, the estimates are relatively close to the actual values.
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Measured Value Calculated Value
Lipids 20.2 20.9
Carbohydrates 15.0 16.7
Water 16.6 13.8
Table 5.4: Comparison of proximate analysis to calculated values for Isochrysis
5.3 Yields
The oil and solid yields were determined for all experiments. Yield was defined as the mass of
product divided by the mass of starting algae (including ash). The oil yield and solid yield are
given in Figure 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. The oil yield generally increased with time, while the
solid yield decreased with time up to two hours, then increased at the highest time point. Neither
of these exhibited a monotonic trend with temperature.
(a) Iso (b) TW
Figure 5.2: Oil yield
Using empirical principles for hydrothermal conversion based on previous experience, a few
trends are expected. In this environment, higher temperatures and longer times cause greater
depolymerization and pyrolysis. The solids yield should decrease with time and temperature. The
oil, consisting partially of small fragments of degraded biomass, should increase over time. These
trends are seen in the yield data.
The oil quantity from Bligh-Dyer extraction was 24.3 and 11.1 %wt for Iso and TW. For Iso,
the oil yield approached 20% at 3 hours, but started near 14% at the lowest reaction time. While
on the basis of Bligh-Dyer analysis these are low extraction yields, the actual lipid content from
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(a) Iso (b) TW
Figure 5.3: Solid yield
GC-FAME is closer to 20.2% for Iso and 5.7% for TW. As seen in Figure 5.2, the oil yields approach
the total lipid content of the algae. Thus the extraction efficiency is close to 90% for hydrothermal
processing. This is promising, as the extraction efficiency for organic solvents on raw microalgae is
typically 70-90%.
Iso had a solid yield between 16-25% of the starting weight. With about 20% of the weight
liberated to the oil phase, that leaves 50-60% of the starting weight in the water phase. This would
seem to indicate that the inorganics are also soluble in water, leaving mostly carbohydrates and
protein in the solid biomass. The TW is closer to 32-42 %wt in the solids. Combined with 4-6%
in the oil phase, this leaves 50-65% of the TW weight in the water phase. Both results indicate
a large proportion of sugars and soluble amino acids in the water phase after reaction. The solid
yield graph has no error bars because solid yield was the mass of the entire solid sample that was
recovered.
5.4 Oil products
The oil phase was measured in a number of ways to determine the quantity and quality of the oil
and the products it contained. First, the CHN was measured. These results were approximately
constant for carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen, across temperature and time. Plots of the CHN
content are given in Appendix A. The solid CHN was measured with a similar outcome. These
results are also in Appendix A.
The CHN measurement was used to find the mass of nitrogen in the oil. Nitrogen was assumed
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to only be from proteins, and the mass percentage of proteins that is carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,
and nitrogen were taken from Table 5.1. By using this approximation, the weight of protein in the
oil phase was calculated from the nitrogen. The calculated protein fraction of the oil is shown in
Figure 5.4 for Iso and TW.
(a) Iso (b) TW
Figure 5.4: Protein as a mass fraction of oil
Oil soluble protein increases with time in both cases. Proteins degrade into smaller fragments,
some of which are oil soluble. The degradation increases with temperature and time as expected.
The error bars in this measurement are mostly from the high uncertainty from the assumptions in
determining the protein ultimate composition.
The oil phase was transesterified to determine the total amount of lipids in the oil phase. GC-
FAME was used to measure the concentration of individual fatty acids. By using the size of the
sample and the total amount of oil, the total weight of lipids was calculated. The lipid weight as a
fraction of the oil weight is given in Figure 5.5
Since the oil is an organic phase, the ash was assumed to stay in the solid and aqueous phases.
This leaves the residual percentage of the oil as carbohydrates, the last of the fractions considered
to compose the algae. The ”carbohydrate” fraction represents what accounts for the remaining oil
composition. Depending on the reaction conditions, a huge variety of compounds could actually
be formed from the hydrolysis, condensation, oxidation, and pyrolysis reactions that occur in
hydrothermal systems.
Acid value was determined by titration with sodium hydroxide. This was converted to a yield
of free fatty acids by using an average fatty acid molecular weight from the fatty acid profiles.
The standard error for this method was approximately 1.1% of the yield. A graph of the yield as
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(a) Iso (b) TW
Figure 5.5: Lipid mass fraction of oil
a fraction of maximum fatty acids versus reaction time as a function of temperature is shown in
Figure 5.6.
(a) Iso (b) TW
Figure 5.6: Yield of fatty acids
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5.5 Water measurements
Total organic carbon (TOC) and total inorganic carbon (TIC) of the water phase were measured.
When added together, this gives the total carbon content of the water phase. These values are
relatively constant across all conditions. The raw data are given in Appendix A for both TOC and
total carbon. TIC is composed of CO and CO2 that are dissolved in water. These molecules can
occur naturally and dissolve in the water, but they are mostly from release of gases from the feed.
The TIC quantity is pretty small (one hundredth of the TOC values), as little gas seemed to result
from these subcritical reactions.
TOC is a useful measurement for determining the organic carbon content in water. From
hydrothermal conditions, degradation and pyrolysis can lead to a wide array of organic molecules.
Many organic acids are expected, as well as depolymerized sugars. The TOC measurement lumps
them all into one category by oxidizing the carbon to CO2 and measuring the total carbon. The
state of the carbon is necessary for future work with this process, as residual water could be recycled
to the growth process. Although sugars make a good food source for algae which can consume them,
the organic acids or other components could inhibit algal growth.
As a final check on the accuracy of the measurements, a carbon balance was performed on the
three phases measured- oil, water, and solids. The total mass of carbon from each phase was added
and divided by the starting mass of algal carbon determined from CHN of the raw biomass. This
carbon recovery fraction is shown in Figure 5.7. The carbon recovery was systematically above
unity, indicating that carbon was overestimated from these measurements. A number of errors can
cause this, such as carbon dioxide dissolution in the water phase and chloroform solvent remaining
in the oil or water phases.
The protein in solution was measured with BCA assay. The results are given as a yield of protein
in water per starting algae weight, shown in Figure 5.8. Soluble protein was roughly constant, with
a slight increase for long reaction times. The uncertainty in the results is about 4% of the value.
The protein assay uses a metal chelation that changes the oxidation state (and therefore color)
based on protein binding to the metal. This assay was used as a simple method to try to measure
the amount of nitrogen in solution. The results are subject to many complications, including that
the binding is subject to certain configurations in the proteins which may not be available in the
degraded protein.
One likely route of the protein fraction is to degrade to ammonia. Some efforts were made to
measure ammonia, including using a standard method from wastewater measurements. Neverthe-
less, these methods were not able to measure the water eﬄuent for ammonia. Potentially some of
the molecules in the eﬄuent interact with the reagents, preventing clean measurement of ammonia
with the normal methods, or the concentrations were outside of the working range of the methods.
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(a) Iso (b) TW
Figure 5.7: Carbon recovery as a fraction of starting carbon
(a) Iso (b) TW
Figure 5.8: Protein in solution
5.6 Discussion
The results of these experiments and measurements is generally promising. Microlagal oils were
recovered from the reactions at a high yield and with few impurities like nitrogen which would need
to be removed downstream. Approximately half of the starting algae mass becomes soluble in the
water phase from reaction, while the remainder of the non-oil remains part of the cell fragments.
This leaves opportunities for reuse of both the water and solid phase as co-products.
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The oil phase is predominately lipids, both triglycerides and free fatty acids. To use this oil as
a fuel, it would probably need to be transformed to resemble current fuels. This upgrading might
involve esterification to biodiesel or hydrotreating to produce ”green” transportation fuels. Nitrogen
hetero-atoms are present in the proteins and are needed for algal culture, so any opportunity to
recycle them would make a good co-product. Also any fuels that could be produced by anaerobic
digestion or gasification would be beneficial by replacing fossil fuel with renewable methane. The
high nitrogen content would seem to make anaerobic digestion the better option so that the nitrogen
can be recovered. As with other biofuel feedstocks, animal feed provides a large market that offers
an alternative use for the protein and carbohydrate byproducts which would reduce wastes, boost
the overall economic value, and make the whole process more sustainable.
As part of any experimental research, there are inherent uncertainties and errors which should
be enumerated to guide future research in the same area. As they have come up in each of the
preceding sections, errors have been addressed, but these are only the specific instances, not general
to the experimental approach.
The largest source of uncertainty in the experimental method is the heating time. The heating
time was controlled and recorded, but it is difficult to translate heating time across different reactor
systems. Thus, even if the heating time is consistent for the batch reactor in this work, it is difficult
to translate to other systems. The use of a batch reactor with no head gases was a step in the right
direction, but an alternative set-up similar to that of Sturzenegger and Sturm [1951] may be more
repeatable. Their apparatus used a large piston to inject a large bolus of feed into a preheated
water system at pressure. The system is stirred to keep the solution well mixed. Their experiments
used a clean oil phase which simplifies some of the flow concerns for a concentrated system, but this
approach is likely to at least resemble the experiments performed here but with a defined initial
timepoint for kinetics.
The water used in this work was deionized water from the tap. The deionizing system was new,
so the system should have operated well within the normal range of operation. A dewar was used
as a reservoir for the pump, but if the water properties changed (such as from gas dissolution) from
sitting for prolonged periods of time, this could affect results.
The algae strain was purchased in one batch and used over the course of a month or longer.
The concentrated algal feedstock paste (nominally 18 %wt) was kept refrigerated, but this did not
eliminate possible degradation over time of the biomass. Subsequent observations in the Tester
Lab have indicated large differences between fresh algae and samples that areseveral months old.
The single batch approach was used to avoid the batch to batch variations that may have occurred
with new algae harvests.
A record was kept of the timeline for each reaction, separation, and measurement. Some care
was taken to keep a consistent timeline, such that separation occurs the day after reaction, and
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measurements are done quickly thereafter. Solids were separated at the end of the design of
experiments, so older samples could have degraded while in the fridge for up to a month. Water
samples were also measured at the end of the series, so gases could have dissolved or organics in
water could have degraded. A one month period of refrigeration was determined to be acceptible
for this work, but the results still may be affected.
Aging and degradation may have been a bigger issue with the lipid measurements. The acid
value measurement was done over seven months after the experiments were performed. The SPE
and GC-FAME measurements were done between 2-3 months after experiments. Given that the
variation in these measurements do not look much different than the variation in the other mea-
surements, it is more likely that the algae themselves or experimental techniques are the cause of
most of the variance.
SPE and GC-FAME methods also produced highly variable results which might be partly due
to aging effects of the samples. Protocols were developed from previous methods for fractionation
of lipids into classes [Kaluzny et al., 1985] and in situ transesterification of whole algal biomass
[Rodrguez-Ruiz et al., 1998]. While the adaptations used here were passable, they were far from
perfect. The yield for transesterification was close to 15 ± 4.5%. The fatty acids were divided by
the yield to get the total mass of fatty acids. A refinement or substitution of this technique may be
necessary to get more precise values. Acid value showed much lower uncertainty, so it is currently
a better option when applicable.
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Chapter 6
Kinetics of Algae Lipid Hydrolysis
and Degradation
6.1 Introduction
From the techniques described and tested in Chapter 5, it would be helpful to have a predictive,
rather than descriptive ability. The majority of the analytical measurements focused on the oil
profile as the target product of the processing. This data should be used to make a predictive
model for the oil phase, i.e. a kinetic reaction model.
Section 2.3 covered previous work in the field of hydrothermal treatment of fats. One note from
Barnebey et al. [1948] is that iodine value, an indicator of unsaturation, drops during reaction.
For fish oils, the drop was relatively substantial, 20-40 points, so some unknown action affects the
unsaturated fats preferentially. Double bonds are more susceptible to chemical attack, so a drop
in unsaturation is expected. However, the actual cause and effect was not further probed in any
subsequent work in this field.
The most definitive early work on fat splitting was done by Sturzenegger and Sturm [1951].
Peanut oil, coconut oil, and beef tallow were all hydrolyzed at a range of conditions. The pressure
used in their studies was just above the saturation pressure, at temperatures between 220 and
280◦C. Patil et al. [1988] revisited the work of Sturzenegger, because the data was readily available
and well documented in the original work. Patil developed a kinetic model for the hydrolysis
reactions that occur in fats.
Lascaray [1952] proposed, and others generally agreed, that the action of splitting occurs in
these dual phase systems predominately in the oil phase. Therefore the water solubility in the oil
phase is of critical importance. Mills and McClain saw that the phases were miscible above 290◦C
for coconut oil and 320◦C for beef tallow. A similar range was seen by other researchers, but not
much effort was made in modeling the water effect on the reaction. Patil included an approximation
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for the solubility of water in the oil phase, so that the kinetics can be more accurately modeled.
The end result was a fairly representitive picture for the appearance of free fatty acids. No study
since has utilized this methodology for modeling the kinetics of oil hydrolysis to fatty acids.
In the last 15 years, a plethora of research in this area has been performed, likely due to the
interest in renewable sources of oils for transportation fuels. These reactions have been studied in
both batch and continuous systems, mainly without catalysts. Holliday et al. [1997] noted that
above 300◦C, the fatty acids began to degrade from the bomb reactor apparatus. When King et al.
[1999] used a flow reactor, the temperature range was between 300-340◦C, and no degradation
products were observed, indicating the head gases may affect the reaction. For this reason, only
continuous reactor experiments were used for kinetic modeling of the reactions.
6.2 Model
A mechanistic model was constructed in three stages. The first step was to decide the system of
reactions. The TAG hydrolysis consists of three consecutive reactions. Water hydrolyzes the ester
bonds, releasing a free fatty acid in each reaction step. The first reaction is assumed rate controlling
and the second and third are sufficiently fast to assume that equilibrium is achieved (pseudo-steady
state).
Triglycerides (T ) +Water (W )
 Diglycerides (D) + Fatty Acids (F )
Diglycerides+Water 
Monoglycerides (M) + Fatty Acids
Monoglycerides+Water 
 Glycerol (G) + Fatty Acids
The first reaction is reversible, with Arrhenius reaction constants. Equilibrium is reached at long
reaction times, so the equilibrium constant for the first reaction is given by K1. The equilibrium
constant for the second and third reactions are given below. Standard enthalpy of the reaction can
be used to give the temperature dependence of the equilibrium constant.
dT
dt
= −k1TW + k2DF (6.1)
K1 =
k1
k2
= e
−H1
RT (6.2)
K2 =
DW
MF
= e
−H2
RT (6.3)
K3 =
MW
GF
= e
−H3
RT (6.4)
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The empirical formula for the concentration of water is from Patil et al. [1988]. Acid groups
dominate the water solubility in fatty acids, so the value for ∆2 was the same for all oils. The
values for ∆2 were a function of temperature, so Arrhenius parameters were fitted to the data.
Water solubility in TAGs depends more on the structure of the acyl chains. Using the data from
Patil, ∆1 was estimated as a function of the iodine value (IV) and proportional to ∆2. The iodine
values used to correlate ∆1 were below those for typical fish oils, so for IV above 110, ∆1 was
assumed as 1.5 times ∆2 to prevent ∆1 from growing exponentially at higher IV.
W = ∆1T + ∆2F (6.5)
∆2 = 40e
−2228
T (6.6)
∆2
∆1
= 9− 0.0688IV (6.7)
For this model, an average molecular weight and iodine value is calculated from the lipid profile.
The lipid profile assumed for different oils is given in Table 6.1.
Fat Tallow Coconut Peanut Sunflower Corn Soybean Rapeseed
Caprylic 0 8.3 0 0 0 0 0
Capric 0 6.7 0 0 0 0 0
Lauric 0 47.6 0 0 0 0 0
Myristic 3 18.2 0 0 0 0 0.1
Palmitic 27 8.8 10 7 14 12.6 4.7
Palmitoleic 3 0 1.5 0 0 0 0
Stearic 15 2.6 7.7 4 3 4.6 1.1
Oleic 48 6.2 46.8 17 36 26 68.9
Linoleic 3 1.6 33.4 72 46 51 18.6
Linolenic 1 0 0.6 0 1 5.8 6.6
TAG MW 857.7 674.9 874.9 876 871.9 872.2 879
Density 900 920 914 919 922 920 920
Iodine Value 54.3 8.5 105.6 145.6 118.3 131.5 110.4
Table 6.1: Fatty acid profile for various feedstock oils
Two more equation are necessary to account for all of the variables, so a balance is written on
the acyl chains (free and bound fatty acids). Glycerol is soluble in water, and this solubility drives
the equilibrium towards free fatty acids in the oil phase. To model the glycerol, a total glycerol
balance is done. Glycerol is assumed to be the only water soluble component from the lipid fraction.
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0 = (F − F0) + 1(M −M0) + 2(D −D0) + 3(T − T0) (6.8)
0 = (1 +
A
O
m)(G−G0) + (M −M0) + (D −D0) + (T − T0) (6.9)
where A/O is the mass ratio of water to oil in the reactor and m is the distribution coefficient for
glycerol in the water versus oil. The subscript 0 denotes an initial concentration.
This set of equations allows for a differential algebraic equation (DAE) to be solved and pa-
rameters fitted for unknowns. Initially, an approximation for the value of m was made for the data
from Sturzenegger for each of the three oil feeds based on estimates from Patil. The acid values
from Sturzenegger and the equilibrium monoglyceride concentrations from Patil were used to fit
the kinetic parameters with nlinfit in Matlab R2010a, where ode15i was used for the DAE. Fitted
parameters were used to find the 95% confidence intervals (CI) with the nlparci function. The
kinetic parameter values and CI are given in Table 6.2.
Mean 95% CI
A1 1.97e4 [1.97e4, 1.97e4]
E1/R 6630 [6620, 6650]
H1/R -1740 [-12200, 8770]
H2/R -1020 [-3660, 1620]
H3/R -110 [-990, 780]
Table 6.2: Fitted reaction kinetic parameters
The second stage of the modeling process is to determine the glycerol distribution for each oil
feedstock. Using the kinetic values determined above, Arrhenius parameters for m were fitted for
each of the data sets listed in Table 6.3.
A E/R
Tallow 3.6e-1 -2060
Coconut 1.1e-3 -5000
Peanut 8.6e-6 -7190
Rapeseed 4.6e3 6624
Sunflower 2.5e-3 58000
Table 6.3: Fitted parameters for glycerol distribution coefficient for a variety of feedstocks
The agreement between model estimates and published data were generally very good. The
predicted acid value is plotted against the measured acid value in Figure 6.1 for the data from
Sturzenegger.
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Figure 6.1: Predicted versus measured acid number for tallow, coconut, and peanut oil from
Sturzenegger and Sturm [1951]
The third stage in the reaction modeling is to add the degradation of unsaturated fatty acids. A
simple degradation was assumed, where the free fatty acids that are unsaturated will degrade in a
first order reaction. Since the triglyceride hydrolysis is rate controlling, the fatty acid degradation
is the only other reaction needed, as equilibrium will not be reached. The unsaturated units are
treated as a separate component, with the subscript u.
Tu + 3W → G+ 3Fu
Fu → Products
With these new reactions, the model must be expanded for two new species. The triglyceride
hydrolysis reaction rate is the same for unsaturated and saturated triglyceridea. This leaves only
the degradation of unsaturated fatty acids to model. The glycerol balance is changed to include
the unsaturated triglycerides as well, and the water solubility is a function of total fatty acid and
triglycerides.
dTu
dt
= −k1TuW (6.10)
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dFu
dt
= 3k1TuW − kdFu (6.11)
0 = (1 +
A
O
m)(G−G0) + (M −M0) + (D −D0) + (T − T0) + (Tu − Tu0) (6.12)
W = ∆1(T + Tu) + ∆2(F + Fu) (6.13)
6.3 Results
The kinetic parameters found previously for TAG hydrolysis were used to model the hydrolysis of
saturated fats in algal oil. Glycerol distribution coefficients were fit to the data. Figure 6.2 shows the
measured saturated fatty acid mass fraction as a function of time, with the model prediction shown
as lines for each of the five temperatures used in experiments. The mass fraction of saturated fatty
acids in oil is calculated as the portion of lipid mass that are saturated divided by the Bligh-Dyer
mass from the starting algae, which approximates the total oil.
Figure 6.2: Mass fraction of Isochrysis saturated fatty acids in the oil phase versus reaction time
The expanded set of equations has a new unknown kinetic parameter which was fitted using
the data from Iso and TW experiments for the disappearance of unsaturated fatty acids. The
total free fatty acids were measured by titration, and converted to a mass fraction of oil. The
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standard error for titration values is 1.1%. The rate constant for degradation of unsaturated fatty
acids was fit to the data. The model is shown as lines in Figure 6.3 with the data points of the
experimental measurements. The kinetic parameters for degradation have a pre-exponential factor
of 0.0155 min−1 and E/R of 902 K−1. The 95% CI is [-0.0389, 0.0681], and [-1200, 2939] for these
parameters.
(a) Iso (b) TW
Figure 6.3: Free fatty acids versus time with data and model
6.4 Discussion
Kinetic parameters are an integral step in the translation from laboratory to commercial processes.
While studies have been performed on the transformations of whole algal cells in a hydrothermal
environment, nothing resembling kinetic measurements has been done to date. The methods de-
veloped by Patil et al. [1988] for oil hydrolysis were adapted for several types of oil with a single
kinetic model. The model accurately predicts the data from Sturzenegger and Sturm.
Other published data generally agreed with this model as well, including Pinto and Lanas [2006],
King et al. [1999], and Kocsisov et al. [2006]. This agreement suggests the model is appropriately
derived for many types of oil. It may be refined in the future with sufficiently detailed measure-
ments. For instance, Pinto and Lanas [2006] only has one fatty acid concentration measurement
at each of several temperatures. A larger data set using intermediate times would allow for a
more rigorous data fit. The data were modeled mostly using the free fatty acids by virtue of the
ease of this technique. Some monoglyceride concentrations were added as well, but there is not
much data available with concentrations of intermediate products. The use of intermediate product
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concentrations would tighten the confidence interval on the equilibrium constants.
An exception to the good correlation is data from Alenezi et al. [2009] for sunflower oil, which
is reportedly 20% diglyceride and 2.5% monoglyceride. The other data sets are TAGs initially, so
it seems the model derived here is well-suited for TAG-rich starting oil. Non-equilibrium hydrolysis
would have to be assumed for the second and third reactions with corresponding rate parameters
for this model to apply to Alenezi’s data. When the sunflower oil is assumed to be mostly TAGs,
the data and model give similar results. This would be a useful addition to the model, allowing
for better predictions of all feedstocks. The intermediate products, monoglycerides and especially
diglycerides, are hard to obtain in pure forms, which is why they have not been used thus far.
The experimental data set was produced from whole algal biomass. This feed material is
a complex mixture of carbohydrates, proteins, lipids, nucleic acids, and inorganics. While the
experiments and measurements were performed carefully, interference from the other components
could affect the outcome. The measured fatty acid concentration was divided by the mass of oil,
which includes liquefied biomass like proteins and carbohydrates. Thus the mass fraction data were
influenced by factors outside of the lipid fraction. This effect would be negated if only the algal oil
were used and not the whole biomass.
Also, the age of the samples when measured presumably affected the samples. As mentioned in
Section 5.6, it was several months between experiment and measurements and samples could have
changed over that time. The oil phase was dissolved in chloroform and refrigerated to minimize
changes, such as hydrolysis with water, but that does not eliminate degradation completely.
The final mass fraction of fatty acids was calculated from the mass of saturated fatty acids that
were measured by GC-FAME. The combination of SPE, followed by GC-FAME gives a high error,
near 30% of the value. More precise values of fatty acids are needed to decrease the uncertainty in
the fitted parameters, which may happen from either better methods or a cleaner feedstock.
The use of acid value measurements avoided some of this error, but there is still wide variation
evident from the confidence intervals. Data points were omitted from the degradation data fit. The
points in Figure 6.3 were the only ones used. All of the 30 minute time points were omitted. Other
points removed were from incomplete data, such as only two of the 350◦C TW data points were
available, so none were shown.
Future work should focus on characterizing the transformations of PUFA-rich oil feedstocks in
flow reactors. Using a pure oil feedstock should give more precise results without the interferring
effects of other biomass fractions. In previous work, bomb reactors with head gases typically gave
different results than flow systems, so flow reactors must be used for this work. The kinetics of
this decomposition will be critical to the design of hydrothermal systems which aim to process
PUFA-rich oil feedstocks. As part of this work, it may be pertinent to identify the degradation
products.
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Chapter 7
Life Cycle Assessment of Microalgae
Liquefaction
7.1 Introduction
Life cycle assessment (LCA) is a useful tool for the quantitative evaluation of the overall impacts
that a product, process, or technology can have on the environment in terms of its energy use,
land and water use, and other performance metrics. Impacts are addressed over the entire life
of the process, including creation, conversion, use, and destruction, also called cradle-to-grave.
A comparitive ”apples to apples” comparison is accomplished to complete the same task using a
functional basis unit. This aspect of LCA is one of the attractive aspects of the technique. Disparate
technologies can be compared on their environmental footprint as well as energy and resource use,
because they accomplish the same goal with the functional unit. For instance, electric powered cars
can be compared to ethanol powered cars on the basis of one mile driven. This comparison would
include the inputs to building the cars, batteries, production of the fuels and electricity to power
the cars, and the eventual retiring of the car and disposal or recycling.
A rough overview of the LCA scheme follows. A process or product is selected for evaluation and
identified as the top level or tier. All of the processes that are inputs to the top level are identified,
representing a second level. The resources associated with those processes are identified and the
proportional effects on the top level are found. With each sublevel, the process can be further
expanded to successive levels until the effect on the top level is negligible or a fundamental process
(such as mining, where the input is in its original form) is reached. In practice, the limitations of
information and the practicality of obtaining every detail limit this scoping procedure as much as
the diminishing effects of moving down levels. For process-based LCA like this, the second level
is accomplished mostly by modeling, finding the direct inputs. Further indirect inputs are found
through use of an inventory of life cycle impacts, such as Ecoinvent or US-LCI. The steps to perform
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an LCA are laid out by ISO standard 14040. These are shown in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Phases of an LCA (ISO 14040)
7.1.1 Approach
An ideal life cycle assessment would utilize proven data performed with operational equipment at
the scale of a commercial plant. However, algal fuel processes do not yet exist at a commercial scale,
much less having readily available data. In order to assess the life cycle effects, assumptions must
be made based on experience and available data. One method for dealing with this uncertainty is to
use Monte Carlo techniques to sample from distributions, rather than selecting deterministic values
for parameters. With this probablistic approach, uncertainty is propagated through the LCA and
the final results will reflect the distribution of possible outcomes. This approach was shown at MIT
by Johnson [2006], where Monte Carlo sampling was applied to corn-based ethanol production.
To perform Monte Carlo sampling, a probability distribution function is specified for certain
variables. A random number is generated from each variable distribution, and the full calculation is
performed with that set of random numbers. This represents one possible outcome, and is repeated
many times. The final distribution reflects the many possible outcomes, and likelihood of those
outcomes occurring.
One of the findings of the work by Jeremy Johnson was that some variables are interrelated,
such as water use and fertilizer use in corn production. Lower quality environments may need
higher values of both nutrients, and may still achieve a lower yield of corn than possible in higher
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quality regions. However, a random value from each distribution is generally used for all variables,
removing the correlation. In the proceeding sections, Matlab software was used to directly calculate
values where possible, maintaining the interrelation of variables. The Matlab code is included in
Appendix C. However, impacts were still needed from a life cycle inventory (LCI).
Ecoinvent 2.0 was used to find impacts of the resource use and pollutants. Ecoinvent uses
preexisting data from previous LCA studies for connections between processes and impacts. For
instance, when electricity is used in a process, Ecoinvent has a statistical distribution of electricity
sources built in that are representative of the U.S. energy market. The impacts of each electricity
source are already computed and the proportional impact that they have to produce one basis
unit of electricity (e.g. one kWh) in the U.S. are returned by the program. Matlab was used to
describe the process using Monte Carlo sampling and then the parameter distributions for inputs
and outputs were entered into Simapro (the software interface used for the Ecoinvent database).
The results of this approach are addressed in Section 7.6 with one aspect of this LCA performed
entirely within Matlab and the impacts are compared to the Simapro impacts for the same process.
In this work, four different distribution types were used for the possible input distributions-
uniform, normal, lognormal, and triangular. Where a normal distribution was used, a mean and
standard deviation are reported. For a triangular distribution, a mode and range are given. When
a unifrom distribution was used, it is stated explicitly, and the range is 0-1 for the distribution.
Lognormal distributions are noted by the abbreviation LN with the mean and standard deviation
parameters that are output from the lognfit function in Matlab. The natural logarithm of a log-
normal distribution with mean µ and standard deviation σ can transform to a normal distribution,
with the geometric mean as eµ and geometric standard deviation as eσ.
7.1.2 Scope
For microalgae processing to biofuels, the entire process is of interest, not just the sections on
extraction of fuels and upgrading. Algal biofuels are produced through a multistep process that
involves algal growth, harvesting and concentration, recovery of the fuel, and conversion to a finished
product. Upstream processes are considered here as algal growth, harvest, and concentration, while
downstream processes are the remaining fuel extraction and conversion stages. The final product
takes as a basis one MJ of fuel at the plant, which ignores the distribution and end use of the fuel.
Possible co-products were also considered for credits to the process that lessen the overall impact.
Upstream algal processes were analyzed by Cornell Master’s student Vidia Paramita, with
input from literature and microalgae field experts. Several downstream options were analyzed by
Michael Franke, also a Master’s student at Cornell University. He analyzed the conventional solvent
extraction processes and conversion of the oil to biodiesel by transesterification or to fuel products
similar to conventional fuels by hydrotreating.
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7.1.3 Results from growth and harvesting of algae
The starting point for this analysis was a demonstration algae cultivation facility which has 1000
ha of total growth area, between photobioreactors (PBR) and raceway ponds. The PBR were used
to innoculate the raceway ponds, providing a bolus to overwhelm any competing species. Lipid
accumulation was acheived by nitrogen starvation in the ponds. Each day, one of every four raceway
ponds was harvested. Settling was used to concentrate the cells to 2.5 wt% in the pond, followed
by centrifugation to get 20 wt% cells in water. Three different productivities were assumed for the
sizing of the equipment: 11, 20, and 55 g/(m2 · day). Using the 1000 ha available, and assuming
95% efficiency in each of the two harvest steps, these productivities correspond to 4.1, 7.5, and
20.5 tonnes/hr of cells for a constant-flow plant running 360 days a year. At a 20% solids loading
in the hydrothermal processing, the water flow was 16.4, 29.8, and 81.9 tonne/hr for the three
productivities. These results are summarized in Table 7.1.
Units Low Medium High
Productivity g/(m2 · d) 11 20 55
Biomass flowrate tonnes/hr 4.1 7.5 20.5
Water flowrate tonnes/hr 16.4 29.8 81.9
Table 7.1: Productivity ranges for LCA growth
The wide variation in the growth rates makes it infeasible to accurately estimate the distribution
of inputs for this process. The water handling for concentration of biomass growing at the maximum
versus minimum growth is a factor of five difference, which can completely mask any differences in
the downstream comparisons. Thus it makes sense to analyze the downstream factors separately
from the upstream, since these process models are more certain.
7.2 Hydrothermal process
7.2.1 LCA input from experimental results
Experiments were performed to liquefy algae in a hydrothermal environment. These experiments
utilized a batch reactor with no head gases and directly measured temperatures and pressures.
These conditions should minimize differences with the reaction conditions and scaling of the process
to commercial scale, although many changes corresponding to heating curves and flow properties
would inevitably affect the process when scaled up.
In these experiments, two microalgae, Isochrysis sp. (Iso) and T. Weissflogii (TW), were reacted
at a range of conditions to see the effect of the processing conditions on the products. These two
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microalgae were different in many respects, which allows for comparison of how the microalgae
strain properties affected the processing. Iso is a brown-tan flagellete commonly used for culture
of shrimp and other farmed aquaculture. TW is a diatom, which incorporate silcates into their cell
walls to impart structure. The ultimate composition of these raw microalgae is given in Table 7.2.
The ultimate composition is used to retain the mass balance in the products from hydrothermal
reactions.
Algae Iso TW
%Carbon 42.8 ± 0.344 33.8 ± 0.088
%Hydorgen 7.5 ± 0.094 5.1 ± 0.070
%Nitrogen 6.3 ± 0.056 6.0 ± 0.046
%Residual (non-CHN) 43.4 ± 0.442 55.1 ± 0.163
%Ash 12.5 32.7
Table 7.2: CHN data for raw algae with ash
The best hydrothermal reaction conditions would hydrolyze the triglycerides to free fatty acids
without degrading the products, which occurs at shorter residence times and higher temperatures.
The chosen conditions for the LCA hydrothermal process were 300 ◦C and 30 minutes, which allows
for direct use of experimental data. Following the model from Chapter 6, the fatty acids were 98%
liberated from the triglycerides but the unsaturated fatty acids were intact without degradation at
this condition. The CHN profile of the oil and solids at this reaction condition are given in Table
7.3 with standard error of the measurements. The yield (mass of each phase per dry algae mass
with ash) is also given.
The gas generated in experiments was negligible, so unaccounted carbon and nitrogen from the
measured fractions were assumed to be soluble in the water phase. Many water-soluble products
are possible, such as organic acids, ammonia, and dissolved gases, but no measurements were
done to determine the soluble products except for total organic carbon and total inorganic carbon.
Monomers like amino acids and sugar are the most likely products that would be formed from the
biomass and also would be soluble in the water phase. Similar yields of water soluble fractions have
been reported, with ammonia and organic acids as dominant products [Ross et al., 2010].
While the oil and solid results were somewhat comparable between the two species, the transition
from these results to the algae for the LCA involves certain assumptions. The first step in making
these assumptions involves modeling the proximate components of the algae. Using the amino acid
and fatty acid profiles in Appendix A as a guide, the CHN profile of the proximate components was
assembled, as given in Table 5.1. The first assumption was that the biomass is composed of only
these fractions, ignoring other components. Using these proximate compositions, the LCA algae
biomass was defined chemically and modeled for hydrothermal reactions.
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Phase Iso Oil Iso Solids TW Oil TW Solids
%Yield 15.1 ± 1.2 21.6 5.4 ± 0.4 39.8
%Carbon 77.0 ± 0.1 58.1 ± 0.2 73.5 ± 0.6 38.1 ± 0.3
%Hydrogen 10.6 ± 0.01 8.1 ± 0.03 10.0 ± 0.1 5.6 ± 0.03
%Nitrogen 1.0 ± 0.02 9.4 ± 0.7 1.6 ± 0.2 7.0 ± 0.1
%Residual 11.4 ± 0.09 24.5 ± 0.5 14.9 ± 0.7 49.2 ± 0.2
Table 7.3: CHN profile of algal oil and solid phases at 300 ◦C and 30 minutes reaction
7.2.2 LCA parameters for hydrothermal processing module for algae
The model algae was assumed to be a green microalgae to give a basis for the nutrient inputs. LCA
microalgae were assumed 34 %wt lipids on an ash-free basis, with a distribution ranging from 9 to
66%. The remaining ash-free weight splits 3:2 protein to carbohydrates, corresponding to 39.6%
proteins and 26.4% carbohydrates for the 34% lipid algae. Microalgae used in the hydrothermal
experiments were 5.7 and 20.2% lipids by GC-FAME, which were the maximum lipid content algae
obtainable for experiments. By using the experiment organisms as a guide, the reaction of the
model micoralgae was estimated. The inorganic salts were assumed to be mostly soluble in water.
The partition of the biomass fractions into each phase was modeled based on experiments. In
terms of the proximate components, 90% of the lipids became part of the oil phase, with a small
portion of liquefied protein and carboydrates as well. Glycerol was hydrolyzed from 98% of the
triglycerides and became soluble in the water. Proteins were considered to be oil-soluble at a mode
of 2.1% of the original protein mass, and a range from 1.5 to 7%. The oil soluble carbohydrates
were a mode of 4% of the total oil mass, with a range of 0 to 10%.
The remaining biomass was fractioned into water soluble or solid phases. Since water-soluble
components were not measured, the ultimate composition was used as a method to track the carbon
and nitrogen in the mass balance, and translated to proximate components. Following experimental
results, the nitrogen was 58.8% soluble components in water, with a standard deviation of 9.2%.
The remaining protein was left in the residual solids. Carbohydrates approximately split between
the water and solid phases, with an average of 50% and a standard deviation of 4.6% of non-oil
carbohydrates in the water. Three fractions- oil, solids, and water-soluble phases- became the
product components for the LCA flowsheet.
7.2.3 Flowsheet modeling of hydrothermal processing
In order to assess the hydrothermal treatment of the biomass, an Aspen Plus model was synthesized.
This flowsheet modeled the transformation of raw microalgae to the variety of products from
liquefaction. Using experimental results described in Chapter 5 as a guide to the products formed,
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Property Distribution Mean/Mode Range/SD
Productivity Triangle 20 g/(m2 · d) 10-33
Lipid content Triangle 34% 8.9-66%
Percentage of protein in oil Triangle 2.1% 1.5-7%
Carbohydrate percentage of oil mass Triangle 4% 0-10%
Percentage of protein in water Normal 58.78% 9.15%
Percentage of non-oil carbohydrates in water Normal 50% 4.6%
Table 7.4: Hydrothermal distribution of algae fractions
the unit operations to accomplish the reaction and separations were selected and sized to fit the
incoming microalgae slurry flowrate and maximize the lipid-like product oil.
The inputs to the process were electricity to run pumps, cooling of the process, and light
heating oil to heat the streams. The Aspen flowsheet was synthesized to minimize input energy.
Figure 7.2 shows the block flow diagram for the process. The biomass mixture entered the process
and was pressurized in two stages to 200 bar. The pressurized mixture was preheated in a heat
exchanger with the reaction eﬄuent. The remaining heat was supplied by a boiler to reach reaction
temperature. After cooling, the eﬄuent was depressurized to 20 bar and flashed to separate the oil
from water in a separation drum. The heat exchanger used an assumed 300 W/m2 ·K heat transfer
coefficient, and acheived a temperature approach of 15◦C. The cooling needs for the eﬄuent were
ignored, as the heat exchanger cooled the stream to a suitably low temperature.
Figure 7.2: Block flow diagram of hydrothermal process
To recover oil from the liquefaction products, it must be separated from the other products. In
lab scale research, this was done by extraction with centrifugation to get clean recovery of products.
This set-up does not make sense in an industrial setting, so some assumptions were made about the
possibility of recovering all of the products. After reaction and cooling, the pressure was reduced
and the products were flashed. The flash tank was expected to separate the oil from water and
solids, but imperfectly. Some amount of water would be soluble in the oil at these conditions. For
downstream processing, the water was assumed to be 5 %wt of the product oil. Complete Aspen
results and flowsheet diagram are given in Appendix C.
To model the enthalpy, algae and the reaction products were modeled as non-conventional
components with the HCOALGEN definitions. HCOALGEN is an Aspen thermodynamic model
designed for coal which uses ash, volatile and fixed carbon, and ultimate analysis to predict the
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enthalpy. The reaction enthalpy change was very small for the hydrothermal reaction, so it was
ignored for heat demand or cooling calculations, although it was very slightly exothermic. Three
different growth rates were assumed in the upstream process, so each of these growth rates were
separately synthesized to see the change in unit operation sizing and energy demands. Although
three different productivities were used, the results were all linearly related to those productivities.
Therefore, only one set of results was necessary and these results were scaled to accomodate a
different productivity.
Algae Flowrate 7.5 tonnes/hr
Water Flowrate 29.8 tonnes/hr
Heat Exchanger Area 3030 m2
Pump Electricity Demand 176 kW
Boiler Duty 1900 MJ/hr
Reactor Volume 20.3 m3
Table 7.5: Aspen results for productivity of 20 g/(m2 · d)
7.2.4 Impacts from hydrothermal processing
The hydrothermal process was modeled in Matlab based on the algae experiments and flowsheet
model developed. The distribution of possible growth rates and algae composition were used as
distributions for the starting algae. Using the distributions for possible product fractions, Monte
Carlo sampling was performed in Matlab to estimate the distribution of hydrothermal process
demands and products. These values were normalized to the mass of hydrothermal oil produced in
each iteration.
The normalized results from Monte Carlo distributions are the parameters used for the impacts
assessment. The inputs into the Simapro energy demands are LN −1.395±0.330MJ/(kg algaeoil)
for electricity and LN −0.297± 0.330MJ/(kg algae oil) for heat duty. A methanol plant was used
as the input for a model chemical plant, as no hydrothermal-type plants are available. A similar
assumption was made by Luterbacher et al. [2009] for a hydrothermal gasification plant.
Simapro outputs a graphical display of the output as well as the data values. An instance of
the Simapro output is shown in Figure 7.3 for the non-renewable energy use distribution of the
hydrothermal process. The ordinate contains a normalized probability, so that the area under the
curve sums to one. The two Simapro displays shown in this work are either energy use or global
warming potential. The corresponding abscissae are either MJ/kg or kg CO2 eq./kg respectively.
The data from Simapro are given in Appendix C, including graphs and raw data.
The Simapro output shows that the hydrothermal process uses approximately 3 MJ of total
non-renewable energy per kg of oil that is produced. Simapro has a roughly 35% additional heat
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Figure 7.3: Simapro output for the hydrothermal oil nonrenewable energy input
requirement for process heating (a thermondynamic efficiency of 74%), as well as 344% additional for
electricity (meaning electricity generation is roughly 29% thermodynamically efficient). The output
from Simapro also produces an estimate of the global warming potential in kg CO2 equivalents, as
shown in Figure 7.4.
Figure 7.4: Simapro output for the hydrothermal oil greenhouse gas output
While this is not a full picture of the entire fuel process, it is encouraging that the hydrothermal
process uses such a small relative amount of energy. For comparison, the other extraction technolo-
gies considered were hexane extraction, with or without drying, and supercritical CO2 (SCCO2)
extraction. These options are compared to the hydrothermal process results in Figure 7.5 for both
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energy input and global warming potential. Three different hexane extraction scenarios are shown.
The first used natural gas heat for a drum dryer. The third used solely solar heating to dry the
algae before extraction. The second scenario was a combination of half solar and half drum drying.
Figure 7.5: Comparison of the available oil recovery technologies
As can be seen, the hydrothermal option is far superior in this analysis. The energy use and
greenhouse gas emissions are half of the next best technology. This is especially significant as
the energy axis is in MJ/kg crude oil, and oil only has about 37 MJ/kg, so only the best two
technologies are even net energy positive, i.e. produce more energy than they consume. However,
the complete picture needs to also consider the finished products and potential co-products for the
process, as extraction is only one piece of the life cycle.
7.3 Fuel
Liquefaction reactions formed a wide variety of chemical products that were soluble in the organic
phase. The majority of these products were lipids, but a minor fraction was composed of other
components of degraded biomass like proteins, nucleic acids, and carbohydrates. The effect of these
minor components must be researched to account for how they affect the final oil. Biodiesel is a
common fuel choice, which may be suitable for a hydrothermal oil but will differ from traditional
biodiesel composition and processes that utilize oil from wastes or oil-rich crops. Hydrothermally
produced algal oil may contain too many impurities to be usable as a feed and would need additional
treatment to remove nitrogen components. The oil could be hydrotreated to upgrade the lipids to
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diesel and gasoline. Each of these scenarios must be checked to see what is a viable use for this oil-
as is, esterification, or upgrading with contaminant removal.
7.3.1 Biocrude oil
Several options exist for the use of the hydrothermally produced oil. The first option for the oil
products is using them directly as a fuel. While this may be an unlikely option, it would be the
most efficient from an energy standpoint. Some clean-up of the oil phase may be necessary to
remove the water that is soluble in fatty acids. In this example, the use of the whole oil only served
as an upper bound for the energy produced in the process, so no treatment was considered.
The yield of crude oil is found from section 7.2.2, where the oil was composed of the lipids plus
some fraction of carbohydrates and proteins. Using the oil yield of the model algae, as well as the
oil composition given in Table 7.4 and the ultimate composition of those fractions in Table 5.1, the
Boie formula was used to find a heating value of the crude oil, given here.
Q (MJ/kg) = 35.16C + 116.23H + 10.47S + 6.28N − 11.09O (7.1)
This equation is more accurate for biomass derived fuels than the commonly used Dulong formula.
The resulting heating value of the oil was approximately 37.3 ± 1.30 MJ/(kg crude oil). This oil
was similar to biodiesel in energy density, which was expected due to the similarity of these fatty
acids and the fatty acid methyl esters (FAME) that constitute biodiesel. Crude hydrothermal oil
had the same impacts as the hydrothermal process since no other treatment was considered.
7.3.2 Biodiesel
A commonly planned commercial application of algal oil is the production of biodiesel. This fuel is
composed of methyl esters of the fatty acids, which can be used as a drop-in replacement for diesel
fuel. The methanol used for this process is generally obtained from natural gas, a non-renewable
energy source. Glycerol is released from the triglycerides, which adds a co-product to the process,
provided there is a market for its use. All commercialized vegetable oil to biodiesel plants use
an alkaline-catalyzed transesterification to transform triglycerides to methyl esters. When a lower
quality oil is used, this oil must be pretreated to remove free fatty acids that will saponify to soaps
in an alkaline environment. Free fatty acids are either removed by esterifying to FAME with acid
catalyst before transesterifying, or they are saponified to soaps with the alkali and then remade
to free fatty acids when the transesterification eﬄuent is neutralized after transesterification. The
first of these approach was used by Franke for dealing with extracted algal oil.
Transesterification is the term used to describe the making of fatty acid methyl esters from
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triglycerides. Triglycerides are composed of three ester bonds between glycerol and three fatty
acid chains. The trans refers to the swapping of glycerol for methyl groups in the ester bonds.
Alternatively, the free fatty acids are esterified, forming an ester bond when the methyl group is
added.
The hydrothermally reacted oil phase was mostly free fatty acids, so the alkaline approach
is not possible. Instead, an acid catalyst must be used, essentially the pretreatment portion de-
scribed above. Transesterification is not acid-catalyzed because it is much slower at atmospheric
conditions than the alkaline-catalyzed reaction. The slower reaction does not pose as much of a
problem in this case, as the acid-catalyzed esterification reaction is much faster than acid catalyzed
transesterification. Aspen flowsheet results are given in Appendix C. A block flow diagram for the
esterification process is given in Figure 7.6.
Figure 7.6: Block flow diagram of biodiesel process
The crude oil from the hydrothermal process entered the biodiesel process. The oil contained
water, which was approximated as 5% of the oil. This water would inhibit the complete esterification
because it competes for the esterification site with methanol, but this amount of water still allowed
for acceptable conversion. Esterification was performed with 5 %wt sulfuric acid to fatty acids and
10 times the stoichiometric ratio of methanol. The reaction was modeled after the pretreatment
approach of Canakci and Van Gerpen [2003], for one hour at 60◦C. The conversion for this reaction
was modeled with a mode of 0.8 and a range of 0.7 to 0.95. A settling tank allowed the water
resulting from the esterification to separate out from the oil phase. The separation was modeled
by 95% of the water, methanol, and sulfuric acid in the water phase, with 0.5% of the FAME and
1% of the free fatty acids. The remaining portions are in the FAME-rich oil phase.
In order to get high conversion of the fatty acids, two more reaction steps were done on the oil
phase with fresh methanol and acid in the same ratio to free fatty acids. The final product was
finished by washing with water in the final settling tank to remove more acid and methanol. The
FAME resulting from this step was close to the specifications for biodiesel set by ASTM standard
6751. The glycerol and fatty acids were below the limits of 0.24% and 0.5 acid number respectively,
and water was near the limit of 0.3%. If the solubility of water in FAME is above the biodiesel
limits, a drying agent or molecular sieve may be added to get below this limit with little added
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cost in terms of energy, but potentially a higher monetary cost.
The water and methanol that were removed from the esterification reactor were mixed and sent
to a neutralization unit. In line with the work of Canakci and Van Gerpen [2003], lime (calcium
oxide) was used to neutralize the sulfuric acid, forming calcium sulfate which precipitates from the
process. Calcium sulfate has value as a by-product, so lime was used rather than another potential
neutralizing agent. After neutralization and precipitate removal, the water and methanol were
separated by distillation. The bottoms contained mostly water and fatty acids, while the distillate
contained methanol at the water azeotrope purity limit. The heating duty for raising the oil to
the esterification temperature was overestimated by 20% to account for retaining the temperature
in the reactors. The results of the heating duty, as well as reboiler and condensor duty are given
in Table 7.6 in MJ/(kg crude oil). Sulfuric acid, lime, and methanol demand is also given as
kg/(kg crudeoil) with normal distributions. FAME yield and calcium sulfate production variations
were assumed to follow lognormal and normal distributions respectively.
Property Value Units
Heat duty 0.0742 MJ/kg crude oil
Reboiler duty 3.60 MJ/kg crude oil
Condensor duty 3.30 MJ/kg crude oil
Methanol 0.142± 0.0055 kg/kg crude oil
Sulfuric acid 0.0556± 0.0038 kg/kg crude oil
Lime 0.0318± 0.0022 kg/kg crude oil
FAME LN −0.0475± 0.039 kg/kg crude oil
CaSO4 0.077± 0.0053 kg/kg crude oil
Table 7.6: Demands from biodiesel process
These values were used as the inputs for energy and materials to the biodiesel process for
Simapro. An input was also made for a biodiesel plant. The results from Simapro for energy use
and global warming potential are given in Table 7.7.
Impact Units Hydrothermal oil Extract oil
Nonrenewable energy MJ/MJ oil 0.384± 0.039 0.18± 0.0211
Global warming potential kg CO2 eq/MJ oil 0.0862± 0.00124 0.0787± 0.000423
Table 7.7: Impacts from biodiesel process
The energy difference in making biodiesel from the two oils was unexpected. The hydrothermal
oil recycled the methanol through a distillation tower, while the extracted oil modeled by Emmeneg-
ger et al. [2007] did not utilize methanol recovery. Alkaline transesterification of vegetable oil is
an established protocol for production of FAME, so it probably is effective without this recovery
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step and has a high utilization of methanol. The methanol recovery was used in the hydrothermal
oil as a precaution in case of lower conversion in the acid-catalyzed esterification. Without distil-
lation, and therefore without reboiler and condenser duties, the energy load would drop by more
than half for the hydrothermal oil (dropping about 9MJ/kg crude oil) putting it on par with the
conventional biodiesel process. Despite the energy disparity, the two processes are similar in global
warming potential.
7.3.3 Oil hydrotreatment
The normal treatment process for nitrogen removal in a refinery is performed by a hydrotreater.
This process uses hydrogen to reduce the oxygen, sulfur, and nitrogen; eliminating them from the
product. A stand alone hydrotreater can be used outside of a refinery, but the hydrogen must be
generated on site by a methane reformer. This process was modeled by Franke for treating algae
oil from extraction. The same assumption will be used here for the process.
A diagram of the hydrotreating process is shown in Figure 7.7, from Marker et al. [2005]. The
oil feed was pressurized to process conditions, preheated with eﬄuent heat exchange, then heated
to reaction temperature. Hydrogen was fed to the reactor in excess to react. After cooling, the
eﬄuent was separated in a gas separator. The liquid products were sent to a stripper to remove
the diesel from the lighter products. The gases were sent through a pressure swing absorber (PSA)
which recovered and regenerated hydrogen to send back to the process. The process demands were
estimated from Parkash [2003] for the hydrotreating process. The PSA was separately simulated
in Aspen Plus by Franke. The equations for energy demands are included in Appendix C.
Figure 7.7: Process flowsheet of oil hydrotreating from Marker et al. [2005]
The hydrothermally produced oil is very different from that produced by extraction. The
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liquefied non-lipid biomass is a contaminant that must be removed to use the lipid portions of
biomass. Although the whole oil energy case was very optimistic, the possibility of using an
untreated crude oil for energy production is not likely. The amount of post-combustion treatment
to clean the oxides of sulfur and nitrogen would be prohibitive for any transportation demands,
such that it could not be met by catalytic converters. Therefore, some clean-up of these components
would be necessary before use as a fuel.
In addition to dealing with sulfur and nitrogen, hydrotreating is a much larger task when
processing fatty acids which contain oxygen, as well as unsaturations in many of the acyl chains of
the fatty acids. In fact, the iodine value, a measure of the degree of unsaturation in oils, was between
150 and 185 in the experimental algae strains. This corresponds to 1.5 to 1.8 moles of hydrogen
per mole of fatty acid to fully saturate the fatty acid chains. For the LCA algae considered, the
hydrogen needed to saturate the fatty acid was 0.7884± 0.138moleH2/mole fatty acid. The fatty
acid profile for the LCA algae had an average molecular weight of 256.9± 2.57 g/mole.
The amount of hydrogen necessary to free the nitrogen was two moles per mole. The nitrogen
was likely in the form of protein, so the nitrogen had to be freed from the peptide bond and the
carbon in the amino acid, yielding free ammonia. The sulfur came from amino acids like cysteine,
which already have one hydrogen. Thus one mole of hydrogen was needed per mole of sulfur.
Oxygen was bonded in two forms, fatty acids and carbohydrates (protein oxygen was assumed
to be negligible). The fatty acids were mostly intact as free fatty acids, so following the methods
from Franke, the oxygen was removed by three possible reactions. The first oxygen reaction was
deoxyhydrogenation, corresponding to production of water from the carboxyl group, leaving straight
chained alkane/enes behind. The other reactions involved loss of the carboxyl group to carbon
dioxide or monoxide through decarboxylation and decarbonylation, respectively. Decarbonylation
involves consumption of hydrogen, whereas decarboxylation reactions occur without hydrogen.
Deoxyhydrogenation is the least desirable in that it consume three hydrogen molecules to produce
two water molecules. The decarbox(n)ylation decrease the carbon content, but consume much less
hydrogen in doing so. Using Huber et al. [2007], Franke assumed that the decarbox(n)ylation were
equal parts of the oxygen loss, and hydrodeoxygenation had a mode of 25% of oxygen loss, with a
range of 0-50%.
As Franke did not have carbohydrates in the oil, this aspect was unique to the hydrothermal
oil. Carbohydrates were assumed to decarboxylate to CO2 and CH4 as products without net
consumption of hydrogen. The hydrogen demand was simulated from these factors. The results
are given in Table 7.8 for each of the factors, on a one kg crude oil basis. The results generally
follow a lognormal distribution, with the parameters given.
Hydrotreating not only consumed hydrogen, but also required energy in the forms of heat and
electricity. The hydrogen demands were given above. The energy demands were calculated by
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Hydrogen Demand LN kg H2/kg crude oil
Nitrogen −6.351± 0.616
Sulfur −6.351± 0.616
Hydrodeoxygenation −5.341± 0.538
Decarbonylation −5.931± 0.144
Glycerol −8.944± 0.0.040
Saturation −5.215± 0.187
Total −3.485± 0.230
Table 7.8: Hydrogen demand for hydrotreatment
Franke, and the same assumptions are used here. Electricity was used for hydrogen compression,
tail gas compression, cooling water pumping, algal oil pumping, and sour water stripping. Heat was
released by the exothermic reaction, and consumed in steam production for water-gas-shift reactor
and stripper, as well as hydrogen preheating for the reactor. The Matlab energy resuts are given
in Table 7.9, with electricity having a lognormal and heat having a normal distribution.
Electricity demand LN 1.15± 0.47MJ/kg oil
Heat demand −0.7765± 0.060MJ/kg oil
Table 7.9: Energy demand for hydrotreatment
The hydrotreating unit does more than separate hetero-atoms and saturate the double bonds.
Because of the temperature and reducing environment, the hydrocarbons also pyrolyze and reform
to a variety of products. Products were modeled as either diesel, or gasoline. The gasoline fraction
produced was expected to be between 0-7% of the oil weight, with a mode of 2.5%. Glycerol was
hydrodeoxygenated to propane, and carbohydrates were split between carbon dioxide and methane
generation. The remaining oil that was not transformed by these reactions was a green diesel.
The results from Monte Carlo simulation of hydrotreated products are given in Table 7.10 using
lognormal distributions to describe the variations expected.
Product LN kg product/kg crude oil
CO2 −2.202± 0.039
NH3 −3.780± 0.671
C3H8 −5.422± 0.074
CH4 −4.238± 0.546
Gasoline −3.680± 0.579
Diesel −0.438± 0.1015
Table 7.10: Products from hydrotreating process
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The propane, gasoline, methane, and diesel fractions were treated as products from this process.
The energy demands from Table 7.9 were used as inputs, along with the hydrogen from Table
7.8. A refinery was used as the plant type for capital equipment input. These distributions were
implemented in Simapro and simulated for the hydrotreating process. The output is in Table 7.11
for both this process and the hydrotreating process of an extracted oil.
Impact Units Hydrothermal oil Extract oil
Nonrenewable energy MJ/MJ oil 0.422± 0.369 0.117± 0.0802
Global warming potential kg CO2 eq/MJ oil 0.108± 0.0101 0.0772± 0.00307
Table 7.11: Impacts from hydrotreating process
The extracted results are slightly better than those from the biodiesel, which are shown in
Table 7.7, while the hydrothermal oil results are slightly worse. The same trend continues that
the extracted oil has lower upgrading demands. While the trend was mostly due to the recovery
of methanol for biodiesel, this difference stems from the oils themselves. Hydrothermal process-
ing liquefied biomass components to a variety of components which were oil soluble. Thus the
hydrotreating had much higher hydrogen requirements in this case and more resulting inputs of
energy.
With these results, the combined process impacts must be considered. The extracted oil has
lower upgrading demands, but the hydrothermal oil has lower extraction demands. The co-products
must also be considered, as the co-products would be different from fractioned hydrothermal solid
and water compared to the post-extraction residual solids.
The uncertainty in the hydrothermal hydrotreating is huge, almost equal to the mean. The
Simapro output for a variety of inputs was explored. From these, it was identified that the electricity
generation had an enormous variation, which was likely the cause of the large uncertainty. On the
basis of 1 MJ of electricity, the given non-renewable energy input was 3.44± 2.66MJ . This results
from fitting a lognormal distribution with normal parameters. The long tail skews the distribution
statistics.
7.4 Co-products
Many bioenergy processes are not very energy efficient without the use of co-products. Biomass
has many proximate components, and not all of them are energy products. Therefore, finding
other uses where these byproducts can be used is often a determining factor to the success of using
biomass feedstocks. Co-products add another revenue stream to the process, as opposed to a cost
for disposing of waste. The two non-oil phases could have value for many purposes that would
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reduce the burden of the entire microalgae process if they can be used as co-products.
To recover the remaining solids from the water phase, an additional separation step could be
useful if both the water and solids have value. Dewatering is energy intensive so it may be preferable
to find a use that does not require separation. Using the fractions from Table 7.4 for how the algae
biomass splits into each phase, the results were found as a fraction of the starting algae biomass.
Throughout this section kgalgae is used to denote the whole algal biomass, as opposed to the solids
or post-extraction state.
kg/kg algae
Solid carbohydrates 0.119± 0.028
Soluble carbohydrates 0.158± 0.018
Soluble proteins 0.225± 0.054
Solid proteins 0.144± 0.045
Table 7.12: Solid and water soluble carbohydrates and proteins
As a reference point, the parameters for algal culture derived by Paramita in her LCA studies in
our group were as follows. The nitrogen demand was triangular with a mode of 0.07 kgN/kg algae
and a range of 0.026-0.090. Phosphorus had a mode of 0.006 kg P/kg algae, and a range of 0.0042-
0.010. Without other knowledge, the phosphorus was modeled to split among solids and water the
same as proteins in the hydrothermal reactions, so roughly 59% of the total phosphorus was in the
water phase and the rest was in the solids.
7.4.1 Water issues
Water demand in algal processing is a huge issue across the full life cycle. The impacts of having
to transport water over long distances from any process to reuse site are large and need to be
minimized. Effectively this limits algal plant locations to sites near large water supplies. Process
water should have inorganics that are soluble, as well as organics like sugars and protein. These
can be consumed heterotrophically in the algae growth and reduce the ammonium demand. The
organics can also be consumed in a digester which could generate a source of methane for conversion
to hydrogen or methanol, or for a source of heat for the process energy. Two options will be
considered for the water. Either the water phase is sent to a digester, and the excess is recycled to
the culture; or the entire flow is sent to the growth ponds.
Anaerobic digestion
Anaerobic digestion is a common bio-energy approach where bacteria ferment biomass in an anaer-
obic environment to produce methane. The products of the digestion are methane, carbon dioxide,
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and ammonia. The advantages of this process are that it is rather feedstock agnostic, cheap, and
produces a flexible product. Research as early as Symons and Buswell [1933] derived formulas for
the stoichiometry of products. Numerous researchers recently have focused on anaerobic digestion
of algae as either a main product, or a byproduct after extraction of lipids, including Golueke et al.
[1957], Ras et al. [2011], Angelidaki and Sanders [2004], Collet et al. [2011].
Using a mass balance in the water phase and the molecular compositions for all components,
the moles of each element were determined. These became the coefficients for Symons and Buswell
[1933] method of stoichiometry for the relative amounts of each compound. The carbon split
49% ± 0.26% to carbon dioxide and the remainder went to methane. This was different than
the 70% methane split assumed by Collet. As ammonia was the sole nitrogen-containing product,
protein nitrogen converted only to ammonia. Recovery of the gases would be performed by bubbling
through a slightly compressed water column. Carbon dioxide and ammonia would absorb in the
water and would be recycled to the culture. Methane is almost completely insoluble in water, and
a 97% pure gas stream would be recovered following the assumptions for Collet et al. [2011].
The research in this area has repeatedly shown that the high protein content of algae inhibits
the methane yield. Survey of the literature gave a methane yield of 37.9%, with a range of 31.6-
44.2% based on carbon. A variety of conditions were used for the literature, both with and without
extraction of lipids, and a range of residence times. For this work, a residence time of approximately
one week was assumed. The size of the algae farm made a longer hold-up time prohibitively large
with respect to the number of tanks needed. Collet used a hold up time of two months, which was
assumed to require 500 m3 of tank volume for a 100 ha farm. This same scaling would require 760
m3 of digester volume for a 1000 ha culture with a one week residence.
Theoretical maximum yields were found using a formula by Angelidaki and Sanders [2004].
The proximate components each had an associated yield. Protein had a methane yield of 0.851
m3/kg and carbohydrates had a methane yield of 0.415 m3/kg. At STP, methane has a density
of 0.668 kg/m3. The resulting theoretical methane yield was lognormal distributed with −2.15 ±
0.25 kg methane/kg algae.
According to Collet, the inorganics mineralize from organic compounds during anaerobic diges-
tion. This transforms nitrogen and phosphorus from proteins and nucleic acids to ammonium and
phosphates. The time frame for this transformation was estimated as 90% for a 46 day residence
time. The availability of the nutrients is critical, because ammonia can be recycled and directly
replace nitrogen fertilizer for the algae growth, and similar offsets are possible for potassium and
phosphorus inorganics. Assuming that the same procedure for CO2 works also for NH3, then the
mole ratio of NH3:CH4 was approximately 0.361 ± 0.029. With a similar yield distribution as
methane, ammonia was normally distributed 0.072± 0.020 kg/kg algae.
While these results were promising, especially as methane-sourced fertilizer and either hydrogen
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or methanol (depending on the fuel) are two of the biggest demands of the process, the question
remains of what to do with the residuals. If only 75% yield was observed from the digester, then
25% of the water-soluble components remained. If it is safe to do so, the organics may be recycled
to the growth process. Ammonia and sugars are more bioavailable than proteins and carbohydrates,
but the latter still may serve as nutrients to the process. Alternatively, this water would have to
be treated before it could be expelled from the plant, which adds another stage to the processing.
If wastewater treatment is a serious burden, then the trade-off may be to have a longer hold-up
for digestion so that a maximum of bioavailable products is available. Under the conditions that
a long hold-up time was used, then the assumptions from Collet et al. [2011] are used and a 90%
mineralization occurs.
Both of these scenarios, 75% and 90% yield, will be evaluated. But first, the impacts that these
co-products have must be evaluated. Methane replaces natural gas which has an energy input of 1.2
± 0.11 MJ/MJ and a GWP of 0.0083±0.0021kgCO2 eq. The ammonia would replace ammonium
nitrate as a fertilizer to the process. Ammonium nitrate uses 59.1 ± 13.7 MJ/kg of energy and
releases 5.78 ± 0.89 kg CO2 eq. Any phosphate that can be recycled would offset triple phosphate
used as a nutrient. Triple phosphate has an energy demand of 32.4 ± 4.3 MJ/kg and a GWP of
1.95± 0.215 kg CO2 eq.
Assumed conversion 75% 90%
Methane formed kg/kg algae LN −2.15± 0.25 LN −1.96± 0.24
Ammonia formed kg/kg algae 0.072± 0.020 0.087± 0.023
Ammonium offset by ammonia kg/kg algae 0.17± 0.046 0.20± 0.054
Ammonium offset by recycle kg/kg algae 0.017± 0.0070 0
Phosphate offset by recycle kg/kg algae 0.011± 0.0028 0.014± 0.0032
Natural gas offset MJ/kg algae 1.9± 0.25 2.1± 0.24
Table 7.13: Potential recycle benefits of water soluble digestion
Recycle
If digestion is not possible, the other option is to send the water phase directly to the growth
process for recycle of nutrients. For the majority of this thesis, the proximate components were
assumed to approximately remain in their native state. For example when proteins were likely
depolymerized and entered the water phase, they were still assumed to be protein-like, and have
the same ultimate composition as the original protein. However, as noted by Ross et al. [2010], as
much as 50% of the protein can enter the water phase as ammonia. Therefore the hydrothermal
water eﬄuent could be recycled to the process as nutrients to reduce the fresh nutrient demand.
Two scenarios were considered- 50% or 90% utilization of nitrogen and phosphorus from residual
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biomass, which supposes that the nitrogen and phosphorus can be used by the algae in their native
forms, such as proteins, nucleic acids, and ATP, and at least half would be uptaken by the culture.
The same concerns as the post-digestion residuals apply also, and any assumptions must be checked
experimentally. Total nitrogen in the soluble phase is 0.0374 ± 0.0092 kg N/kg algae. The 90%
phosphorus case was covered in Table 7.13. If all of the nitrogen was recycled as opposed to being
partially digested first, this would replace 0.096±0.024kgNH4NO3/kgalgae. At the 50% level, the
results were 0.054± 0.013 for ammonium nitrate replaced and 0.0075± 0.0018 for triple phosphate
replaced.
7.4.2 Solids co-products
The solids are the other potential byproduct sources and has three potential uses. All three con-
tribute to the sustainability of using algal fuels at scale and should make the process more eco-
nomically attractive. One is as a source for digestion. One is as a replacement for fertilizers, while
the other is as a feed for livestock. The protein level of microalgae is very high, so it can supply
animals with this macronutrient. These main protein and carbohydrate components also have value
as fertilizers. The nitrogen value is high, so this can potentially replace some natural gas-derived
ammonia that is used.
The question remains of how to separate the solids from the water phase. The paste that was
processed in the hydrothermal reaction was 20 %wt solids, including the oils. After reaction and
separation, the residual solids were approximately 5.2 %wt . Centriugation was used by Paramita
to concentrate the culture from 2.5 to 20 %wt with an energy demand of 8 kWh/kgalgae and a
range of 2.5-9.9. This translated to 0.015±0.0044MJ/kgalgae for the concentration of the residual
solids. However, this method would sacrifice approximately one quarter of the water soluble fraction
that would stay with the solid paste.
Anaerobic digestion
If the water phase is already sent to the digester, then the remaining residual solids could be sent
as well with no separation. The same assumptions would apply as before for stoichiometry and
yields, since nitrogen was blamed for the poor yields, not mass transfer limitations or the state of
the algal carbohydrates and proteins. The results for solid digestion are given in Table 7.14.
Fertilizer replacement
While fertilizer components can be recycled to the process, they might not be bioavailable in the
time scale that algae can use them. An alternative use is then to separate the solids from the water
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Assumed conversion 75% 90%
Methane formed kg/kg algae LN −2.5± 0.28 LN −2.3± 0.27
Ammonia formed kg/kg algae 0.052± 0.016 0.062± 0.018
Ammonium offset by ammonia kg/kg algae 0.12± 0.036 0.15± 0.043
Ammonium offset by recycle kg/kg algae 0.011± 0.0049 0
Phosphate offset by recycle kg/kg algae 0.0078± 0.0023 0.0094± 0.0027
Natural gas offset MJ/kg algae 1.5± 0.28 1.7± 0.27
Table 7.14: Potential recycle benefits of residual solids digestion
phase and spread the solids as fertilizer for agricultural crop production. Fertilizer treatment in
LCA typically uses simple assumptions for nutrient replacement based on the elemental composition
of the fertilizer. Therefore the only information necessary is the elemental composition of the solids
phase. Using the proximate analysis of the solids and the ultimate analysis of the proximate
components to calculate the composition, the CHON balance of the solid phase is given in Table
7.15.
Carbon 49.53%± 1.17%
Hydrogen 6.55%± 0.13%
Oxygen 33.94%± 2.09%
Nitrogen 9.02%± 1.24%
Table 7.15: Ultimate composition of solid phase
This table indicates the nitrogen percentage of the solid phase which can then be used to find
the mass of nitrogen-containing products for replacement. Using the yield of solids from algae, the
solid phase nitrogen available is 0.024± 0.0075 kg N/kg algae. As in Section 7.4.1, the phosphorus
was assumed to split similarly as nitrogen between the water and solid phases, so about half of the
phosphorus is available in the solid biomass. The uptake is not expected to be complete, so results
similar to the recycle case were expected, about 90%. This loss is due to conversion to gases and
losses in the process chain.
Beyond separating the solids from the water phase, the solids must also be transported to the
land where they are used and spread. Given that the LCA studies by Paramita involved culture
of marine feedstocks in Hawaii, any transportation outside of the island chain was prohibitive, so
only inter-island options were considered. Inter-island transport energy is negligible compared to
centrifugation energy, so distribution was not determined. Therefore these additional inputs were
ignored at this time. The resulting ammonium nitrate and triple superphosphate offsets are given
in Table 7.16 along with the non-renewable energy offset for each option.
This option does not seem like the best idea, given the challenges in recovering the solids, the
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Ammonium offset kg/kg algae 0.15± 0.043
Phosphate offset kg/kg algae 0.0094± 0.0027
Energy offset from ammonium MJ/kg algae 8.7± 3.3
Energy offset from phosphate MJ/kg algae 0.31± 0.098
Table 7.16: Fertilizer offset by solid byproducts
loss of water soluble components, the transportation costs and losses. However, it should still be
considered under different circumstances. If the algal farm was located near an area that could
viably use the nutrients and not incur the transport costs for instance. Alternatively, there may be
an advantage if the carbohydrates and protein could be separated, freeing some of the carbohydrates
for alternative uses. Carbohydrates applied as fertilizer increase soil carbon, which has a tangible
benefit not considered here, but organic soil carbon is beneficial for the land.
Animal feed
Animals are a large potential market for solid co-products. For this scenario, the animals must
like the feed to eat it. Algae solids with the properties described in 7.15 can be used as a feed
supplement with a high protein content. This protein content will replace soybean meal, but only
to a maximum of 25% of the total soybean animal feed in the U.S. Animal feed has a balance of
amino acids, and changing more than 25% of the feed material interrupts this balance. It may
also be necessary to supplement the feed replacement with certain amino acids, especially lysine,
to keep this balance.
The byproduct of corn starch ethanol is a dried corn kernel called dried distiller grain solids
(DDGS). This byproduct is used as a feed supplement for cattle which enriches the protein content.
DDGS can be used to replace both soy meal and corn for animal feed. Using approximations from
the GREET LCA model (Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL), DDGS can replace 0.947 kg
corn/kg DDGS and 0.303 kg soy meal/kg DDGS. The solid byproducts from algae could be used
in this same respect. Soy meal is the fraction of soy which remains after oil extraction, for example
as the feedstock in biodiesel or cooking oil applications.
Aquaculture would be a logical extension of algae meal. Currently, 5 million tonnes of soy
are used in aquaculture, with the quantity increasing. Thus, all of the algae could be used for
soy replacement in aquaculture. Soy meal is approximately 44% protein, so offset value will be
calculated on a crude protein percentage. The resulting balance is 0.3272 ± 0.1013 kg soy meal
replaced per kg starting algae. Using the assumptions for DDGS and aquaculture, the feed replaced
is given in Table 7.17.
The impacts for soy meal and corn were not found in the Ecoinvent database. Therefore,
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alternate sources were used to find impacts. From Johnson [2006] corn had an total energy of
about 21± 3.5GJ/ha. Corn had a growth of 3611± 537 kg/a, resulting in 1.44± 0.21MJ/kg corn.
Using results from Sheehan et al. [1998], soybean agriculture used 3.14MJ/kg soy of primary fossil
energy, with no uncertainty given. These sources did not have global warming potentials associated
with them, so that aspect was not included. Applying the energy use to the offset animal feed, the
energy value of the alternative animal feed was found, as shown in Table 7.17.
Units DDGS assumptions Aquaculture
Corn offset kg/kg algae 0.25± 0.061 0
Soybean meal offset kg/kg algae 0.080± 0.020 0.33± 0.10
Corn energy MJ/kg algae 0.36± 0.10 0
Soybean energy MJ/kg algae 0.25± 0.062 1.04± 0.31
Table 7.17: Corn and soy meal replaced by residual algal solids as animal feed
These results suggest that either option replaces about the same total weight of feed. Then,
the more resource intensive feed should be replaced, which is the soybeans. The given energy usage
is for a whole soybean. As soy is also a potential feedstock for biodiesel, the results could change
depending on the allocation of resources to the soy meal versus the soy oil. Soybean allocation
generally goes 21% to the meal, and the remainder to the soy biodiesel, based on the economic
value of each. This would change the priority to the corn option, as the total energy would be
0.41 versus 0.21 MJ/kg algae for the corn and aquaculture scenarios respectively, rather than the
shown 0.61 versus 1.04. Corn was considered as a whole food, so there was no option for different
resource allocation.
7.5 Summary of LCA results
Now that each option for algal biofuel extraction and conversion have been discussed, it is fruitful to
review the options and generalize the major findings. For many of the parameter distributions that
were characterized in this work, the distribution type that best fits the parameter distributions was
used. However, it makes it very difficult to compare between a lognormal and normal distribution
with the mean of each. Normal distribution parameters were determined for all parameters and are
used in this section to make comparisons instead. As an example, one of the parameter distributions
from this work is plotted with the fitted parameters from a normal distribution in Figure 7.8. This
parameter is almost a prototypical lognormal distribution. When a normal distribution is fit to
the data, the normal distribution has longer tails. This method of comparison has the unfortunate
effect that the distribution parameters appear skewed and the error bars are very large, but again,
this is necessary to make paired comparisons.
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of distribution fitting paramters.
Lognormal distributions have a long tail that increase the variance of a normal distribution
but would be accounted for in the lognormal parameter fitting procedure. To convert between the
lognormal and normal parameters, two equations are necessary. If µ is the mean of the normal
distribution, with variance σ2, then the mean, m, and variance, v, of the lognormal distribution
can be converted in the following way.
µ = em+
v
2
σ2 = (ev − 1)e2m+v
7.5.1 Extraction
Extraction of the algal oil can be performed in a number of ways. Many options were explored by
Franke, including hexane extraction on wet and dry biomass, as well as supercritical carbon dioxide
extraction. Any fired drying of the algal biomass consumed more energy than contained in the algae
itself, so only solar drying was acceptable from an energy perspective if dryness was needed beyond
that supplied by filtration and centrifugation. The most energy efficient means to extract the oil
was via hydrothermal processes. Under the parameters explored here, the hydrothermal process
extracted a similar yield of oil with only heat and electricity as an input. As the heat was mostly
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recovered via heat integration, the overall energy load was very low. Oil that was recovered from
the hydrothermal process was adequate for use as a feedstock for upgrading. While this was the
long term goal, and although results from this study are promising, they are far from conclusive in
demonstrating viability and are inherently subject to the assumptions made herein.
7.5.2 Upgrading to fuel
Two final products were selected for comparison, biodiesel and a ”green” diesel. The hydrothermal
oil was different from the extracted oil, so hydrothermal oil-specific calculations were developed.
Both of the hydrothermal-based models used slightly more than double the energy of the extraction
oil-based models. Combining the hydrothermal process and subsequent upgrading appear to be
equivalent to the extraction options. All options are combined in Figure 7.9 on the basis of kg
crude oil.
Wet solvent extraction is shown as ”WS,” supercritical fluid extraction as ”SF,” and hydrother-
mal liquefaction are shown as ”HL.” These are paired with either biodiesel ”T” or hydrotreating
”H.” Wet solvent extraction is clearly better than supercritical fluid extraction, while hydrotreating
has a slight edge over transesterification for these two extractions. Both hydrothermal processes
are similar to the wet solvent processes. The huge uncertainty in the hydrothermal hydrotreat-
ing process covers the entire range above the worst data points and below the best ones, making
it infeasible to select a clear best approach. The greenhouse gas reductions appear extraction
dependent.
7.5.3 Co-products
The many options for co-products must be considered. Each option has advantages and disadvan-
tages, but in the end the numbers should define what the most beneficial options are. The results of
the coproduct options were put on a common basis and graphed in Figure 7.10 for solid and Figure
7.11 for water soluble fractions. Shown with the solids is the energy of centrifugation, which is
needed to separate and recover the solids. Sun drying was assumed because any added heat would
exceed the energy of the co-product. The water soluble coproducts lost from separating solids are
not shown.
The results show how energy intensive the nutrient/ fertilizer inputs were. This component alone
matched the total energy content of the natural gas that was produced under similar assumptions of
anaerobic digestion. Given that the ammonium nitrate offset was inherent in the algae, this shows
one of the largest challenges to algal biofuels. The energy consumed to produce ammonia-based
fertilizers was a huge percentage of the energy content in the algae to begin with. If these demands
are not lowered, then algal fuels will never be sustainable and will be very unlikely to reach the
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(a) Energy
(b) Global Warming
Figure 7.9: Comparison of combined process energy and global warming potential
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(a) Energy
(b) Global Warming
Figure 7.10: Comparison of combined process energy and global warming potential
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(a) Energy
(b) Global Warming
Figure 7.11: Comparison of combined process energy and global warming potential
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energy or fuel market unless highly subsidized.
To address this issue, many authors have suggested using waste water as a nutrient source. As
culturing was not addressed in this LCA, the impacts of that application were not analyzed, but
waste fertilizers would address this serious challenge. As shown, recycle of the nutrients was also a
viable option for reducing the demands. Algae are a high protein content biomass, so reducing the
nitrogen inputs will only limit the productivity and result in the same problem. This is yet another
driver towards higher lipid levels, which decrease the protein levels and consequently the nitrogen
demand.
Comparing the options, it seems that the centrifugation as a part of solid co-product dewatering
was not a complete hinderance to the other solids options. Even under the animal feed option, which
was the least advantageous energetically, the centrifuge only consumed about half of the energy
offset. Under the assumption made before, the centrifugation and drying would lose roughly a
quarter of the water soluble products, which was far more of a penalty than the benefit of using
the separated solids. As hypothesized, the best options are those that do not need separation or
transportation to use both phases.
7.5.4 Optimal processing choices
As each option has been analyzed separately, the total impact of combining them in an optimal
way can be determined. The best extraction option was hydrothermal treatment which could be
combined with either hydrotreating or esterification. While esterification was more energy intensive,
the differences were not so extreme that either could not be used, especially with the wide variance
in the hydrotreating results. The co-products benefited most from being anaerobically digested to
recover methane and ammonia. Any residuals were then recycled back to the culture process to be
consumed as a nutrient in the digestate. The ammonia-rich water from the digester gas separation
was also sent to the PBR. All of these effects are shown in Figure 7.12, with resulting energy costs
being taken as positive and the credits as negative. The co-products remain separated as solids
and soluble fractions, with solids in blue and water soluble products in red.
The energy inputs were small in comparison to the energy of co-products replacing natural gas or
ammonium nitrate. The inputs to extraction and esterifying sum to 16.1 MJ/kgoil. The minimum
values for co-products (average minues error) would credit 41.5 MJ/kg oil, while the average
co-product values would yield 119 MJ/kg from ammonium, natural gas, and triple phosphate
combined. Greenhouse gas emissions would also be offset, where the extraction and esterifying
emit 3.3 kg CO2 eq. and the minimum values offset 2.5, while the average values sum to 6.9.
While the co-product advantages were impressive, these were not just limited to hydrothermal
processing. Other extraction techniques can also send their residuals to be anaerobically digested
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(a) Energy
(b) Global Warming
Figure 7.12: Comparison of combined process energy and global warming potential
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and subsequently recycled to the culture to substitute for nutrients. Nonetheless, there may be
differences in actual practice, as hydrothermal conversion is the only one which will produce a
water soluble fraction. The water soluble products should be more degraded, and therefore more
bioavailable for the culture. However, this factor was also the limiting aspect for the use of solids off
site. Without any water soluble products, the solids could be removed from the residuals without
any loss of product. The differences could only be clarified explicitly by performing digestion
experiments with both products: hydrothermal byproducts or post-extraction solids.
The hydrothermal process was effective in degrading algal biomass feedstocks. Amino acids and
ammonia are expected to be more bioavailable, increasing the uptake and conversion in both the
anaerobic digestion and the culture. However, the degraded biomass also includes a wide variety
of compounds including organic acids, alcohol, amines, as well as trace materials that have been
leached from the process equipment or built-up over time. Any of these unknowns could inhibit or
denature the culture in the digester or growth ponds, negating all of the benefits from this process.
Co-product benefits should also be taken not in the context of the downstream process, but as
a component of the whole algal production chain. The phosphate and nitrogen credits were shown,
but they originated in the culture in the form of nitrate and phosphate. Thus they are not true
credits to the production train, but simply diminish the external demand for N and P in growing
the algal culture. As such, only the energy products, i.e. methane, actually diminish the overall
energy cost of the process, further necessitating the use of digestion to make algae a viable source
of biofuels.
7.6 Comparison of distributions for Monte Carlo calculations
As mentioned previously, the impacts reported here are the result of Simapro Monte Carlo sim-
ulations given inputs and outputs from Matlab simulation. This method ignores any correlation
between values, and instead samples randomly from all distributions. To see the effect that this
has on results, a case study was done using the hydrothermal process designed to produce algal
bio-crude oil.
Simapro uses distributions that are present in Ecoinvent when Monte Carlo sampling is per-
formed. To make a comparison, these distributions were retrieved by doing Monte Carlo simulations
for 1 MJ electricity and 1 MJ of heat from light oil. The resulting distribution statistics are given in
Table 7.18. These are the same impacts shown in Section 7.2.4, but fitted with the best distribution
estimate.
These distributions were coded in Matlab with the rest of the Monte Carlo routine to find the
resulting distributions for energy use and global warming potential. The values from the Simapro
simulation are included for comparison. The distributions were fitted with normal distribution
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Impact Nonrenewable energy Global warming potential
Units MJ/MJ kg CO2 eq./MJ
Electricity LN 1.004± 0.684 LN −1.611± 0.2867
Process heat 1.37± 0.163 0.0912± 0.0106
Table 7.18: Distribution statistics from Ecoinvent
parameters in Simapro, so the calculated value from Matlab was also fit with a normal distribution.
The results are compared in Table 7.19. To aid in comparison and interpret some of the resulting
differences, the distributions are also plotted in Figures 7.13 and 7.14. These Figures are for
comparison of the peak shape. The Simapro output is normalized while the Matlab is a histogram
of results, so the ordinate units are not the same.
Impact Nonrenewable energy Global warming potential
Calculated value 2.30± 1.26 0.147± 0.059
Simapro value 3.00± 2.59 0.18± 0.077
Table 7.19: Calculated and simulated distributions for hydrothermal process
An obvious disparity is seen between the two methods. The mean values in the Simapro
approach are routinely higher on average and their spread is wider. Although the width of the
distributions are approximately the same, the peak of the histograms is not nearly as peaked in the
Simapro case as it is in the Matlab calculation.
This level of discrepancy was not expected. It seemed likely the the results would be very similar
with minor variations. One might hypothesize that random sampling from correlated variables
would result in a narrowing of distributions. Instead, the simulated variables from Simapro are
similar to Matlab in the width of the distribution, but not as heavily weighted towards the mean.
The reason for this difference is unknown, although it is possible that the Simapro does not randomly
select variables but actually puts an emphasis on sampling the extremes of distributions to ensure
the full range is intact. For the Simapro distribution, the energy median value is 2.36, very close
to the mean of the Matlab distribution.
Because of the speed of the computations, the Matlab calculation was done is one million
iterations, while the Simapro only performed one thousand. This also has an effect, but the overall
distribution shape seems well defined in the histograms, so this does not seem to be the likely cause.
In any event, the use of Simapro may have affected the results slightly, but more so in the size of
the standard deviation, not in the range covered.
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(a) Matlab
(b) Simapro
Figure 7.13: Non-renewable energy use distributions
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(a) Matlab
(b) Simapro
Figure 7.14: Global warming potential distributions
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
8.1 Summary of results
The objectives of this thesis fell along three main areas, hydrothermal experiments of whole mi-
croalgae, modeling of the changes in the lipid phase, and life cycle assessment of the extraction and
upgrading process. Each of these objectives were met, with the following findings.
Objective One: To conduct reactions of microalgae in hydrothermal systems across a range of
conditions
Two species of microalgae were reacted acoss 250-350◦C and 0-3 hours. The product
was split into three phases: oil, water, and solids. The water phase was measured for
TOC and soluble protein. The solid phase was weighed and measured for CHN. The
oil phase was weighed and measured for CHN. Also, the lipids in the oil phase were
measured by GC-FAME, SPE followed by GC-FAME, and free fatty acid content by
titration.
These experiments successfully produced an oil phase from the microalgae. Oil yield
was generally around 90%, which is comparable to the high end of solvent extraction.
The oil also contained small amounts of proteins and carbohydrates. Roughly half of
the biomass became soluble in the water phase. This presents potential problems and
opportunities for co-products for the algal biofuel process.
Objective Two: To analyze the products of reaction sufficiently to describe the process for flow-
sheet simulation modeling
The experiments from Objective One were used to produce a framework for the splitting
of microalgae products in a hydrothermal environment. Specifically, the CHN measure-
ments and mass yields were used to guide elemental balances across the three product
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phases. An Aspen Plus flowsheet was synthesized to simulate the hydrothermal pro-
cess with unit operations. The ultimate composition provided by CHN measurements
was used to make pseudo components for each phase and model the thermodynamic
properties.
Objective Three: To model the changes in algae lipids that occurs in hydrothermal media
A model for the hydrolysis of triacylglycerols to free fatty acids in subcritical water was
developed. This model utilized a correlation developed by Patil [1988] for the solubility
of water in fatty acids and triglycerides at hydrothermal conditions. Kinetic parameters
for the model were fit using data from Sturzenegger [1951] and Patil [1988]. Solubility
parameters for glycerol distribution coefficient were fit for each oil feedstock.
This model was applied to the microalgal oil from Objective One. Glycerol solubility
was fit to GC-FAME data for saturated fatty acids from the microalgae. Additional
reactions were added to the model to account for the degradation of unsaturated fatty
acids, accompanied by equations to model the new components. The expanded model
was fit to acid titration values, a measure of the total fatty acids. This approach is the
first attempt to model the degradation of unsaturated fatty acids in a hydrothermal
environment.
Objective Four: To analyze the life cycle of microalgae to fuels by hydrothermal processing and
compare to other extraction and conversion methods
The approach used in these Objectives allowed for a consistent data set from which to
model the life cycle of microalgal fuels. Hydrothermal experiments were performed and
characterized in a way that the process could be simulated with the results. The process
modeled in Aspen was used to determine the inputs to run a hydrothermal plant. This
process compares favorably with solvent or supercritical carbon dioxide extraction, with
80% less non-renewable energy demand.
Two fuel products were explored, biodiesel or ”green” diesel. Both of these options
have similar energy requirements and global warming potential. When combining with
extraction, the overall process is similar for the hydrothermal oil or extracted oil. Es-
terification is slightly better for the hydrothermal oil, while hydrotreating is better for
the extracted oil. Extraction combined with hydrotreating is the best overall process,
but the results are not significant.
Several co-product options were considered for both the solid and water-soluble prod-
ucts, including anaerobic digestion, fertilizers, and animal feeds. Use of the solid prod-
ucts necessitates centrifugation to a concentrated paste, so that a quarter of the water
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products remain in the solid phase and may be lost when sun-dried. Thus, the best use
of the solids are with the water phase, a situation that is unique to the hydrothermal
environment. Anaerobic digestion was the most advantageous credit to the process,
producing methane to offset natural gas for the fuel conversion and ammonia to offset
nitrogen fertilizer for the culture growth.
The results from the LCA are very promising. Hydrothermal processing had the lowest
energy inputs for the extraction of oil, and comparable demands when combined with
conversion to fuels. Co-products results were very encouraging, although similar results
should be seen for the other extraction technologies. This LCA is the first to model the
use of hydrothermal extraction to produce biofuels, as well as one of the most thorough
to cover extraction and conversion to fuels.
8.2 Recommendations and future work
With the completion of this work, numerous other opportunities for exploring hydrothermal reac-
tions and algal biofuels arose. By nature, the LCA involved a significant number of assumptions.
Each of these assumptions should be tested as well.
The methods used here for analytical measurements to roughly characterized the products.
Some areas need further exploration including measurements of ammonia in water, total nucleic
acids, and organic acids in the water.
The ash was measured by TGA by the contract lab. CHN analysis only yielded a residual after
CHN, which could be any other element. Ash consists of inorganics that are necessary for algal
growth. To recycle this inorganic material, the amounts and condition of the inorganics should be
measured.
The kinetic model formulated here was based on experimental data from a complicated feed
stock. To refine the model parameters, experiments should be performed with a refined feedstock
oil that is rich in polyunsaturation to remove any interference from other compounds.
A batch reactor with no head space was used for the experiments. While the absence of gases
should make the results comparable to flow experiments, it is difficult to construct this apparatus
in a way to do precise timed experiments. A flow reactor may be needed for future work that can
have residence times on the order of thirty minutes, such as a large CSTR.
The kinetic model may be expanded in the future to better model the hydrolysis of mono- and
di-glycerides. The proposed model treats these as pseduo-equilibrium steps. Using forward and
reverse rates would be a more accurate reflection of the reaction steps. The protocol used for SPE
was inadequate for measuring the lipids. A new method will be needed for accurate measurement
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of mono-, di, and triglycerides to model hydrolysis of lipids more accurately.
The hydrothermal process was modeled with Aspen to simulate the process parameters. While
Aspen is generally accurate within a range of error, the heat exchanger assumptions are most
questionable. The advantages of the hydrothermal process over solvent extraction are directly
dependant on the recovery of heat from the heat exchanger. The ability to exchange heat efficiently
should be verified.
The oil separation was assumed to recover all of the oil, of which 5 %wt is water. This as-
sumption should be checked experimentally for the oil-water solubility. The oil and water phases
did separate in lab experiments, but the time scale and effectiveness as a separation strategy were
not determined. The purity of the oil phase affects the fuel conversion process, so the conversion
technique may need to be revised depending on the result.
Both of the fuel conversion options were analyzed with insight from experienced authors in the
respective subject area. The accuracy of the proposed methods should be good. Related to the
previous point, separation of the oily products from the water and methanol were assumed for
esterification. This separation would need to be confirmed, as well as the time scale of conversion.
Co-products were the area with the most assumptions made in the LCA. Anaerobic digestion of
the wastes should be measured experimentally to see how the hydrothermal processing affects the
fermentation. A number of variables are at play, including the effect of the water soluble fractions
on yields and rates, the toxicity of the byproducts like organic acids, and the gas recovery. All need
to be checked experimentally to see if the assumed process can be used.
The other planned use of a co-product is recycle of nitrogen for fertilization. While ammonia
is bioavailable for the culture, the other nitrogen compounds may not be. Nitrogen fertilizer
replacement is a huge credit from the co-products, so the nitrogen offsets from the culture demands
should be verified experimentally for whatever co-product form is used, whether solid or water
soluble.
This LCA focused on the downstream portion of algal fuel production. The entire fuel chain,
including culture and harvest, should be combined to see if this is a viable technology on the whole.
As seen here, the huge nitrogen demand can be overcome by recycle, which would greatly aid in
this pursuit. This overall LCA should also include separate co-product analysis, as the differences
between hydrothermal products and post-extraction solids are sizeable.
Life cycle assessment is valuable for looking at the energy use and environmental impacts of a
process. However, the energy picture is separate from the economic outlook. A technoeconomic
assessment of the hydrothermal process will be necessary to see the impact of using this specialized
equipment. The capital expenditure for these processes is usually blamed for their unutilized
capabilities.
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Appendix A
Appendix
A.1 Raw data for Isochrysis
A.1.1 Amino acid profile
Amino acids are the building blocks of proteins. In order to determine the elemental composition
of the protein, the amino acid profile must be determined. These values were given by Reed
Mariculture for the strain sold. The method normally used for this measurement, AOAC 994.12,
is accurate to approximately 3% of the value. Cystine and tryptophan are not measured with
method, so they were estimated based on data for other microalgae strains. Also, the glutamine/ic
and asparagine/tic acid are not measured independently, so only the combined total was given. To
estimate these values, a triangle distribution was assumed. This splits the total quantity evenly
between the amine and acid forms. The standard deviation is given as the total quantity divided
by six. The measured amino acid profile is given in Table A.1.
A.1.2 Fatty acid profile
Iso fatty acid profile was measured by New Jersey Feed Laboratory. All fatty acids above 1 wt% of
the lipids are included here. The relative fraction of each fatty acid is given. The error is assumed
to be 1% of the value for the method they used, AOAC 963.22.
A.1.3 Iso oil CHN
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(a) C (b) H
(c) N (d) R
Figure A.1: Iso Oil CHN
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Isoleucine 1.11
Leucine 6.87
Lysine 6.96
Methionine 3.79
Phenylalanine 8.52
Threonine 4.88
Tryptophan 1.3
Valine 5.49
Alanine 7.55
Asparagine 5.18
Aspartic Acid 5.18
Cysteine 0.5
Glutamine 5.71
Glutamic Acid 5.71
Glycine 6.78
Proline 12.48
Serine 3.86
Tyrosine 2.84
Arginine 4.39
Histidine 0.23
Table A.1: Amino acid profile of Isochrysis sp.
A.1.4 Iso solid CHN
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(a) C (b) H
(c) N (d) R
Figure A.2: Iso Solid CHN
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Myristic 0.1186
Palmitic 0.093
Palmitoleic 0.0826
Oleic 0.0821
Linoleic 0.0551
Linolenic 0.0733
Octadecatetraenoic 0.2087
Eicosanoic 0.0274
Eicosapentaenoic 0.0118
Docosahexaenoic 0.1235
Table A.2: Fatty acid profile of Isochrysis sp.
A.1.5 Iso water soluble carbon
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(a) TOC
(b) TC
Figure A.3: TOC and total carbon from Iso experiments
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Isoleucine 1.78
Leucine 9.21
Lysine 7.59
Methionine 2.01
Phenylalanine 1.25
Threonine 5.38
Tryptophan 1.3
Valine 5.02
Alanine 8.57
Asparagine 6.09
Aspartic Acid 6.09
Cysteine 0.5
Glutamine 8.56
Glutamic Acid 8.56
Glycine 7.83
Proline 8.65
Serine 7.42
Tyrosine 0.6
Arginine 2.82
Histidine 0.43
Table A.3: Amino acid profile of TW
A.2 Raw data for TW
A.2.1 Amino acid profile
Data for TW amino acid profile was obtained from Reed Mariculture. The same assumptions
needed for Isochrysis amino acid profile were made for this data.
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Myristic 0.0773
Palmitic 0.1928
Palmitoleic 0.1398
Hexadecadienoic 0.0248
Hexadecatrienoic 0.1026
Pentadecanoic 0.0219
Eicosapentaenoic 0.1906
Docosahexaenoic 0.0344
Table A.4: Fatty acid profile of TW
A.2.2 Fatty acid profile
TW fatty acid profile was measured by New Jersey Feed Laboratory. All fatty acids above 1 wt%
of the lipids are included here. The relative fraction of each fatty acid is included.
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(a) C (b) H
(c) N (d) R
Figure A.4: TW Oil CHN
A.2.3 TW oil CHN
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(a) C (b) H
(c) N (d) R
Figure A.5: TW Solid CHN
A.2.4 TW solid CHN
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A.2.5 TW water soluble carbon
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(a) TOC
(b) TC
Figure A.6: TOC and total carbon from TW experiments
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Appendix B
Appendix
B.1 Calibration Curve
The shape of the calibration data is non-linear, so a second order polynomial is used, but the
intercept is forced to zero. Second order parameters are not normally used for calibration, so the
derivation of the parameters and uncertainty is given here. This derivation is based from Chapter
6 of Data Reduction and Error Analysis by Bevington and Robinson.
Let y(xi) = axi + bx
2
i
where y is the concentration of fatty acid methyl esters in ppm and xi is the relative peak area of
sample i.
χ is by analogy to (6.9):
χ2 =
∑
i[
1
σi
(yi − axi − bx2i )]
Then minimize by setting the derivative equal to zero.
∂χ2
∂a = −2
∑
i[
xi
σ2i
(yi − axi − bx2i )]
And ∂χ
2
∂b = −2
∑
i[
x2i
σ2i
(yi − axi − bx2i )]
Then rearrange into a pair of linear equations.∑
i
yixi
σ2i
= a
∑
i
x2i
σ2i
+ b
∑
i
x3i
σ2i∑
i
yix
2
i
σ2i
= a
∑
i
x3i
σ2i
+ b
∑
i
x4i
σ2i
To solve this set of linear equations, the determinate is found to give formulae for both a and b.
a = 1∆ [
∑
i
yixi
σ2i
∑
i
x4i
σ2i
−∑i x3iσ2i ∑i yix2iσ2i ]
b = 1∆ [
∑
i
yix
2
i
σ2i
∑
i
x2i
σ2i
−∑i x3iσ2i ∑i yixiσ2i ]
Where
∆ = [
∑
i
x2i
σ2i
∑
i
x4i
σ2i
−∑i x3iσ2i ∑i x3iσ2i ]
Uncertainty of the computed value is found from:
σ2z =
∑
j [σ
2
j (
∂z
∂yi
)2]
∂a
∂yi
= 1∆ [
xi
σ2i
∑
i
x4i
σ2i
−∑i x3iσ2i x2iσ2i ]
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∂b
∂yi
= 1∆ [
x2i
σ2i
∑
i
x2i
σ2i
−∑i x3iσ2i yiσ2i ]
So uncertainty is found for both a and b.
σ2a =
∑
j [σ
2
j (
∂a
∂yj
)2]
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∑
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σ4j
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= 1
∆2
∑
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x4i
σ2i
(∆)
= 1∆
∑
i
x4i
σ2i
Done similarly for b, the result is:
σ2b =
1
∆
∑
i
x2i
σ2i
However, this is not the only uncertainty necessary for estimating the error in values. Higher
order terms require calculation of the covariance of the parameters as well.
σ2ab =
∑
i σi(
∂a
∂yi
)( ∂b∂yi
)
Substituting and reducing as before,
σ2ab = − 1∆
∑
i
x3i
σ2i
Where σi is obtained from the calibration data of each measurement i. In this case, σi was the
uncertainty in the concentration propagated from mass and volume measurements to arrive at a
concentration.
In order to estimate the variance in y, an expectation of the error in y and variance in error
is taken. The expectation value of the error in y is zero, as the model is expected to fit the data.
However, the expectation value of the variance of the error is not zero.  = y − ax− bx2
E() = E(y¯)− E(ax¯− bx¯2) = 0
E(σ2 ) =
s2y
M + σ
2
ax¯
2 + σ2b x¯
4 + 2σ2abx¯
3
Where x¯ and y¯ are the values from measurements of one sample, s2y is the variance in the measure
of y and M is the number of replicate measurements on that sample.
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Appendix C
Appendix
C.1 Aspen output
C.1.1 Hydrothermal process
Figure C.1: Aspen flowsheet of hydrothermal process
Stream report
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1 10 11 12 13
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
STREAM ID 1 10 11 12 13
FROM: ‐‐‐‐ B8 B8 B9 B9
TO: B1 ‐‐‐‐ B9 ‐‐‐‐ ‐‐‐‐
CLASS: MIXNC MIXNC MIXNC MIXNC MIXNC
TOTAL STREAM:
KG/HR 1.0240+05 2915.8817 9.9484+04 8.0142+04 1.9343+04
CAL/SEC 6.9762 3.786 6.9984 ‐1.4918 5.4757
SUBSTREAM: MIXED
PHASE: LIQUID LIQUID LIQUID LIQUID
COMPONENTS: KMOL/HR
WATER 4546.1408 0 4546.1408 4448.5341 97.6067
GLYCE‐01 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL FLOW:
KMOL/HR 4546.1408 0 4546.1408 4448.5341 97.6067
KG/HR 8.1900+04 0 8.1900+04 8.0142+04 1758.4118
L/MIN 1373.7106 0 1373.7106 1344.7427 29.5054
STATE VARIABLES:
TEMP K 298 298 298.4031 298.4014
PRES ATM 2 20 20 0.9998 0.9998
VFRAC 0 0 0 0
LFRAC 1 1 1 1
SFRAC 0 0 0 0
ENTHALPY:
CAL/MOL ‐2.8727 ‐2.872 ‐2.872 ‐2.872
CAL/GM ‐3814.9505 ‐3814.5379 ‐3814.5379 ‐3814.5397
CAL/SEC ‐1.679 ‐1.6781 ‐1.4918 4.1368
ENTROPY:
CAL/MOL‐K ‐40.1124 ‐40.1184 ‐40.0857 ‐40.0858
CAL/GM‐K ‐2.2266 ‐2.2269 ‐2.2251 ‐2.2251
DENSITY:
MOL/CC 5.5156‐02 5.5156‐02 5.5135‐02 5.5135‐02
GM/CC 0.9937 0.9937 0.9933 0.9933
AVG MW 18.0153 18.0153 18.0153 18.0153
SUBSTREAM: NC STRUCTURE: NON CONVENTIONAL
COMPONENTS: KG/HR
ALGAE 2.0500+04 0 4171.0625 0 4171.0625
OIL 0 2915.8817 0 0 0
SOLUBLE 0 0 1.3413+04 0 1.3413+04
TOTAL FLOW:
KG/HR 2.0500+04 2915.8817 1.7584+04 0 1.7584+04
STATE VARIABLES:
TEMP K 298 298 298 298.4014
PRES ATM 2 20 20 0.9998 0.9998
VFRAC 0 0 0 0
LFRAC 0 0 0 0
SFRAC 1 1 1 1
ENTHALPY:
CAL/GM ‐2737.4819 ‐2733.3935 ‐2739.2424 ‐2739.2423
CAL/SEC 5.4412 3.786 5.662 5.662
DENSITY:
GM/CC 2.2297 2.2101 2.2453 2.2453
AVG MW 1 1 1 1 1
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COMPONENT ATTRIBUTES:
ALGAE PROXANAL
MOISTURE 0 0 0
FC 0.225 0.432 0.432
VM 0.65 0 0
ASH 0.125 0 0
ULTANAL
ASH 0.125 0 0
CARBON 0.428 0.581 0.581
HYDROGEN 7.5000‐02 8.1000‐02 8.1000‐02
NITROGEN 6.3000‐02 9.4000‐02 9.4000‐02
CHLORINE 0 0 0
SULFUR 5.0000‐03 3.0000‐04 3.0000‐04
OXYGEN 0.304 0.245 0.245
SULFANAL
PYRITIC 0 0 0
SULFATE 0 0 0
ORGANIC 5.0000‐03 3.0000‐04 3.0000‐04
OIL PROXANAL
MOISTURE 0
FC 0
VM 1
ASH 0
ULTANAL
ASH 0
CARBON 0.77
HYDROGEN 0.106
NITROGEN 1.0000‐02
CHLORINE 0
SULFUR 1.5000‐04
OXYGEN 0.114
SULFANAL
PYRITIC 0
SULFATE 0
ORGANIC 1.5000‐04
SOLUBLE PROXANAL
MOISTURE 0 0
FC 8.0000‐02 8.0000‐02
VM 0 0
ASH 0.1168 0.1168
ULTANAL
ASH 0.1168 0.1168
CARBON 0.2924 0.2924
HYDROGEN 3.8400‐02 3.8400‐02
NITROGEN 6.4400‐02 6.4400‐02
CHLORINE 0 0
SULFUR 6.8000‐03 6.8000‐03
OXYGEN 0.1758 0.1758
SULFANAL
PYRITIC 0 0
SULFATE 0 0
ORGANIC 6.8000‐03 6.8000‐03
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2 3 4 5 6
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
STREAM ID 2 3 4 5 6
FROM: B1 B2 B3 B4 B5
TO: B2 B3 B4 B5 B3
CLASS: MIXNC MIXNC MIXNC MIXNC MIXNC
TOTAL STREAM:
KG/HR 1.0240+05 1.0240+05 1.0240+05 1.0240+05 1.0240+05
CAL/SEC 6.9763 6.9774 ‐2.5195 ‐2.4849 ‐2.4861
SUBSTREAM: MIXED
PHASE: LIQUID LIQUID LIQUID LIQUID LIQUID
COMPONENTS: KMOL/HR
WATER 4546.1408 4546.1408 4546.1408 4546.1408 4546.1408
GLYCE‐01 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL FLOW:
KMOL/HR 4546.1408 4546.1408 4546.1408 4546.1408 4546.1408
KG/HR 8.1900+04 8.1900+04 8.1900+04 8.1900+04 8.1900+04
L/MIN 1373.7708 1374.3614 2041.2205 2099.2467 2099.2467
STATE VARIABLES:
TEMP K 298.0452 298.488 563 573 573
PRES ATM 20 200 200 200 200
VFRAC 0 0 0 0 0
LFRAC 1 1 1 1 1
SFRAC 0 0 0 0 0
ENTHALPY:
CAL/MOL ‐2.8719 ‐2.8636 ‐2.3046 ‐2.2772 ‐2.2772
CAL/GM ‐3814.4891 ‐3809.8746 ‐3499.5937 ‐3484.3863 ‐3484.3863
CAL/SEC ‐1.678 ‐1.6675 ‐0.9616 ‐0.927 ‐0.927
ENTROPY:
CAL/MOL‐K ‐40.1154 ‐40.1456 ‐26.9296 ‐26.4473 ‐26.4473
CAL/GM‐K ‐2.2267 ‐2.2284 ‐1.4948 ‐1.468 ‐1.468
DENSITY:
MOL/CC 5.5154‐02 5.5130‐02 3.7119‐02 3.6093‐02 3.6093‐02
GM/CC 0.9936 0.9932 0.6687 0.6502 0.6502
AVG MW 18.0153 18.0153 18.0153 18.0153 18.0153
SUBSTREAM: NC STRUCTURE: NON CONVENTIONAL
COMPONENTS: KG/HR
ALGAE 2.0500+04 2.0500+04 2.0500+04 2.0500+04 4171.0625
OIL 0 0 0 0 2915.8817
SOLUBLE 0 0 0 0 1.3413+04
TOTAL FLOW:
KG/HR 2.0500+04 2.0500+04 2.0500+04 2.0500+04 2.0500+04
STATE VARIABLES:
TEMP K 298.0452 298.488 563 573 573
PRES ATM 20 200 200 200 200
VFRAC 0 0 0 0 0
LFRAC 0 0 0 0 0
SFRAC 1 1 1 1 1
ENTHALPY:
CAL/GM ‐2737.4817 ‐2737.4793 ‐2735.8722 ‐2735.8042 ‐2737.9505
CAL/SEC 5.4412 5.4412 5.4421 5.4421 5.4409
DENSITY:
GM/CC 2.2297 2.2297 2.2297 2.2297 2.2402
AVG MW 1 1 1 1 1
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COMPONENT ATTRIBUTES:
ALGAE PROXANAL
MOISTURE 0 0 0 0 0
FC 0.225 0.225 0.225 0.225 0.432
VM 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0
ASH 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0
ULTANAL
ASH 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0
CARBON 0.428 0.428 0.428 0.428 0.581
HYDROGEN 7.5000‐02 7.5000‐02 7.5000‐02 7.5000‐02 8.1000‐02
NITROGEN 6.3000‐02 6.3000‐02 6.3000‐02 6.3000‐02 9.4000‐02
CHLORINE 0 0 0 0 0
SULFUR 5.0000‐03 5.0000‐03 5.0000‐03 5.0000‐03 3.0000‐04
OXYGEN 0.304 0.304 0.304 0.304 0.245
SULFANAL
PYRITIC 0 0 0 0 0
SULFATE 0 0 0 0 0
ORGANIC 5.0000‐03 5.0000‐03 5.0000‐03 5.0000‐03 3.0000‐04
OIL PROXANAL
MOISTURE 0
FC 0
VM 1
ASH 0
ULTANAL
ASH 0
CARBON 0.77
HYDROGEN 0.106
NITROGEN 1.0000‐02
CHLORINE 0
SULFUR 1.5000‐04
OXYGEN 0.114
SULFANAL
PYRITIC 0
SULFATE 0
ORGANIC 1.5000‐04
SOLUBLE PROXANAL
MOISTURE 0
FC 8.0000‐02
VM 0
ASH 0.1168
ULTANAL
ASH 0.1168
CARBON 0.2924
HYDROGEN 3.8400‐02
NITROGEN 6.4400‐02
CHLORINE 0
SULFUR 6.8000‐03
OXYGEN 0.1758
SULFANAL
PYRITIC 0
SULFATE 0
ORGANIC 6.8000‐03
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7 8 9
‐‐‐‐‐
STREAM ID 7 8 9
FROM: B3 B6 B7
TO: B6 B7 B8
CLASS: MIXNC MIXNC MIXNC
TOTAL STREAM:
KG/HR 1.0240+05 1.0240+05 1.0240+05
CAL/SEC 6.9807 6.9797 6.9763
SUBSTREAM: MIXED
PHASE: LIQUID LIQUID LIQUID
COMPONENTS: KMOL/HR
WATER 4546.1408 4546.1408 4546.1408
GLYCE‐01 0 0 0
TOTAL FLOW:
KMOL/HR 4546.1408 4546.1408 4546.1408
KG/HR 8.1900+04 8.1900+04 8.1900+04
L/MIN 1393.2821 1393.0786 1373.7106
STATE VARIABLES:
TEMP K 312.3664 312.2203 298
PRES ATM 200 20 20
VFRAC 0 0 0
LFRAC 1 1 1
SFRAC 0 0 0
ENTHALPY:
CAL/MOL ‐2.8367 ‐2.8443 ‐2.872
CAL/GM ‐3794.9594 ‐3799.1835 ‐3814.5379
CAL/SEC ‐1.6335 ‐1.6431 ‐1.6781
ENTROPY:
CAL/MOL‐K ‐39.2657 ‐39.2116 ‐40.1184
CAL/GM‐K ‐2.1796 ‐2.1766 ‐2.2269
DENSITY:
MOL/CC 5.4382‐02 5.4390‐02 5.5156‐02
GM/CC 0.9797 0.9798 0.9937
AVG MW 18.0153 18.0153 18.0153
SUBSTREAM: NC STRUCTURE: NON CONVENTIONAL
COMPONENTS: KG/HR
ALGAE 4171.0625 4171.0625 4171.0625
OIL 2915.8817 2915.8817 2915.8817
SOLUBLE 1.3413+04 1.3413+04 1.3413+04
TOTAL FLOW:
KG/HR 2.0500+04 2.0500+04 2.0500+04
STATE VARIABLES:
TEMP K 312.3664 312.2203 298
PRES ATM 200 20 20
VFRAC 0 0 0
LFRAC 0 0 0
SFRAC 1 1 1
ENTHALPY:
CAL/GM ‐2738.3898 ‐2738.39 ‐2738.4105
CAL/SEC 5.4406 5.4406 5.4406
DENSITY:
GM/CC 2.2402 2.2402 2.2402
AVG MW 1 1 1
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COMPONENT ATTRIBUTES:
ALGAE PROXANAL
MOISTURE 0 0 0
FC 0.432 0.432 0.432
VM 0 0 0
ASH 0 0 0
ULTANAL
ASH 0 0 0
CARBON 0.581 0.581 0.581
HYDROGEN 8.1000‐02 8.1000‐02 8.1000‐02
NITROGEN 9.4000‐02 9.4000‐02 9.4000‐02
CHLORINE 0 0 0
SULFUR 3.0000‐04 3.0000‐04 3.0000‐04
OXYGEN 0.245 0.245 0.245
SULFANAL
PYRITIC 0 0 0
SULFATE 0 0 0
ORGANIC 3.0000‐04 3.0000‐04 3.0000‐04
OIL PROXANAL
MOISTURE 0 0 0
FC 0 0 0
VM 1 1 1
ASH 0 0 0
ULTANAL
ASH 0 0 0
CARBON 0.77 0.77 0.77
HYDROGEN 0.106 0.106 0.106
NITROGEN 1.0000‐02 1.0000‐02 1.0000‐02
CHLORINE 0 0 0
SULFUR 1.5000‐04 1.5000‐04 1.5000‐04
OXYGEN 0.114 0.114 0.114
SULFANAL
PYRITIC 0 0 0
SULFATE 0 0 0
ORGANIC 1.5000‐04 1.5000‐04 1.5000‐04
SOLUBLE PROXANAL
MOISTURE 0 0 0
FC 8.0000‐02 8.0000‐02 8.0000‐02
VM 0 0 0
ASH 0.1168 0.1168 0.1168
ULTANAL
ASH 0.1168 0.1168 0.1168
CARBON 0.2924 0.2924 0.2924
HYDROGEN 3.8400‐02 3.8400‐02 3.8400‐02
NITROGEN 6.4400‐02 6.4400‐02 6.4400‐02
CHLORINE 0 0 0
SULFUR 6.8000‐03 6.8000‐03 6.8000‐03
OXYGEN 0.1758 0.1758 0.1758
SULFANAL
PYRITIC 0 0 0
SULFATE 0 0 0
ORGANIC 6.8000‐03 6.8000‐03 6.8000‐03
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C.1.2 Biodiesel process
Figure C.2: Aspen flowsheet of biodiesel process
Stream report
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1 10 11 12 13
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
STREAM ID 1 10 11 12 13
FROM: ‐‐‐‐ ‐‐‐‐ B10 B11 B11
TO: B1 B11 B11 B12 ‐‐‐‐
SUBSTREAM: MIXED
PHASE: LIQUID LIQUID LIQUID LIQUID LIQUID
COMPONENTS: KMOL/HR
WATER 8.2724 2 0.2683 2.1549 0.1134
TRIOL‐01 2.3888‐02 0 0 0 0
OLEIC‐01 3.6765 0 2.8827‐02 2.8827‐04 2.8538‐02
METHY‐01 0 0 3.7105 0 3.7105
SULFU‐01 0 0 1.2700‐02 1.2065‐02 6.3500‐04
GLYCE‐01 0 0 0 0 0
METHA‐01 0 0 6.4115 6.0909 0.3206
CALCI‐01 0 0 0 0 0
CALCI‐02 0 0 0 0 0
COMPONENTS: KG/HR
WATER 149.029 36.0306 4.833 38.8204 2.0432
TRIOL‐01 21.1517 0 0 0 0
OLEIC‐01 1038.4893 0 8.1426 8.1426‐02 8.0612
METHY‐01 0 0 1100.1484 0 1100.1484
SULFU‐01 0 0 1.2456 1.1833 6.2280‐02
GLYCE‐01 0 0 0 0 0
METHA‐01 0 0 205.4377 195.1658 10.2719
CALCI‐01 0 0 0 0 0
CALCI‐02 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL FLOW:
KMOL/HR 11.9728 2 10.4318 8.2581 4.1737
KG/HR 1208.67 36.0306 1319.8073 235.2509 1120.5869
CUM/HR 1.4238 3.7551‐02 1.5847 0.3032 1.3261
STATE VARIABLES:
TEMP C 35 60 60 60.5655 60.5655
PRES BAR 2.0265 1.0133 1.0133 1.0133 1.0133
VFRAC 0 0 0 0 0
LFRAC 1 1 1 1 1
SFRAC 0 0 0 0 0
ENTHALPY:
KCAL/MOL 13.0048 ‐67.6347 ‐97.0447 ‐59.3676 ‐157.5565
KCAL/KG 14.0236 ‐3754.2967 ‐767.0454 ‐2084.007 ‐586.8282
GCAL/HR 10.6112 ‐0.1353 ‐1.0124 ‐0.4903 ‐0.6576
ENTROPY:
CAL/MOL‐K 8.4178 ‐36.9694 ‐189.7757 ‐49.4566 ‐395.4745
CAL/GM‐K 6.4799 ‐2.0521 ‐1.5 ‐1.7361 ‐1.473
DENSITY:
KMOL/CUM 8.4092 53.2616 6.5829 27.2329 3.1473
KG/CUM 848.9182 959.5222 832.8491 775.7896 845.023
AVG MW 100.9517 18.0153 126.5176 28.4872 268.4883
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14 15 16 17 18
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
STREAM ID 14 15 16 17 18
FROM: B12 B16 B14 B15 B15
TO: B16 B17 B15 B6 B10
MAX CONV ERROR: 3.2267‐05 0 0 0 0
SUBSTREAM: MIXED
PHASE: LIQUID LIQUID LIQUID LIQUID LIQUID
COMPONENTS: KMOL/HR
WATER 14.5448 15.8238 0.7475 0.6533 9.4180‐02
TRIOL‐01 0 0 0 0 0
OLEIC‐01 9.0972‐03 9.0972‐03 1.4904‐35 1.3026‐35 0
METHY‐01 0 0 0 0 0
SULFU‐01 1.2794 3.6500‐04 1.0661‐29 9.3181‐30 1.3433‐30
GLYCE‐01 2.3888‐02 2.3888‐02 1.8013‐24 1.5744‐24 2.2697‐25
METHA‐01 50.2219 50.2219 49.2525 43.0467 6.2058
CALCI‐01 0 0 0 0 0
CALCI‐02 0 1.279 0 0 0
COMPONENTS: KG/HR
WATER 262.0288 285.0704 13.4657 11.769 1.6967
TRIOL‐01 0 0 0 0 0
OLEIC‐01 2.5696 2.5696 4.2099‐33 3.6794‐33 5.3044‐34
METHY‐01 0 0 0 0 0
SULFU‐01 125.4795 3.5799‐02 1.0457‐27 9.1391‐28 1.3175‐28
GLYCE‐01 2.2 2.2 1.6589‐22 1.4499‐22 2.0902‐23
METHA‐01 1609.2183 1609.2183 1578.1578 1379.3099 198.8479
CALCI‐01 0 0 0 0 0
CALCI‐02 0 174.1251 0 0 0
TOTAL FLOW:
KMOL/HR 66.0791 67.3581 50 43.7 6.3
KG/HR 2001.4962 2073.2192 1591.6235 1391.0789 200.5446
CUM/HR 2.5153 2.5725 2.1367 1.8675 0.2692
STATE VARIABLES:
TEMP C 60.0718 25 64.7624 64.7624 64.7624
PRES BAR 1.0133 1.0133 1.0133 1.0133 1.0133
VFRAC 0 0 0 0 0
LFRAC 1 1 1 1 1
SFRAC 0 0 0 0 0
ENTHALPY:
KCAL/MOL ‐61.3201 ‐58.8256 ‐56.1334 ‐56.1334 ‐56.1334
KCAL/KG ‐2024.4724 ‐1911.2189 ‐1763.4 ‐1763.4 ‐1763.4
GCAL/HR ‐4.052 ‐3.9624 ‐2.8067 ‐2.4531 ‐0.3536
ENTROPY:
CAL/MOL‐K ‐50.5891 ‐44.9295 ‐54.0464 ‐54.0464 ‐54.0464
CAL/GM‐K ‐1.6702 ‐1.4597 ‐1.6978 ‐1.6978 ‐1.6978
DENSITY:
KMOL/CUM 26.2712 26.1837 23.4001 23.4001 23.4001
KG/CUM 795.7398 805.9106 744.8827 744.8827 744.8827
AVG MW 30.2894 30.7791 31.8325 31.8325 31.8325
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19 2 20 21 22
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
STREAM ID 19 2 20 21 22
FROM: ‐‐‐‐ ‐‐‐‐ B14 B17 B17
TO: B16 B6 ‐‐‐‐ ‐‐‐‐ B14
SUBSTREAM: MIXED
PHASE: LIQUID LIQUID LIQUID LIQUID LIQUID
COMPONENTS: KMOL/HR
WATER 0 0 15.0763 0 15.8238
TRIOL‐01 0 0 0 0 0
OLEIC‐01 0 0 9.0972‐03 0 9.0972‐03
METHY‐01 0 0 0 0 0
SULFU‐01 0 1.08 3.6500‐04 0 3.6500‐04
GLYCE‐01 0 0 2.3888‐02 0 2.3888‐02
METHA‐01 0 0 0.9694 0 50.2219
CALCI‐01 1.279 0 0 0 0
CALCI‐02 0 0 0 1.279 0
COMPONENTS: KG/HR
WATER 0 0 271.6047 0 285.0704
TRIOL‐01 0 0 0 0 0
OLEIC‐01 0 0 2.5696 0 2.5696
METHY‐01 0 0 0 0 0
SULFU‐01 0 105.9258 3.5799‐02 0 3.5799‐02
GLYCE‐01 0 0 2.2 0 2.2
METHA‐01 0 0 31.0606 0 1609.2183
CALCI‐01 71.723 0 0 0 0
CALCI‐02 0 0 0 174.1251 0
TOTAL FLOW:
KMOL/HR 1.279 1.08 16.0791 1.279 66.0791
KG/HR 71.723 105.9258 307.4706 174.1251 1899.0941
CUM/HR 1.1094 5.8146‐02 0.3426 0.383 2.3326
STATE VARIABLES:
TEMP C 25 35 91.4544 25 25
PRES BAR 1.0133 2.0265 1.0133 1.0133 1.0133
VFRAC 0 0 0 0 0
LFRAC 1 1 1 1 1
SFRAC 0 0 0 0 0
ENTHALPY:
KCAL/MOL ‐83.0223 ‐189.287 ‐66.5899 ‐6.896 ‐59.8329
KCAL/KG ‐1480.4944 ‐1929.935 ‐3482.2928 ‐50.6532 ‐2081.8875
GCAL/HR ‐0.1062 ‐0.2044 ‐1.0707 ‐11.8201 ‐3.9538
ENTROPY:
CAL/MOL‐K ‐64.0973 ‐79.6189 ‐36.4434 337.3531 ‐52.5299
CAL/GM‐K ‐1.143 ‐0.8118 ‐1.9058 2.478 ‐1.8278
DENSITY:
KMOL/CUM 1.1528 18.574 46.9329 3.3393 28.3287
KG/CUM 64.6482 1821.7314 897.4713 454.6193 814.1601
AVG MW 56.0774 98.0795 19.1224 136.1416 28.7397
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23 3 4 5 6
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
STREAM ID 23 3 4 5 6
FROM: B1 B6 B7 B7 ‐‐‐‐
TO: B6 B7 B12 B8 B8
SUBSTREAM: MIXED
PHASE: LIQUID LIQUID LIQUID LIQUID LIQUID
COMPONENTS: KMOL/HR
WATER 8.2724 11.8668 11.2735 0.5933 0
TRIOL‐01 2.3888‐02 0 0 0 0
OLEIC‐01 3.6765 0.7353 7.3530‐03 0.7279 0
METHY‐01 0 3.0129 0 3.0129 0
SULFU‐01 0 1.08 1.026 5.4000‐02 0.2
GLYCE‐01 0 2.3888‐02 2.3888‐02 0 0
METHA‐01 0 40.0339 38.0322 2.0017 5
CALCI‐01 0 0 0 0 0
CALCI‐02 0 0 0 0 0
COMPONENTS: KG/HR
WATER 149.029 213.7846 203.0954 10.6892 0
TRIOL‐01 21.1517 0 0 0 0
OLEIC‐01 1038.4893 207.6979 2.077 205.6209 0
METHY‐01 0 893.2953 0 893.2953 0
SULFU‐01 0 105.9258 100.6295 5.2963 19.6159
GLYCE‐01 0 2.2 2.2 0 0
METHA‐01 0 1282.7712 1218.6326 64.1386 160.2108
CALCI‐01 0 0 0 0 0
CALCI‐02 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL FLOW:
KMOL/HR 11.9728 56.7528 50.3629 6.3898 5.2
KG/HR 1208.67 2705.6748 1526.6345 1179.0403 179.8267
CUM/HR 1.4537 3.3805 1.9138 1.3926 0.2256
STATE VARIABLES:
TEMP C 60 60 60 60 60
PRES BAR 2.0265 1.0133 1.0133 1.0133 2.0265
VFRAC 0 0 0 0 0
LFRAC 1 1 1 1 1
SFRAC 0 0 0 0 0
ENTHALPY:
KCAL/MOL 8.0168 ‐68.8732 ‐61.5127 ‐126.9168 ‐61.1873
KCAL/KG 9.0826 ‐1444.6471 ‐2029.2729 ‐687.8297 ‐1769.3374
GCAL/HR 4.639 ‐3.9088 ‐3.098 ‐0.811 ‐0.3182
ENTROPY:
CAL/MOL‐K 13.7854 ‐75.2229 ‐50.5522 ‐272.7471 ‐55.4335
CAL/GM‐K 11.8063 ‐1.5778 ‐1.6677 ‐1.4782 ‐1.603
DENSITY:
KMOL/CUM 8.2363 16.7883 26.3161 4.5886 23.048
KG/CUM 831.4724 800.3776 797.7105 846.6701 797.0462
AVG MW 100.9517 47.6748 30.3127 184.5178 34.5821
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7 8 9
‐‐‐‐‐
STREAM ID 7 8 9
FROM: B8 B9 B9
TO: B9 B12 B10
SUBSTREAM: MIXED
PHASE: LIQUID LIQUID LIQUID
COMPONENTS: KMOL/HR
WATER 1.1757 1.1169 5.8785‐02
TRIOL‐01 0 0 0
OLEIC‐01 0.1456 1.4559‐03 0.1441
METHY‐01 3.5952 0 3.5952
SULFU‐01 0.254 0.2413 1.2700‐02
GLYCE‐01 0 0 0
METHA‐01 6.4193 6.0984 0.321
CALCI‐01 0 0 0
CALCI‐02 0 0 0
COMPONENTS: KG/HR
WATER 21.1806 20.1215 1.059
TRIOL‐01 0 0 0
OLEIC‐01 41.1242 0.4112 40.7129
METHY‐01 1065.9607 0 1065.9607
SULFU‐01 24.9122 23.6666 1.2456
GLYCE‐01 0 0 0
METHA‐01 205.6894 195.4049 10.2845
CALCI‐01 0 0 0
CALCI‐02 0 0 0
TOTAL FLOW:
KMOL/HR 11.5898 7.458 4.1318
KG/HR 1358.867 239.6043 1119.2627
CUM/HR 1.6165 0.298 1.321
STATE VARIABLES:
TEMP C 60 60 60
PRES BAR 1.0133 1.0133 1.0133
VFRAC 0 0 0
LFRAC 1 1 1
SFRAC 0 0 0
ENTHALPY:
KCAL/MOL ‐96.8781 ‐62.1821 ‐159.5355
KCAL/KG ‐826.2784 ‐1935.5113 ‐588.9324
GCAL/HR ‐1.1228 ‐0.4638 ‐0.6592
ENTROPY:
CAL/MOL‐K ‐174.6747 ‐52.165 ‐398.8448
CAL/GM‐K ‐1.4898 ‐1.6237 ‐1.4724
DENSITY:
KMOL/CUM 7.1696 25.029 3.1279
KG/CUM 840.6041 804.1068 847.3154
AVG MW 117.2463 32.127 270.8893
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C.1.3 Hydrotreating process
The green diesel output was computed by closing the mass balance around the reactor in equation
C.1 below:
XDiesel = XH2 +XTAG −XPropane −XWater −XGasoline −XCO2 − γXCO2 (C.1)
γ is the ratio of the molecular weight of CO to that of CO2. Each X is a mass ratio of a chemical
species to input algae oil.
Electricity was used for compression, cooling water, and sour water treatment. All compression
calculations were assumed with 70% efficiency. Make-up hydrogen compression to the reactor
was calculated in Aspen. Hydrogen from the methane reformer was assumed available at 20 bar
[Parkash, 2003]. The reaction can take place between 36 and 50 bar [Marker et al., 2005] so a range
of compression energies were calculated in equation C.2:
Electricity use = β1(0.332 + 0.213d1) kWh/(kg makeup hydrogen) (C.2)
d1 is a uniform distribution that represents the uncertainty in reactor pressure (i.e. a value of
0 corresponds to a pressure of 36 bar and a value of 1 corresponds to a pressure of 50 bar). β1 is
the mass ratio of hydrogen consumption in reactor to algae oil processed. The electricity for the
compression of hydrogen recycled from the PSA unit was calculated via Aspen simulation. The
input for the LCI is equation C.3:
Electricity use =
β1
0.018kg
(0.0343 + 0.220d1) kWh/(kg algae oil processed) (C.3)
The electricity for the compression of PSA tail-gas was calculated via Aspen simulation. The
input for the LCI is equation C.4:
Electricity use = 0.0672β2 kWh/(kg makeup hydrogen) (C.4)
β2 is the ratio of tail-gas mass flow to simulated tail-gas mass flow, where
β2 =
(1 + γ)(CO2 produced in the reactor, kg) + 1.176(hydrogen consumption in the reactor, kg)
0.221 kg
(C.5)
The electricity use for the cooling water for the PSA tail gas compressor is calculated via Aspen
simulation. The same assumptions for cooling water that are used for SFE are employed in this
analysis, except for the electricity use per gallon of cooling water, which is allowed to vary between
1 and 2 Wh/gallon. The input for the LCI is equation C.6:
Electricity use = 4.61× 10−4(1 + d2)β2 kWh/(kg algae oil processed) (C.6)
d2 is another uniform distribution that represents the uncertainty in cooling water electricity
use (i.e. a value of 0 corresponds to 1 Wh/gallon and a value of 1 corresponds to 2 Wh/gallon).
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The electricity use for the cooler upstream of the PSA unit was calculated via Aspen simulation.
The input for the LCI is equation C.7:
Electricity use = 3.60× 10−3(1 + d2)β3 kWh/(kg algae oil processed) (C.7)
β3 is the ratio of PSA inlet mass flow to simulated PSA inlet mass flow.
β3 =
(1 + γ)(CO2 produced in the reactor, kg) + 6.916(hydrogen consumption in the reactor, kg)
0.324 kg
(C.8)
Electricity and cooling water use for the sour water stripper is given by Parkash [2003]. The
input for the LCI was given by equation C.9:
Electricity use = [1.485×10−4(1 +d2) + 3.003×10−3]XWater kWh/(kg algae oil processed) (C.9)
Electricity for the algae oil pump upstream of the hydrotreater is calculated using 75% efficiency
assumed. The LCI input is given in equation C.10:
Electricity use = 1.51× 10−3(1 + 6.1× 10−4d1) kWh/(kg algae oil processed) (C.10)
Heat was generated from the hydrotreating reaction, and used to make steam for stripping,
WGS, and stream heating applications. Heat production from the hydrotreater was determined
from data given in Marker et al. [2005], the input for the LCI was given by equation C.11. (Note:
the equation is written so that the result is negative and represents a heat credit).
Heat use, MJ = XDiesel[0.9− 61.5(hydrogen consumption in reactor, kg)] (C.11)
Data from Parkash [2003] was used to determine 0.401 MJ of heat was used per kg of water
produced in the reactor. This results in a triangularly-distributed LCI input with a minimum of
0.013 MJ, mode of 0.023 MJ, and a maximum or 0.034 MJ per kg of algae oil processed. 0.6 kg
of steam per liter of diesel produced are used to strip light components from the outgoing diesel
stream [Parkash, 2003]. The steam sent to the diesel stripper is saturated steam at 300 F (”Steam
Strippers”), supplying a duty of 38.143 MJ/kmol. The heat use was calculated below and input
to the LCI as equation C.12.
Heat Use, MJ = 0.01626XDiesel (C.12)
Steam sent to the reformer Water-Gas-Shift reactors is saturated at 21.7 bar, supplying a duty
of 33.705 MJ/kmol. One mole of steam is consumed per mole of CO converted to CO2, giving a
triangularly-distributed steam use with a minimum of 0.0613, a mode of 0.0934, and a maximum
of 0.1264 MJ/kg algae oil processed. Heat duty for the reactor make-up hydrogen was calculated
via Aspen simulation. The input for the LCI was equation C.13:
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Heat Use, MJ = (2.95− 0.76d1)β1 (C.13)
Heat duty for the recycle hydrogen is calculated via Aspen simulation. The input for the LCI
is equation C.14:
Heat Use, MJ =
(0.302− 0.078d1)β1
0.018 kg
(C.14)
It was assumed in these calculations that the heat used to warm the algae oil to reactor condi-
tions is recovered via thermal integration of the post-reactor cooling process with other streams in
the refinery. Also, no heat will be needed for downstream processing of the gasoline components
stripped from the diesel. This is because these components will most likely be straight-chain heavy
naphtha processes in the platformer. The reaction they will undergo is thermally neutral.
C.2 Simapro output
C.2.1 Oil recovery data
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Figure C.3: Simapro output for hydrothermal oil non-renewable energy need
Figure C.4: Simapro output for hydrothermal oil greenhouse gas output
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Figure C.5: Simapro output for extract FAME non-renewable energy need
Figure C.6: Simapro output for extract FAME greenhouse gas output
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Figure C.7: Simapro output for extract green diesel non-renewable energy need
Figure C.8: Simapro output for extract green diesel greenhouse gas output
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Figure C.9: Simapro output for process cooling non-renewable energy need
Figure C.10: Simapro output for process cooling greenhouse gas output
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Figure C.11: Simapro output for electricity non-renewable energy need
Figure C.12: Simapro output for electricity greenhouse gas output
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Figure C.13: Simapro output for process heat non-renewable energy need
Figure C.14: Simapro output for process heat greenhouse gas output
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C.2.5 Matlab code
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hydro1.m
%lcatreatment script
%Michael Johnson
%August 29, 2011
%
%This script iterates a Monte Carlo simulation for the calculation of LCA variables 
in hydrothermal processing of 
microalgae to fuels and co-products. The variables are split into sections
%1. Raw algae 2. Hydrothermal oil 3. Biodiesel production 4. Hydrotreatment 5. 
Residual biomass units
%6 Co-products 7. Impact calculations for biodiesel
level=6; n=10^level;
product=trirnd(10,20,33,n); %g/m2/d
lipids=trirnd(0.089, 0.34, 0.66, n); %percent lipid
lipidu=normrnd(.7884,.1380,n,1); %mole saturating h2 needed per mole fatty acid
lipidmw=normrnd(256.9,2.571,n,1); %average molecular weight of fatty acid
protein=(1-lipids)*3/5; carb=(1-lipids)*2/5; %percent protein and carb
algalflow=product*7450/20; %kg/hr
proteinc=normrnd(.5342,.0175,n,1); proteinh=normrnd(.0688,.0021,n,1);
proteinn=normrnd(.1667,.0069,n,1); proteino=normrnd(.2127,.0123,n,1);
proteins=1-proteinc-proteinh-proteinn-proteino;
a=find(proteins<0); for j=1:length(a); proteins(a(j))=0; end
carbc=normrnd(.4494,.0071,n,1); carbh=normrnd(.0617,.0008,n,1);
carbo=1-carbc-carbh;
lipidc=normrnd(.7760,.0261,n,1); lipidh=normrnd(.1105,.0037,n,1);
lipido=1-lipidc-lipidh;
totalc=algalflow.*(proteinc.*protein+lipidc.*lipids+carbc.*carb);
totaln=algalflow.*(proteinn.*protein);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%This section describes the properties of the hydrothermally produced oil
oillipid=0.9.*lipids.*algalflow.*(.98*(3*lipidmw./(74.06+3*lipidmw))+.02);
oilprotein=trirnd(0.015,0.021,0.07,n).*protein.*algalflow;
oilcarb=trirnd(0,0.04,0.1,n).*(oillipid+oilprotein);
oilflow=oillipid+oilprotein+oilcarb;
oilyield=oilflow./algalflow;
oilc=(oillipid.*lipidc+oilprotein.*proteinc+oilcarb.*carbc)./oilflow;
oilh=(oillipid.*lipidh+oilprotein.*proteinh+oilcarb.*carbh)./oilflow;
oiln=(oilprotein.*proteinn)./oilflow; oils=(oilprotein.*proteins)./oilflow;
oilo=(oillipid.*lipido+oilprotein.*proteino+oilcarb.*carbo)./oilflow;
prod(:,1)=boie(oilc,oilh,oiln,oilo,oils).*oilflow; %MJ-fuel/hr
hyelec(:,1)=633.6/7450.*algalflow./oilflow*.95/.85; %MJ/kg-oil
hyheat(:,1)=0.255*algalflow./oilflow; %MJ/kg-oil
energy(:,1)=normrnd(1.37,.163,n,1).*hyheat(:,1)+lognrnd(1.004,0.684,n,1).*hyelec(:,1
);
GWP(:,1)=lognrnd(-1.611,.2867,n,1).*hyelec;
GWP(:,2)=normrnd(0.0912,0.0106,n,1).*(hyheat);
% [prodx(1,1), prodx(1,2)]=normfit(prod(:,1)./oilflow); %MJ/kg-fuel
% elecx(1,:)=lognfit(hyelec(:,1)); 
% heatx(1,:)=lognfit(hyheat(:,1)); 
% [oilcx(1,1), oilcx(1,2)]=normfit(oilc);
% [oilhx(1,1), oilhx(1,2)]=normfit(oilh);
% [oilox(1,1), oilox(1,2)]=normfit(oilo);
% oilnx=lognfit(oiln); oilsx=expfit(oils);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%This section describes the process needs for producing biodiesel from the 
%hydrothermal oil
fameyield=trirnd(0.7,0.8,0.95,n); %single pass yield
fame=oillipid.*(1-(1-fameyield).^3).*(lipidmw+14.026)./(lipidmw); %kg-FAME/hr
prod(:,2)=fame.*38; %MJ FAME/hr
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hydro1.m
h2so4=0.05.*oillipid.*(1+(1-fameyield)+(1-fameyield).^2)./oilflow; %kg-h2so4/kg-oil
cao=h2so4/98.079*56.077; %kg-cao/kg-oil
caso4=cao/56.077*136.14; %kg-caso4/kg-oil
meoh=oillipid./lipidmw.*32.04*(20/16)./oilflow; %kg-meoh/kg-oil
% famex=lognfit(fame./oilflow); %kg-FAME/kg-oil (Yield FAME)
% [h2so4x(1,1) h2so4x(1,2)]=normfit(h2so4); 
% [caox(1,1) caox(1,2)]=normfit(cao); 
% [caso4x(1,1) caso4x(1,2)]=normfit(caso4); 
% [meohx(1,1), meohx(1,2)]=normfit(meoh); %kg-meoh/kg-oil
heater(:,1)=65.35.*oilflow/1057*1.2./oilflow; %MJ/kg-oil
%reflux ratio of 1, atmospheric press, 
cond(:,1)=3492.87.*oilflow/1057./oilflow; %MJ/kg-oil condensor duty
heater(:,2)=3812.4.*oilflow/1057./oilflow; %MJ/kg-oil reboiler duty
energy(:,2)=hyheat(:,1)+hyelec(:,1)+cond(:,1)+heater(:,1)+heater(:,2);
heaterx(1,:)=lognfit(heater(:,1));
heaterx(2,:)=lognfit(heater(:,2));
condx(1,:)=lognfit(cond(:,1)); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%This section describes the process needs for hydrotreating feeds
%  hdo=trirnd(0,.25,.5,n); dco=1-hdo;
%  gas=trirnd(0,0.025,0.07,n).*oillipid;
%  h2(:,1)=oiln.*oilflow/14.006*2.016*2; %kg h2 demand for nitrogen hydrotreat
%  h2(:,2)=oils.*oilflow/32.065*2.016; %kg h2 demand for sulfur hydrotreat
%  h2(:,3)=oillipid./lipidmw*3.*hdo*2.016; %kg h2 demand for hydrodeoxygenation
%  h2(:,4)=oillipid./lipidmw*0.5.*dco*2.016; %kg h2 demand for decarboxy and 
decarbony
%  h2(:,5)=oillipid*.02./(3*lipidmw+74.06)*3*2.016; %kg h2 demand for glycerol from 
TAG
%  h2(:,6)=oillipid*.98./lipidmw.*lipidu*2.016; %kg h2 demand for saturation
%  h2(:,7)=oilcarb.*carbo/16.00*1.5*2.016; %kg h2 demand for carb oxygen
% 
%  prop=h2(:,5)/2.016*44.07;
%  co2(:,1)=0.5.*(h2(:,4)+h2(:,7))./2.016*44.01;
%  h2o=(h2(:,5)*3+h2(:,3)*2+h2(:,4)*0.5)/2.016*18.02;
%  h2s=h2(:,2)/2.016*34.08; nh3=h2(:,1)/2.016*17.03;
%  H=zeros(n,1); E=zeros(n,1); Q=zeros(n,1);
%  for i=1:n
%      H(i)=sum(h2(i,:));
%  end
%  diesel=oillipid+H-gas-prop-(1+28.01/44.01)*co2-h2o-h2s-nh3;
%  prod(:,3)=44*diesel+45*gas+50*prop;
% h2x(1,:)=lognfit(h2(:,1)./oilflow);
% h2x(2,:)=expfit(h2(:,2)./oilflow);
% h2x(3,:)=lognfit(h2(:,3)./oilflow);
% h2x(4,:)=lognfit(h2(:,4)./oilflow);
% h2x(5,:)=lognfit(h2(:,5)./oilflow); %bad fit
% h2x(6,:)=lognfit(h2(:,6)./oilflow); %bad fit
% h2x(7,:)=lognfit(h2(:,7)./oilflow);
% Hx=lognfit(H./oilflow); 
% co2x=lognfit(co2./oilflow); 
% nh3x=lognfit(nh3./oilflow); 
% propx=lognfit(prop./oilflow); %bad fit
% %gasx=trirnd(0,0.0238,0.0695,n);
% dieselx=lognfit(diesel./oilflow);
% h2sx=expfit(h2s./oilflow);
% 
% r=rand(n,2);
% elec(:,1)=H./oilflow.*H.*(0.332+0.213.*r(:,1))/1000*60*60; %hydrogen compression
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% elec(:,2)=H./0.018.*(0.0343+0.22.*r(:,1))/1000*60*60; %hydrogen recycle
% 
elec(:,3)=0.0672/0.221*((1+28.01/44.01).*co2./oilflow+1.176.*H./oilflow).*H/1000*60*
60; %PSA tail compression
% 
elec(:,4)=4.61e-4.*(1+r(:,2)).*oilflow/1000*60*60/0.221.*((1+28.01/44.01).*co2./oilf
low+1.176.*H./oilflow); %
Cooling water pump
% 
elec(:,5)=3.6e-3.*(1+r(:,2))./0.324.*((1+28.01/44.01).*co2./oilflow+6.916.*H./oilflo
w)./1000*60*60.*oilflow;
% elec(:,6)=(1.485e-4*(1+r(:,2))+3.003e-3)*.75/.95.*h2o.*oilflow/1000*60*60;
% elec(:,7)=1.51e-3*(1+r(:,1).*6.1e-4).*oilflow/1000*60*60;
% 
% heat(:,1)=diesel./oilflow.*(0.9-61.5.*H);
% heat(:,2)=0.01626.*diesel;
% heat(:,3)=H./oilflow.*(2.95-0.76.*r(:,1));
% heat(:,4)=H./oilflow.*(0.302-0.078.*r(:,1))/0.018;
% for i=1:n
%     E(i)=sum(elec(i,:))./oilflow(i,:); %MJ/kg-oil
%     Q(i)=sum(heat(i,:))./oilflow(i,:); %MJ/kg-oil
% end
% Ex=lognfit(E);
% [Qx(1,1) Qx(1,2)]=normfit(Q);
% energy(:,3)=E+Q;
% NER(:,1)=(prod(:,1)./energy(:,1));
% NER(:,2)=(prod(:,2)./energy(:,2));
% NER(:,3)=(prod(:,3)./energy(:,3));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
solubn=normrnd(.5878,0.09154,n,1).*totaln;
solubprotein=solubn./proteinn;
solidn=totaln-oiln.*oilflow-solubn;
b=find(solidn<0);
for j=1:length(b); solubn(b(j))=normrnd(.5878,0.09154); 
solubprotein(b(j))=solubn(b(j))./proteinn(b(j));
    
solidn(b(j))=algalflow(b(j)).*protein(b(j)).*proteinn(b(j))-oiln(b(j)).*oilflow(b(j)
)-solubn(b(j)); end
solidprotein=solidn./proteinn; 
 glycerol=0.9.*lipids.*algalflow.*(.98*(92.08./(74.06+3*lipidmw)));
 solubcarb=normrnd(0.5,0.046,n,1).*(algalflow.*carb-oilcarb);
 solidcarb=algalflow.*carb-oilcarb-solubcarb;
 solidflow=solidcarb+solidprotein;
 solidyield=solidflow./algalflow;
 solubflow=solubcarb+solubprotein+glycerol;
 solubyield=solubflow./algalflow;
% [solidyieldx(1,1), solidyieldx(1,2)]=normfit(solidyield);
% [solubyieldx(1,1), solubyieldx(1,2)]=normfit(solubyield);
% [solidcarbx(1,1), solidcarbx(1,2)]=normfit(solidcarb./algalflow);
% [solubcarbx(1,1), solubcarbx(1,2)]=normfit((solubcarb+glycerol)./algalflow);
% [solidproteinx(1,1), solidproteinx(1,2)]=normfit(solidprotein./algalflow);
% [solubproteinx(1,1), solubproteinx(1,2)]=normfit(solubprotein./algalflow);
% oilyield=trirnd(.0943,0.338,.663,n);
clear a; clear b; clear i; clear j;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%1933 yields Symons and Buswell
% soluba=(solubprotein.*proteinc+solubcarb.*carbc)./12.01;
% solubb=(solubprotein.*proteinh+solubcarb.*carbh)./1.008;
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% solubc=(solubprotein.*proteino+solubcarb.*carbo)./16.0;
% solubd=solubn./14.01;
% solida=(solidprotein.*proteinc+solidcarb.*carbc)./12.01;
% solidb=(solidprotein.*proteinh+solidcarb.*carbh)./1.008;
% solidc=(solidprotein.*proteino+solidcarb.*carbo)./16.0;
% solidd=solidn./14.01;
%a=solida+soluba; b=solidb+solubb; c=solidc+solubc; d=solidd+solubd;
% solubh2o=(4*soluba-solubb-2*solubc+3*solubd)./4;
% solidh2o=(4*solida-solidb-2*solidc+3*solidd)./4;
% solubch4=(4*soluba+solubb-2*solubc-3*solubd)./8;
% solidch4=(4*solida+solidb-2*solidc-3*solidd)./8;
% solubco2=(4*soluba-solubb+2*solubc+3*solubd)./8;
% solidco2=(4*solida-solidb+2*solidc+3*solidd)./8;
% cent=trirnd(2.5,8,9.88,n)*3.6/1030.*(solidflow+solubflow).*normrnd(3.44,2.66,n,1);
%MJ centrifuge 
% [centx(1,1), centx(1,2)]=normfit(cent./algalflow);
% 
centGWP=trirnd(2.5,8,9.88,n)*3.6/1030.*(solidflow+solubflow).*normrnd(.0912,.0106,n,
1); %GWP centrifuge 
% [centGWPx(1,1) centGWPx(1,2)]=normfit(centGWP./algalflow);
% % Results for biogas from Angelidaki 2004
%  biogasyield=trirnd(0.316,0.379,0.442,n)./0.51; %assumed from algae biogas lit.
% ch4(:,1)=(solubprotein.*0.851+solubcarb.*0.415).*0.668; %kg/hr ch4
% ch4(:,2)=(solidprotein.*0.851+solidcarb.*0.415).*0.668; %kg/hr ch4
% ratio1=normrnd(0.49,0.0026,n,1);
% ratio2=normrnd(0.3601,0.0288,n,1);
% % co2(:,1)=ch4(:,1)./16.042./(1-ratio1).*ratio1.*44.01; %kg/hr co2
% % co2(:,2)=ch4(:,2)./16.042./(1-ratio1).*ratio1.*44.01; %kg/hr co2
% nh3(:,1)=ch4(:,1)./16.042./(1-ratio2).*ratio2.*17.034; %kg/hr nh3
% nh3(:,2)=ch4(:,2)./16.042./(1-ratio2).*ratio2.*17.034; %kg/hr nh3
% p=trirnd(0.0042,0.006,0.010,n).*algalflow;
% solubp=p.*solubn./totaln;
% solidp=p.*(1-solubn./totaln);
% 
% ch438(:,1)=ch4(:,1).*biogasyield;
% ch438(:,2)=ch4(:,2).*biogasyield;
% % co238(:,1)=co2(:,1).*biogasyield;
% % co238(:,2)=co2(:,2).*biogasyield;
% nh338(:,1)=nh3(:,1).*biogasyield;
% nh338(:,2)=nh3(:,2).*biogasyield;
% p38(:,1)=solubp.*biogasyield;
% p38(:,2)=solidp.*biogasyield;
% 
% ch490(:,1)=ch4(:,1)*.9;
% ch490(:,2)=ch4(:,2)*.9;
% % co290(:,1)=co2(:,1)*.9;
% % co290(:,2)=co2(:,2)*.9;
% nh390(:,1)=nh3(:,1)*.9;
% nh390(:,2)=nh3(:,2)*.9;
% p90(:,1)=solubp.*.9;
% p90(:,2)=solidp.*.9;
% 
% p50(:,1)=solubp.*.5;
% p50(:,2)=solidp.*.5;
% triplep50=p50./.26467;
% nh350(:,1)=nh3(:,1)*.5;
% nh350(:,2)=nh3(:,2)*.5;
% nh4no3rec50=solubn.*0.5/(2*14.01/80.06);
% ch438x(1,:)=lognfit(ch438(:,1)./algalflow);
% ch438x(2,:)=lognfit(ch438(:,2)./algalflow);
% co238x(1,:)=lognfit(co238(:,1)./algalflow);
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% co238x(2,:)=lognfit(co238(:,2)./algalflow);
% [nh338x(1,1), nh338x(1,2)]=normfit(nh338(:,1)./algalflow);
% [nh338x(2,1), nh338x(2,2)]=normfit(nh338(:,2)./algalflow);
% 
% ch490x(1,:)=lognfit(ch490(:,1)./algalflow);
% ch490x(2,:)=lognfit(ch490(:,2)./algalflow);
% co290x(1,:)=lognfit(co290(:,1)./algalflow);
% co290x(2,:)=lognfit(co290(:,2)./algalflow);
% [nh390x(1,1), nh390x(1,2)]=normfit(nh390(:,1)./algalflow);
% [nh390x(2,1), nh390x(2,2)]=normfit(nh390(:,2)./algalflow);
% 
% nh4no338=nh338*(14.01/17.034)/(2*14.01/80.06);
% nh4no390=nh390*(14.01/17.034)/(2*14.01/80.06);
% nh4no3res38(:,1)=solubn.*(0.9-biogasyield)./(2*14.01/80.06);
% nh4no3res38(:,2)=solidn.*(0.9-biogasyield)./(2*14.01/80.06);
% nh4no3recyc=solubn.*0.9/(2*14.01/80.06);
% ng38=ch438*55.5;
% ng90=ch490*55.5;
% triplep38=p38./.26467;
% triplep90=p90./.26467;
% [nh4no3recycx(1,1), nh4no3recycx(1,2)]=normfit(nh4no3recyc(:,1)./algalflow);
% [nh4no3rec50x(1,1), nh4no3rec50x(1,2)]=normfit(nh4no3rec50(:,1)./algalflow);
% [nh4no390x(1,1), nh4no390x(1,2)]=normfit(nh4no390(:,1)./algalflow);
% [nh4no390x(2,1), nh4no390x(2,2)]=normfit(nh4no390(:,2)./algalflow);
% [nh4no338x(1,1), nh4no338x(1,2)]=normfit(nh4no338(:,1)./algalflow);
% [nh4no338x(2,1), nh4no338x(2,2)]=normfit(nh4no338(:,2)./algalflow);
% [nh4no3res38x(1,1), nh4no3res38x(1,2)]=normfit(nh4no3res38(:,1)./algalflow);
% [nh4no3res38x(2,1), nh4no3res38x(2,2)]=normfit(nh4no3res38(:,2)./algalflow);
% [triplep90x(1,1), triplep90x(1,2)]=normfit(triplep90(:,1)./algalflow);
% [triplep38x(1,1), triplep38x(1,2)]=normfit(triplep38(:,1)./algalflow);
% [triplep90x(2,1), triplep90x(2,2)]=normfit(triplep90(:,2)./algalflow);
% [triplep50x(1,1), triplep50x(1,2)]=normfit(triplep50(:,1)./algalflow);
% [triplep50x(2,1), triplep50x(2,2)]=normfit(triplep50(:,2)./algalflow);
% [triplep38x(2,1), triplep38x(2,2)]=normfit(triplep38(:,2)./algalflow);
% ng38x(1,:)=lognfit(ng38(:,1)./algalflow);
% ng38x(2,:)=lognfit(ng38(:,2)./algalflow);
% ng90x(1,:)=lognfit(ng90(:,1)./algalflow);
% ng90x(2,:)=lognfit(ng90(:,2)./algalflow);
% 
% MJw(:,1)=nh4no338(:,1).*normrnd(59.1,13.7,n,1)./oilflow;
% MJw(:,2)=nh4no390(:,1).*normrnd(59.1,13.7,n,1)./oilflow;
% MJw(:,3)=nh4no3res38(:,1).*normrnd(59.1,13.7,n,1)./oilflow;
% MJw(:,4)=ng38(:,1).*normrnd(1.19,0.109,n,1)./oilflow;
% MJw(:,5)=ng90(:,1).*normrnd(1.19,0.109,n,1)./oilflow;
% MJw(:,6)=triplep38(:,1).*normrnd(32.4,4.3,n,1)./oilflow;
% MJw(:,7)=triplep90(:,1).*normrnd(32.4,4.3,n,1)./oilflow;
% MJw(:,8)=triplep50(:,1).*normrnd(32.4,4.3,n,1)./oilflow;
% MJw(:,9)=nh4no3rec50(:,1).*normrnd(59.1,13.7,n,1)./oilflow;
% MJs(:,1)=nh4no338(:,2).*normrnd(59.1,13.7,n,1)./oilflow;
% MJs(:,2)=nh4no390(:,2).*normrnd(59.1,13.7,n,1)./oilflow;
% MJs(:,3)=nh4no3res38(:,2).*normrnd(59.1,13.7,n,1)./oilflow;
% MJs(:,4)=ng38(:,2).*normrnd(1.19,0.109,n,1)./oilflow;
% MJs(:,5)=ng90(:,2).*normrnd(1.19,0.109,n,1)./oilflow;
% MJs(:,6)=triplep38(:,2).*normrnd(32.4,4.3,n,1)./oilflow;
% MJs(:,7)=triplep90(:,2).*normrnd(32.4,4.3,n,1)./oilflow;
% MJs(:,8)=triplep50(:,2).*normrnd(32.4,4.3,n,1)./oilflow;
%  for i=1:7; 
%     [MJwx(i,1) MJwx(i,2)]=lognfit(MJw(:,i));
%        [MJsx(i,1) MJsx(i,2)]=lognfit(MJs(:,i));
%  end;
%  
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% GWPw(:,1)=nh4no338(:,1).*normrnd(5.78,0.89,n,1)./algalflow;
% GWPw(:,2)=nh4no390(:,1).*normrnd(5.78,0.89,n,1)./algalflow;
% GWPw(:,3)=nh4no3res38(:,1).*normrnd(5.78,0.89,n,1)./algalflow;
% GWPw(:,4)=ng38(:,1).*normrnd(0.00826,0.00213,n,1)./algalflow;
% GWPw(:,5)=ng90(:,1).*normrnd(0.00826,0.00213,n,1)./algalflow;
% GWPw(:,6)=triplep38(:,1).*normrnd(1.95,0.215,n,1)./algalflow;
% GWPw(:,7)=triplep90(:,1).*normrnd(1.95,0.215,n,1)./algalflow;
%  GWPw(:,8)=triplep50(:,1).*normrnd(1.95,0.215,n,1)./oilflow;
%  GWPw(:,9)=nh4no3rec50(:,1).*normrnd(5.78,0.89,n,1)./oilflow;
% GWPs(:,1)=nh4no338(:,2).*normrnd(5.78,0.89,n,1)./algalflow;
% GWPs(:,2)=nh4no390(:,2).*normrnd(5.78,0.89,n,1)./algalflow;
% GWPs(:,3)=nh4no3res38(:,2).*normrnd(5.78,0.89,n,1)./algalflow;
% GWPs(:,4)=ng38(:,2).*normrnd(0.00826,0.00213,n,1)./algalflow;
% GWPs(:,5)=ng90(:,2).*normrnd(0.00826,0.00213,n,1)./algalflow;
% GWPs(:,6)=triplep38(:,2).*normrnd(1.95,0.215,n,1)./algalflow;
% GWPs(:,7)=triplep90(:,2).*normrnd(1.95,0.215,n,1)./algalflow;
%  GWPs(:,8)=triplep50(:,2).*normrnd(1.95,0.215,n,1)./oilflow;
%  for i=1:7; 
%     [GWPwx(i,1) GWPwx(i,2)]=normfit(GWPw(:,i));
%     [GWPsx(i,1) GWPsx(i,2)]=normfit(GWPs(:,i));
%  end;
% corn=solidyield*0.947; %kg/kg solids
% [cornx(1,1) cornx(1,2)]=normfit(corn);
% soymeal=solidyield*0.303; %kg/kg solids
% [soymealx(1,1) soymealx(1,2)]=normfit(soymeal);
% aquacult=solidprotein./0.44;
% [aquacultx(1,1) aquacultx(1,2)]=normfit(aquacult./algalflow);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Impacts for biodiesel process
% MJ(:,1)=zeros(n,1);%lognrnd(1.004,0.684,n,1).*hyelec;
% MJ(:,2)=normrnd(1.37,.163,n,1).*(heater(:,1)+heater(:,2));%+hyheat);
% MJ(:,3)=normrnd(4.2,.32,n,1).*cao;
% MJ(:,4)=normrnd(39.5,5.37,n,1).*meoh;
% MJ(:,5)=lognrnd(.665,.249,n,1).*h2so4;
% MJ(:,6)=lognrnd(.08,0.262,n,1).*cond;
% MJoil=(MJ(:,1)+MJ(:,2)+MJ(:,3)+MJ(:,4)+MJ(:,5)+MJ(:,6)).*oilflow./prod(:,2);
% %MJx=lognfit(MJoil);
% GWP(:,1)=zeros(n,1);%lognrnd(-1.611,.2867,n,1).*hyelec;
% GWP(:,2)=normrnd(0.0912,0.0106,n,1).*(heater(:,1)+heater(:,2));%+hyheat);
% GWP(:,3)=normrnd(0.749,0.0713,n,1).*cao;
% GWP(:,4)=normrnd(0.669,.0563,n,1).*meoh;
% GWP(:,5)=lognrnd(-2.15,0.254,n,1).*h2so4;
% GWP(:,6)=normrnd(0.0527,0.00655,n,1).*cond;
% 
GWPoil=(GWP(:,1)+GWP(:,2)+GWP(:,3)+GWP(:,4)+GWP(:,5)+GWP(:,6)).*oilflow./prod(:,2);
% %GWPx=lognfit(GWPoil);
%  for i=1:6; 
%     [MJx(i,1) MJx(i,2)]=normfit(MJ(:,i));
%     [GWPx(i,1) GWPx(i,2)]=normfit(GWP(:,i));
%  end;
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